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ABSTRACT 

Improving patrol productivity depends upon the efficient 
utilization and management of patrol officers' time. A tho-
rough workload analysis, a precise, up-to-date characterization 
of a jurisdiction's crime problems, and the close coordination 
of routine and specialized patrol operations are viewed as the 
essential underpinnings of an affective patrol operation. 

Routine Pat:t:'o~.) Volume I of this report, focuses upon 
the general patrol division, recommending specific steps which 
departments of all sizes can take to improve the efficiency 
anc effectiveness of its operations. Included are detailed 
discussions of patrol workload analysis as the basis for 
developing efficient and effective deployment schemes; the 
management of call for service workload and the prioritiza
tion of calls for service; the use of crime analysis in sup
port of routine patrol operations; and the conduct of pre
planned and directed prevention, deterrence, and apprehension 
activities. The volume concludes with the presentation of 
selected case studies of departments which have implemented 
many of the approaches outlined, and with a discussion of 
the major issues faced in planning, implementing, and eval
uating changes in the patrol function. 

speaia~ized Pat:t:'o~.) Volume II of this report, focuses 
upon the appropriate use and effective operation of specialized 
patrol units. It emphasizes that specialized patrol should be 
considered when the best efforts of routine patrol officers 
to cope with particular crime problems are being frustrated 
by call for service response demands and by the inability of 
uniformed officers to employ the appropriate crime related 
tactics. The volume includes a thorough discussion of and 
presents specific recommendations regarding the planning, 
implementation, deployment, tactics, and evaluation of spe
cialized patrol operations. 

Because of the essential interrelationship bet~een 
routine and specialized patrol, because they represen.t different 
approaches to the attainment of similar goals, the two 'volumes 
should appropriately be used in conjunction with one another. 
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PREFACE 

.". 

This is the second volume in a two-volume publication 
.1n routine and specialized patrol operations. ItS goal is' t.o 
assist departments in imprqying the productj.vity c'tf t:hei~;patl:ol 
operations, the single most costly aspect 01: poli~;:!.-!l.g.s '., 

Routine and specialized patrol share the;'principal 
goals of criminal apprehension and crime deterrence. Routine 
patrol operations seek to realizi::! these goals by:tmplementing' 
deterrence aad apprehension tactics while provid:iing mobile r.es
ponses to citizen calls for service. Specialized; patrol units, 
whether they are e.,tablished on an ad hoc basis o:Jt: on., a permanent 
basis, are relieved of call for service responsibliliti,es in order 
to concentrate on apprehension and deterrence. Routir.le patrol-I; 
units are able to use onZy those short-term tactics Which can be 
employed in periods of time in between calls for service res
ponses, while specialized units are able to employ~dditional 
tactics which require longer and rtiore continuous time commit-J 
ments. Whether rout'lne or specialLzed, patrol represents the.?Jlbst 
appropriate response to a p2,rticulal: crime problem depends :upon 
the natur:e of the problem ailld the tactics which are deterralned ;.) 
to be most effective in deflling with it. It is essent;Uii that 
patrol administrators understand that sped.alized patrol opera
tions are conducted withitl the context of the gener!} patrol 
division and that the two aspects of patrol mus.t {,boperate with 
one another and coordinate their activities: /' 

., .... 
. : :-, " .'- ,1.-' 

'. Routl.ne and specialized patrol share the .. commo!;\ 
goals of apprehension a~1' /deterrenc(",~ ... >.".~. ". 

,J,~"'J' " ",'::: .,.," ,'" .. 

• They have a common ccni<;ernfor generatin.~::,a··· 
high degree of community satisfactioD.\itilh 
police services; arid 

• The tactics employed by each typ~ of patrol can 
either reinforce o~ interfere with the tactics 
of the other. 

In addition, both routine and specialized patrol operation~ must 
seek to coordinate their activities with those of the detective 
division. 

Volurnf~ I '0f this report, Routine Patl'ot, focuses upon, 
the major issues of patrol productivity and recommends a number 
of concrete steps patrol adminietrato.c:s can take to improve both 

,. ~:. 

, ... -- ~ 



the efficiency and effectiveness of uniformed patrol operations. It 
includes discussions of how t.o analyze the patrol workload, develop 
efficient deployment schemes, and m~Lnage the service call workload so 
that officers will have time to implement pre-planned prevention, de
terrence, and apprehension oriented activities. It describes how crime 
analysis can be used to focus routi1'l.e patrol operations and suggests 
a number of anti-crime tactics that can be used by patrol officers 
when they are not responding to calls for service. Finally, the 
volume outlines the maj or issues patiol adnd.J;d.strators will face 
tn planning) implementing, and evaluating changes in the patrol 
function. 

Volume II, SpeciaZized Pat~oZ, presents a discussion of 
the appropriate use and effective operation of specialized patrol. 
It points out that specialized patrol should be considered when the 
best efforts of routine patrol officers to cope with particula~ 
crime problems are being frustrated due to frequent interruptions 
by call for service demands and the inability of uniformed officers 
to employ certain types of tactics. The.volume provides recommen
dations regarding the planning, implementation, deployment, tactics, 
and evaluation of specialized patrol operations. 

Because of the close interrelationships between routine 
and specializeci patrol, and because they represent different, yet 
complimentary, approaches to achieving similar goals, the two 
volumes of this report should appropriately be used in conjunc-
tion with one another. Patrol administrators should review the two 
volumes and reflect carefully upon the ways in which the recommenda
tions and suggestions presented in them might help to improve their 
patrol operations. 

The approach,;s presented in both volumes in this report, 
are applicable to departments of various sizes. Departments with 
more than 20-30 sworn officers should be able to implem~nt most of 
the recommendations. Smaller departments will also find many use
ful insights which will help them in improving their patrol opela
tions. The implementation of the approaches and programs discussed 
in these two volumes requi'res a firm commitment by the administra
tors of a depa.rtment. However, in general, it demands little, if 
any, commitment 0 f additional funds. In many cases, depar'tments 
will find that the implementation of the deployment and wo·rkload 
management recommendations contained in Volume I¥ill provide the 
time needed to undertake a vigorous proactive crime prevention, 
deterrence, and apprehension program. By operating more effi
ciently, many departments have found it possible to mount an ag
gressive anti-crime program using both regular uniformed officers 
and specialized units without increasing the number of patrol per
sonnel or the patrol budget. 
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This t~yo-voll\me document presents a comprehensive set of 
recommendations for improving some of the most critical aspects of 
the patrol process. These recommendations are based on a state of 
the art review of patrol operations in many police departments 
throughout the country and a through assessment of recent re-
search and commentary on patrol. Readers who wish to pursue the 
analytical and empirical underpinnings of many of these recommen
dations should refer to the following reports prepared under the 
auspices of the Phase I National Evaluation Program, National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law EnforcE~
ment Assistance Administration: 

• Traditional Preventive Patrol; 

• Neighborhood Team Policing; 

• Specialized Patrol; 

• Crime ~lalysis in Support of Patrol 

These reports are available in microfiche or on loan in 
hard copy from the National Criminal Justice Reference Service, 
P.O. Box 24306, Washington, D.C. 20024. 
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C-HAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: THE PATROL SYSTEM 

The importance of patrol to a community cannot be over
estimated. lVhether it be gauged in terms of the number of police 
patrol personnel, the portion of the budget allocated to patrol 
operations, or the fact that the uniformed officer is frequently 
the most visible component of the law enforcement network, patrol 
is the mainstay of police work. Depending upon the level of 
specialization, between 60 and 70% of the sworn personnel are 
usually assigned to patrol operations. l While other divisions 
have frequently been accorded more prestige and status, patrol 
officers have usually acted as the initial and primary contact 
between the public and the criminal justice community. The manner 
in which patrol officers carry out their responsibilities affects 
not only the quality of justice, but also citizens' perceptions 
of law enforcement and the criminal justice system. 

During the 1960's and early '70's, law enforcement 
agencies were able to greatly expand their level of service 
delivery by increasing manpower and purc.hasing new and frequently 
expensive equipment. Much of the expansion can be traced to the 
eagerness of municipal and county officials to attack the mounting 
crime problem and to the creation of the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration, which has provided substantial financial resources 
to improve police operations. In recent years, however, many police 
agencies have experienced a reluctance on the part of local officials 
to continually increase the police budget. Whereas expansion had 
been a characteristic of police funding in the past, many departments 
now receive only marginal budget increases, while others have cut back 
service and personnel. 

The continually rising need for law enforcement services, 
coupled with the hesitancy of municipal and county officials to increase 
law enf0rcement budgets, has heightened police agencies' concern with 
increasing the effective utilization of available resources. Patrol 
has frequently been singled out as a focus for efforts to improve 
police productivity because it accounts for a major portion of 
a department's expenditures and activities. Between 60 and 70% of 
the sworn personnel are typically assigned to patrol, and the patrol 
budget amounts roughly to an equal share of the total departmental 
budget. 

1 This range is based upon our review of patrol operations in a 
number of departments. This range is similar to that reported in 
G. Douglas Gourley, Patrol Administration., 2nd Edition (Springfield, 
Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1974), p. viii. 
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As the emphasis in many departments has shirted from 
acquiring more manpower and equipment syetems to making better use 
of existing resources, patrol administrators have tried various 
approaches to increasing productivity. Departments in jurisdictions 
as diverse as Los Angeles, California, and Charlotte, North Carolina, 
have experimented with team policing as an organizational method to 
improve patrol effectiveness. San Diego, California, has placed 
additional decision-making responsibilities upon beat officers, 
while Rochester, New York, has increased the investigative duties 
of its patrol officers. Worcester, Massachusetts, and Miami, Florida, 
have analyzed their call for service workload and have determined 
that expensive and highly-trained sworn officers can be replaced by 
non-sworn personnel to respond to a large number of non'-crime related 
calls for service. Each of these approaches to improve patrol pro
ductivity has challenged a number of long-held working assumptions 
about patrol operations. They also indicate a willingness among 
police administrators to experiment with novel and risky programs 
in an effort to increase police productivity. A major purpose of 
this report is to indicate ways in which patro~ operations can be 
reoriented and restructured to increase productivity and meet the 
cha~~enge of ~imited po~ice resources., 

A. A Traditional Model of Patrol 

Patrol operations have traditionally been designed to 
provide a multitude of both crime and non-crime related services. 
The goals of patrol reflect this multiplicity of purpose. They 
include crime prevention and deterrence, the apprehension of 
criminals, the provision of non-crime related services, the 
provision of a sense of community security and satisfaction with 
the police, and the recovery of stolen property. 

With few exceptions, patrol is performed by uniformed officers 
and sergeants assigned to marked patrol vehicles. In some larger de
partments, uniformed officers are assigned to scooter and foot patrol 
in heavily populated residential and business areas. The primary 
emphasis of uniform patrol has been to establish a high sense of police 
visibility and presence in the community as a means of deterring and 
preventing crime, responding quickly to calls for service in order to 
apprehend suspects, and providing timely responses to non-crime service 
demands. Occasionally, departments have also r~cognized the apprehension 
utility of plain clothes specialized stake-outs and decoy activities, 
and have assigned patrol officers to these tasks. 

What does the officer do on patrol? Workload analysis in 
a number of departments indicates that patrol activity can be divided 
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into four basic functional categories: 

1. calls for service; 
2. preventive patrol; 
3. officer-initiated activitieS; and 
4. admtnistrative tasks. 

Exhibit 1 presents a daily workload breakdo~ of the patrol function 
in one precinct of a major urban department, which reflects what is 
believed to be a rather typical distribution of activities. Although 
preventive patrol is the most time-consuming element in the patrol 
workload, calls for service are the most important factor for 
directing the use of patrol resources. 

EXHIBIT 1 

PATROL ~.JORKLOAD ANALYSIS 

23% 

FOR SERVICE 

23% 

3 

PREVENTlVE PAtROL 

40% 

'I 
! 



1. Calls for Service 

With the advent of the two-way radio, service calls have 
become the single most important element for structuring and directing 
patrol operations. Deployment decisions are normally based upon an 
analysis of the call for service workload with rather little attention 
paid to the officers' use of noncommitted time (the time spent by 
officers when not responding to service calls).2 In fact, no.ncommitted 
time has frequently been regarded as a residual having little function 
other than to insure the availability of officers to repond quickly 
to service calls. 

The extent to wh:i.ch calls for service direct patrol oper
ations is pervasive. With few exceptions, a radio dispatch takes 
precedence over most other patrol activities. For example, if an 
officer is engaged in preventive patrol or a self-initiated activity 
and is dispatched on a call, these activities may have to be discontinued. 
In many departments even the most mundane non-crime service call can , 
interrupt and effectively end an officer's random patrol or self- «. 
initiated activities -- activities which may have been designed to 
prevent and deter crime. 

Calls for both crime and non-crime related services typically 
constitute from 25 to 40% of all patrol time. In the example precinct 
cited in Exhibit 1, patrol officers devoted about 23% of their time to 
service calls. 3 This would indicate that the effective use of non
committed time -- of the approximately 30-40% of the time devoted to 
patrol -- may result in substantial positive impacts upon the attain
ment of a department's goals. 

A basic assumption of this document is that the 
attention focused upon rapid response to all servi~~ ~alls and the 
closely related performance measure of response tim~ have retarded the 
development of productive patrol strategies which can be employed when 
officers are not re$ponding to calls for service. 

20 • W. Wilson and R. McLaren, Police Administration, 3rd Edition 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 19i2), Appendix K. 

3 Officers in the Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment devoted 
approximately 40% of their time responding to calls for service. George 
L. Kelling, et aZ., The Kansas City Preventive. Patrol Experiment: A 
Summary Report (Washington r D.C.: Police Foundation, 1974), p. 40. 
And in Worcester, Massachusetts, it was shown that approximately 1/3 of 
all calls for service could be effectively handled by non-sworn personnel. 
See Chapter 3 of th:i.s report. 
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A prima~ goaZ of this report wiZZ be to describe how response to service 
caZZs can be managed more effectiveZy in order to per.mit better utiZizau 

tion of non-committed patroZ time. 

2. Preventive Patrol: Noncommitted Time 

A principal assumption underlying preventive patrol has been 
that the deployment of highly visible and mobile patrol units could 
prevent and deter criminal activity. Thus, when officers are not re
sponding to calls for service, they are engaged in preventive patrol: 
quasi-random movement through their beats. Although the activity 
might account for 30 to 40% of an officer's time, it is frequently 
fragmented into small segments of time separated by service calls and 
the performance of administrative duties. 

In the typical department, officers are given total discretion 
with regard to how they use preventive patrol time. Sergeants will some
times identify priorities for officers during roll call; and, occasionally, 
a department will supply patrol officers with crime trend analysis which 
can be used to plan self-initiated activities. In most instances, 
however, officers are free to use this time as they want and receive 
little direction from their immediate supervisors or other patrol managers. 
Xhis report wiZZ indicate how patroZ managers can more effectiveZy 
structure and use preventive patroZ time in order to accompZish 
specific patro~ objectives. In our sample precinct, approximately 
40% of an officer's time was noncommitted and devoted to preventiVE.! 
patrol. 

3. Administrative Tasks: 

Administrative duties generally account for approximately 
1/4 of the patrol workload. These activities typically include preparing 
the patrol vehicle, transporting prisoners and papers, writing reports, 
running departmental errands, and appearing in court. It also includes 
personal business. Experience in a number of departments suggests 
that by carefully monitoring these activities, it is possible to limit 
the amount of time they take away from patrol. 

Some departments have developed procedures which have substan
tially cut the time officers spend preparing their vehicles for patrol; 
some have placed restrictions upon the use of S~1Orn off:f..ce::rs to run 
errands and prepare reports; and some have adopted new procedures 
which drastically reduce the amount of time Tequired to pr~~re reports. 
This report wiZZ suggest methods that can be used to cO'Y';,l:i;oZ and 
Zimit the amount of time administrative tasks detract from patroZ 
operations, thex·eby increasing the amount of time avaiZabZe for 
other activities. 
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4. Officer-Initiated Activities: , 

Officer-initiated activities usually occur as a result of 
observations that an officer makes while engaged in preventive 
patrol. In some cases~ this activity is ~ direct result of ao, 
officer's observing an illegal activity which can lead to an arrest. 
In a majority of instances, officer-initiated activities may be 
focused on community relations or crime prevention activities like 
citizen contacts and car and building checks. If, for example, an 
officer observes a suspicious action or an order maintenance problem, 
his/her presence or field interrogation may be sufficient to prevent 
or deter a criminal act. 

Although officers have always been encouraged tb initiate 
community services as well as anti-crime.rneaBures while patrolling~ 
these activities have played a secondary role in the total patrol 
officp.r workload. Because of the need to be available for radio 
dispatches, officers have been hesitant to undertake crime pr(;!vention 
and deterrence activities that might take them away from their radio 
car and interfere with their ability to respond rapidly to service 
calls. 

Until the advent of the hand-held radio, technology dictated 
that the officer's activity be closely confined to the patrol vehicle. 
The hand-held radio has··freed the officer from this constraint, 
allowing patrol persop,nel to rely less upon mobile patrol and to 
initiate more activ:tty out of and away from the patrol vehicle. Yet 
few departments ha.ve developed new tactics and policy guidelines which 
encourage better utilization of the ,flexibility permitted by portable 
radio units. "S.:-l.f-i,.nitiated activit.y accounts for only a small portion 
of the ,patrol workload', ... In the example cited, approximately 14% of 
the officers I time was devoted to self-ini.tiated activities. 

A major purpose of this report will be to present a dis
dussion of dire~ted patrol aativities whiah aan be engaged in by 
offiaers when they are not responding to serviae aalls. A basic 
assumption of this report is that the directed a.nd structured use 
of otherwise "noncommitted" time will enable departments to realize 
a greater level of goal attainment then hitherto experienced. By 
restructuring patrol tim~and through changing a department's orien;':' 
tation toward preventive patrol, response to service calls, and admini
stra,tive tasks~. a department will create the opportunity for officers 
to engage in meaningful directed patrol activities. 
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B. New Directions In Patrol: 

Patrol has usually been performed on a rather haphazard 
basis. The patrol officer is seldom provided with systematic 
information about the problems on his beat and, because of this 
information void, has usually patrolled in a random, sometimes 
haphazard manner. Likewise, supervisors have not usually had the 
information needed to develop specific patrol strategies fer the 
beats under their control. The development of crime and problem 
analysis techniques and the availability of this information to 
patrol supervisors is gradually leading to the displacement of 
random patrol with pre-planned patrol activities. The identification 
of law enforcement problems and the developmento£ specific activi-· 
ties that the patrol officers can use to solve these problems 
appear to be a most promising trend in pat.rol operations. 

The implementation of a directed patrol program (patrol 
where officers undertake pre-planned activities in order to reach 
specific objectives rather than merely reacting to problems after. 
their occurrence) requires a department to rethink its policy of 
permitting calls for service to "run the street", and it demands 
that patrol supervisors assume a major role in analyzing beat problems 
and planning patrol activities. To be effeative dipected patroZ must 
be closeZy linked to crime analysis and must have equaZ pp~ority 
with calls fop service as a patrol function. A major goal of this 
report will'be to include a description of directed patrol acti
vities, suggesting them a~ alternatives to the random patrol 
orientation of most departments. It is our belief that directed 
patrol can increase police effectiveness and raise departmental 
productivity by making be~ter use of hitherto uncommitted patrol time. 

, Several experiments with patrol operations and- studies of 
patrol have raised questions about traditional patrol practices. 
These studies, c<:Juplt:!dwith our observations of patrol in over 26 
police and sheriff agencies, have played an 'important role in developing 
the ideas presented in this prescriptive package. The development 
of more effective patrol strategies presented here is based upon an 
examination of: 

1.. the relationship between calls for service 
and other patrol functions; and 

2. the way non-committed or preventive patrol 
time is ut:i.lized. 

C. Rethittking Calls for Service: 

It has been pointed out that the current driving and organizing 
force behind patrol operations in most departments has been the felt .need 
to respond to all citizen calls for service. Since the advent of the 
patrol car and the widespread use of the radio to direct patrol activity, 
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police have increasingly relied upon response time as the prin¢-ipal 
measure of patrol effectiveness. Most patrol managers believe that 
apprehensions increase significantly as the l~esponse time'is reduced. 
A major consequence of this line of thinking has been for departments 
to automatically dispatch a patrol unit to any crime r,elated call as 
quickly as possible and to stipulate that all c~lls for service must 
be responded to within a certai.n and usually r~latively short period of 
time. Few attempts have been made 1.:0 prioritize calfs according to 
the seriousness of the threat of the criminal f.ictivity or personal 
service need. In fact, some departments have elevated all calls for 
service to the level of emergency status. In general, the effect 
of these service goals 'has led to the policy that 

1. a patrol unit must be dispatched to the scene 
·of all service calls; 

2. calls cannot be delayed and must be answered 
as quickly as possible; 

3. sery;tce calls take priority over all other 
patrol activities; and 

4. preventive patrol, officer-initiated activities, 
and directed patrol must be organized around 
calls for service activity. 

Sttidies {'If response time in Kansas City and Syracuse suggest 
that response time needs to be examined carefully. The K~nsas City 
Response Time Study, although limited to Part L crimes, s~ggests that: 
rapid response time is critical to only a limited number of calls for 
service, such as crimes in progress and medical emergencies. This 
careful study addresses a hithert0 u.nexplored facet of providing 
emergency services. The rapid response of police to a citizen request 
for service has rested upon the assumption that there is no lapse 
of time between the occurrence of an incideAt .~nq ,{iI,~iti2;en' s .. ,~ " 
request for assistance. In fact, however;'Ule'studyreports 
that the victim frequently will notify others -- afriend"a 
rieighbor -- before calling the police. 4 The resuZt of th1:s citizen 
inaation.3 or stow response.3 is that the time betwsen an 8vent/s;." ,_, 
ocaurranoe and the notification of'the pcZice often exceeds the poziae":'!,': 
response time by a factor of fr~~ 2 in the case of commerciat robberies " 
to a factor of approx~~ateZy 5 in the aase of residentiat and street 
robberies. 

4 A more extensive study of response time is currently being 
completed in Kansas City) Missouri. Prelim;tnary, findings of the 
study will be forthcomi,ng. More detailed information concern:it'.:1g 
this study is available from 9hfef Marvin Vim Kirk of the Kansas 
City ,Missouri, Police Departinent; and Bill Saulsbury of the 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
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Exhib:i.t 2 presents the typical citizen and police response time 
patterns for robberies that were reported by the Kansas City study.S 
Elliot, in a less rigorous study of citizen crime reporting in Syracuse, 
New York, reached similar conclusions. He found that in 70% of the 
crime·-re1ated service calls, citizens waited ten or more minutes 
before notifying the police. 6 

EXHIBIT 2 

PROPORTIONAL TIME FROM INCIDENT OCCURRENCE 
TO ARRIVAL OF POLICE (ROBBERy)7 

.84 .07 
c 

.09 l ab 

~._'c-~----~--i 

I 

a = reporting interval 
b = communications interval 
c = response interval 

The findings of the Kansas City R~sponse Time Analysis 
study and of Elliot in Syracuse indicate that the rapid response 
by police to reported crimes may be effective in apprehending 
a felon in only a small number of cases. This analysis suggests 
several strategies that a aepartment might consider to adapt 
call response policies to the reality of citizen-police notifi
cation patterns. First, departments must take more responsibility 
for educating citizens about the importance of notifying the 
police as soon as a crime is d~tected. Past efforts to reduce 
response time have successfully focused upon improving communi
cations and dispatch systems and insuring the availability of 
respc1nse units. It app~ars that new efforts must be directed 
toward motivating the citizen to rapidly notify the police. 

5 Deborah K. Bertram and Alexander Vargo, "~esponse Time 
Analysis Study: Preliminary Findings in Kansas City." The Police 
Chief, May, 1976, pp. 74-77. 

6 James F. El1iot~ Interception Patrol (Springfield, Illinois: 
Charles C. Thomas, 1973). ~ 

7 Deborah K. Bertram and Alexander Vargo, "Response Time 
Analysis Study: Preliminary Findings on Robbery in Kansas City," 
The Police Chief., May, 1976, p. 76. 
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Secondly, the dispatcher should screen all calls and prioritize 
them according to when they have occurred. In-progress crimes, crimes 
where evidence might be uestroyed, and medical emergencies would certainly 
be accorded a high priority. Cold crimes and those in which the threat 
of harm or loss of property has passed would be assigned a lesser 
priority. 

A second study of response time in Kansas by Pate examined 
the relationship between response time and citizen satisfaction with 
police services. The report concluded that it is possible for the 
police to control and delay service call responses and still maintain 
a high level of citizen satisfaction. 8 The critical factor in citizen 
satisfaction is not that a unit be dispatched innnediately, but rather 
that an officer arrives at a time designated by the dispatcher. It 
seems possible, according to this study of response time, to control 
citizen expectations by having the dispatcher indicate when a unit 
will arrive at the scene of the incident. Citizens were found to be 
equally satisfied with response time whether a unit arrived in five 
minutes or in 45 minutes, when notified of the approximate arrival 
time. If response time is longer than expected, however, citizen 
satisfaction is reduced. This finding suggests that dispatche~s 
can cont~oZ the ~esponse time expec'tations of citizens" the~eby 
permitting depa~tments to p~io~itize caZZs and "set appointments" 
with citizens fo~ handZing Zow p~io~ity caZZs. 9 

The implications of the several response time studies for 
patrol operations are extensive and have played an important role in 
shaping this document. Basically, they suggest that patrol operations 
do not have to be entirely structured around the ability to respond 
rapidly to all citizen requests for service. In addition, they in
dicate that patrol managers and officers have the flexibility to 
schedule and implement problem-oriented tactics that need not be 
continually interrupted by dispatch assignments. This fact provides 
the basis for restoring a balance between the need to provide "timely 
and appropriate" responses to calls for service and the need to 
contr.ol police activities and direct them on the basis of crime analysis 
in order to deter crime and apprehend offenders. 

D. Rethinking Preventive Patrol 

The attention paid by police managers to calls for service 
and response time has not been matched by an equal commitment to under
standing and improving officer activities when they are perform:1.ng 

8 Tony Pate, Amy Ferrara, Robert A. Bowers, and Jon Lawrence, 
Police Response Time: Its Determinants and Effects (Washington, D.C.: 
Police Foundation, 1976). 

9 Ibid" p. 49. 
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preventive patrol (approximately 40% of their time) rather than handling 
dispatched calls. Although police publications and patrol handbooks 
have extolled the virtue of visible patrol in preventing crime and deterring 
and apprehending criminals, scant attention has been paid to the specific 
tactics an officer might use while patrolling. > 

The attention given to preventive patrol has ranged from referring 
to it as a residual activity -- something that is done when not handling 
service calls -- to encouraging officers to engage in activities like 
community contact, field interrogations, suspect oriented patrol, etc. 
Although more departments are adopting an aggressive crime fighting 
role, our review of patrol operations has identified several signi-
ficant and rather pervasive shortcomings in the way uniform patrol 
is carried vut. 

First, most police administrations have assigned a rather low 
priority to preventive patrol. The tendency in many depa.rtments to treat 
preventive patrol as a residual has meant that it is usually fitted around 
other activities. Preventive patrol can be and is frequently interrupted 
at any time for minor service calls, administrative duties and personal 
chores. The constant interruption of preventive patrol has discouraged 
officers and sergeants from planning specific prevention, deterrence, 
and apprehension oriented activities that can be done while patrolling. 
Until patrol managers are able to analyze tho,ent.ire patrol workload 
and assign higher priorities to preventive patrol Cls~.tgnments, thp. full 
benefit of preventive patrol time will not be realized. 

A second problem which has hindered the devolopment of effective 
preventive patrol programs has been the absence of a tactics manual to 
guide preventive patrol operations during noncommitted time. For 
eXlample, if an officer has identified a crime, o-rder mail f ;enance or 
community relations problem, there is usually no departmental resource 
that (1) describes tactics appropriate to addre~s the problem, and (2) 
contains step-by-step instructions of what an officer can do while on 
patrol to implement each tactic. This shortcoming ha~ seriously impaired 
the ability of patrol supervisors and officers to effectively use their 
noncomrnitted preventive patrol time. lO 

Finally, most departments have not developed systematic patrol 
goals and objectives than can be used by patrol managers and first line 
supervisors to prioritize the patrol workload and develop an effective 
patrol program. In many departments patrol is mobilized primarily by 
citizen requests for 8~rvice and is regarded as a r~active response £\lrce. 
In general, few departments have defined the patrol mission clearly enough 
so that effective anti-crime and order maintenance strategies can be 
implemented by patrol officers. What is clearly needed is for police 
administrators to outline specific patrol objectives, develop tactics to 
accomplish these objectives and use a lat'ge portion of noncommitted patrol 
time to implement these tactics. 

10 The ability to plan preventive patrol operations can also be 
hampered by the lack of detailed and up-to-date crime analysis. 
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The highly controversial Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment 
can provide a base for understanding the extent and nature of noncommitted 
patrol time. Although the Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment has 
been justly criticized on methodological grounds, it still contains some 
valuable descriptions of patrol operations and provides insights into the 
feasibility of patrol innovations. The experiment suggests that it is 
possible to make considerable changes in the conduct of preventive patrol 
without seriously jeopardizing community security and citizen satisfaction 
with police services. ll 

The Kansas City experiment involved the manipulation of the 
level of random preventive patrol within 15 beats which were divided 
into three matched groups: ~eaotive beats, tn which officers responded 
only to service calls and preventive patrol was eliminated; oont~ot beats~ 
in which preventive patrol was maintained at a normal level; and p~oaative 
beats3 in which preventive patrol was increased to two or three times 
its normal level. The experimenters reported that the different levels 
of preventive patrol appeared to have little effect on the levels of 
police services and citizen feeling of security.lZ 

The Kansas City experiment indicates that a department can 
take a flexible approach to patrol and experiment with patrol operations 
without damaging community security. Our review of patrol operations 
suggests that the major focus of experimentation should take place with 
noncommitted p:lLrol. Most departments have ample noncommitted patrol 
time that can be used to develop a more effective patrol program. In the 
Kansas City experiment approximately 60% of the patrol time was found 
to be non-committed while in our review of patrol workloads in other 
departments 40% was an approximate average. l3 A principal goal of 
this document is to describe and illustrate how noncommitted 
patrol time can be used more effectively. 

In recent years, a number of departments have experimented with 
the way in which noncommitted or preventive patrol time can be used more 
productively. There are a number of programs that have sought to supplement 
and strengthen preventive patrol by assigning patrol officers specific 
tasks to perform during time previously devoted to random patrol. 

11 Kelling, op. oit' 3 p. vi. 

12 Kelling, op. oit' 3 pp. 3-4. 

13 The Kansas City figure seems artifically high beclause the 60% 
contains time devoted to administrative matters and tt';) lunch breaks., 
A more realistic estimate of noncornmitted time would be 35-45%. We 
are aware that officers frequently complain of constalttly being busy. 
However, this may be due to the unpredictable occurrence of service 
calls r.ather than a heavy ,qorkload. 
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At the present time there appear to be three general types of progra~g 
designed to more effectively utilizenoncommitted patrol time. 

1. Commu~ity-Oriented Policing 

The San Diego Police Department has instituted a program 
that gives patrol officers the principal responsioility for analyzing 
police-related problems on their beats and developing and j.mplementing 
measures to cope with them. The community-oriented policing program 
has provided officers with the responsibility and the tools (census 
data, crime trend analysis, traffic information) to organize and plan 
goal-oriented activities for their noncommitted patrol time. The 
department has also developed a new offic~r evaluation system that 
supports these new initiatives. Although the focus of the San Diego 
program has been upon inlproving police-community relations, this system 
of decentralized planning and increased officer initiative can Le 
applied to a wide range of law enforcement problems. 

2. Directed Deterrent Patrol 

The directed patrol programs currently being operated by 
New Haven, Connecticut, and suburban communities that make up the 
South Central Connecticut Criminal Justice Supervisory Area have focused 
upon supressing crime through directed police visibility. Th~, directed 
deterrent programs were a product of growing crime problems, financial 
constraints on police budgets, and a feeling among criminal justice 
planners and police managers that routine random preventive patrol was 
not very effective in deterring crime. The directed deterrent program 
relies almost entirely upon visible preventive patrol. This patrol 
activity is directed by detailed crime analysis. The program contains 
three important components: 

a. identification through rigorous crime analysis 
of the place~ and times when crimes are occurring 
and are likely to occur in the future; 

b. preparation of written directions describing in 
detail the way problem areas are to be patrolled; 

c. activation of these patrol directions nt specific 
times determined by crime analysis. 

The directed deterrent runs (D-runs) are performed during time 
that was formerly devoted to random patrol. In addition, D-runs have 
been assigned the same priority as dispatched calls for service. Once 
officers ar'8 assigned to a D-run, the run can only be cattcelled under 
extraordinary circumstances. These directed activities have enabled 
patrol managers to more effectively use patrol time and, in many instances, 
to achieve saturation levels of patrol in problem areas without increasing 
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the number of patrol personnel or patrol costs. As will be described in 
Chapter 5, Kansas City, Missouri and Cleveland Heights, Ohio have structured 
directed patrol programs in very different ways and achieved similar results. 

3. Directed Apprehension Patrol 

Wilmington, Delaware, has developed a split patrol program 
to more effectively utilize time that was committed to random preventive 
patrol. By abandoning equal shift staffing, scheduling officers according 
to service demands, and prioritizing calls, Wilmington has been able to 
adequately answer calls for service while enabling approximately 1/3 of 
its patrol division to engage in directed patrol activities. The assignment 
of officers to the directed or structured unit on a rotating basis ensures 
that every patrol officer will have a chance to engage in a wide variety 
of activities designed to increase criminal apprehension. 

The driving force behind the Wilmington program is the application 
of crime analysis to the day-to-day operation of the structured patrol force. 
Structured officers work high crime areas, use both visible patrol tactics 
designed to apprehend criminals. The close coordination of crime analysis 
and operations has resulted in marked increases in the effectiveness of the 
patrol divisions without increasing the number of patrol personnel. 

Although the programs described above use different methods and 
have attacked different police problems, each displays a similar view 
of patrol. All grew out of dissatisfaction with random patrol operations 
and a feeling that patrol productivity could be improved without increasing 
expenditures or personnel. The first step in the process was the identi
fication of problems the department was experiencing in carrying out its 
mission. San Diego focused upon community relations, while New Haven 
and Wilmington directed their attention to rising crime. After these 
problems had been idAntified, patrol officers were encouraged or directed 
to carry out specific adtivities designed to ameliorate the problems. 
In most departments directed activities were given the same priority 
as dispatched calls for service. 

The result of these directed approaches to patrol has been a 
substantial change in the way preventive patrol is carried out. Patrol 
is no longer a rando~ activity that fills the gaps between calls for 
service, but has becrme a carefully thought-out process that links police 
and community concerns through careful problem analysis to what the 
officer does while on patrol. As a result, these departments are realizing 
improved patrol effectiveness and eff1.ciency. 

The purpose of this manual will be to describe a way of looking 
at patrol and planning patrol activities in order for departments to improve 
their utilization of patrol resources and effect a greater realization 
of community and departmental goals. In sum, the purpose of this manual 
is to transfer knowledge regarding the effective utilization of patrol 
time to police and sheriff departments throughout the country. 
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E. Nature of this Report 

The ideas and information presented in this report were 
drawn from a wide variety of sources. ~ extensive review was mad~ 
of literature relating to patrol operations, as well as reports describing 
and evaluating many innovative programs that have been supported by the Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration and the Police Foundation. Pertinent 
materials in the areas of planned change were reviewed in order to develop 
guidelines for the effective implementation of change. 

Site visits were made to 26 different departments in order to 
review innovative patrol programG and to develop an understanding of the 
departmental context in which they were implemented. In addition, tele
phone interviews with other departments, regional criminal justice planners, 
state planning agency personnel and progrttm evaluators were u{3cd to 
further d.evelop this report. Finally, in preparing thb volume and 
its companion volume on specialized patrol, the authot's relied heavily 
on the National Evaluation Reports in the area of patrol operations. 14 
Al though some of the programs described in th:f.s volume have not bp.en 
extensively evaluated, the authors carefully reviewed programs with depart
mental personnel and regional planners to validate their effectiveness. 
Only program elements that have been carefully validated by the project 
staff are presented in this manual. 

The purpose of thls report is to present some practical, 
operational-oriented recommendations for analyzing, planning, and. 
implementing patrol programs that can raise departmental productivity. 
This manual reviews what is known about efforts to improve the efficiency 
and effectiveness of patrol in a variety of departments and describes the 
analytical and planning processes a department must go througn in order 
to implement the content of this manual. The authors recognize that 
change is frequently a slow and difficult process and that the extent 
and pace at which the ideas in this manual can be implemented will vary 
among departments. At the very least, this report will acquaint pa-
trol administrators with the problems involved in increased patrol 
productivity, thereDY enabling them t.o focus more directly upon ways 
to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of their patrol operations. 
The information presented has been divided into the fol10loling six chapters. 

Chapter 2, Effioient Utilization of Pat~ol TimeJ describes ways 
to relate available personnel resources to workload demands. The goal of 
this chapter is to describe 11 serius of actions that patrol administrators 
can take to more efficiently deploy officers and assign tasks to patrol 
personnel. The administrative actions prescribed in this chapter are the 
key to the implementation of the tacti.cal programs designed to improve patrol 

14 Theodore H~~~1eii, et aZ., National Evaluation Program Phase I 
Summa~ Report: Traditional Preventive Patrol (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Department of Justice, NILECJ, LE,\A, 1976); Kenneth W. Webb, et al., 
!ational Evaluation Program-=Phase I Summary Report: Specialized Patrol 
(Washington, D.C.: USDOJ, ~ILECJ, LEAA y forthcoming); and William G. Gay, 
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effectiveness that are described in later sections of this manual. All 
of the deployment techniques described have been successfully implemented 
and used by a variety of departments. This chapter will discuss alternate 
approaches to workload analysis and deployment procedures, including 
the l68-hour graph, and performance-oriented computerized allocation 
programs. 

Chapter 3, Managing the Service CaZZ WopkZoad~ builds upon 
the previous chapter by prescribing a number of decisions administrators 
can make to better utilize patrol time. The chapter recommends that 
departments very carefully analyze the service call workload and classify 
calls according to their seriousness and need for an immediate response. 
By prioritizing service calls and developing alternative response patterns, 
patrol administrators will be able to create the "blocks of patrol time" 
needed to carry out directed patrol assignments. In addition, the chapter 
describes several procedural changes patrol managers can adopt to control 
the amount of time officers must devote to administrative detail. 

Chapter 4, The Effective UtiZization of PatpoZ Time~ is a 
logical extension of the previous chapter which described ways iu which 
to increase the availability of officers to perform both crime- and non
crime-related functions. The purpose of this chapter is to describe 
patrol tactics that can improve operational effectiveness. A principal 
theme is that crime analysis must be used to develop and direct patrol 
tactics at specific crime targets in order to enhance the prevention, 
deterrence, and apprehension effectiveness of the department. The 
chapter discusses a variety of directed patrol activities designed to 
address specific order maintenance, crime, and traffic problems. 

Cnapter 5, Va~iation8 in Di~ected Pat~oZ ~og~am8~ describes 
the rather wide-ranging approaches departments have used in developing 
directed patrol programs. Although the programs have been implemented 
in departments with as few as 30 officers and as many as a thousand and 
have involved participant decision-making as well as highly centralized 
planning, these programs have all sought to replace random and sometimes 
haphazard preventive patrol with specific planned activities that 'are based 
upon detailed problem and crinle analysis. The individual case studies 
in this chapter illustra~e how directed patrol programs can be adapted 
to different organizational and management styles. 

Chapter 6, ImpZementing a Dipected Pat~oZ Prog~am~ is concerned 
with what patrol administrators can do to facilitate the implementation 
of a directed patrol program. The chapter briefly describes the com
plexity of the patrol system and indicates how the various goals and 
objectives of patrol can be related to specific patrol activities. The 
chapter also recommends a number of concrete steps administrators can 
take to insure the successful implementation of a directed patrol program. 

et aZ.~ National Evaluation Program Phase I Summary Report: Neighborhood 
Team Policin& (Washington, D.C.: USDOJ, NILECJ, LEAA, 1977). 
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The final chapt6r, P1:>ogr'aJn EvaZuation" discusses a variety 
of process and impact measures that can be used to assess a directed 
patrol program. The goal of this chapter is to discuss measures and 
analytical techniques that will permit patrol supervisors to actively 
participate in the evaluation process. The measures provide infor
mation about the extent to which directed activities are being used 
as well as crime and arrest data designed to measure program effectiveness. 

F. Relating Routine and Specialized Patrol 

Because of th~ many complexities of patrol operations, this 
report on patrol is being presented in two separate volumes. The 
routine preventive patrol and the specialized patrol manuals are com
panion volumes. This volume on preventive patrol focuses upon the 
activities of uniformed officers whose primary function has been to 
respond to calls for service and provide visible uniformed patrol. 
Specialized patrol is conducted within the context of routine patrol 
operations and is designed to supplement this patrol by focusing up-
on particular criwp problems Although specialized officers seldom 
respond to service calis, use plainclothes tactics and may be involved 
in investigative work, they are usually patrol officers and are directed 
by patrol managers. 

The two volumes of this report should be used ~n conjunction 
with one another. However, it should be emphasized that the f:i.rst vo
lume on routine patrol should be read and its recommendations consider
ed before a department establishes a specialized patrol unit. Only 
when a department has achieved the best possible results with its 
routine patrol force should it consider the formation of a specializ
ed unit to address specific problems t.hat routine patrol cannot handle. 

The chapters of the routine patrol volume which describe how 
patrol time can be better organized and used more effectively are par
ticulary applicable to specialized patrol. Departments that are able to 
match resources to workload and prioritize service calls will find that 
patrol officers previously committed to routine preventive patrol can 
be used for either directed uniform patrol activities or for specialized 
patrol operations. The key factor is not so much the structure within 
which officers operate but how noncommitted patrol time can be used for 
directed patrol activities. 

Departments using directed patrol activities have experimented 
with a variety of organizational modes. New Raven's directed patrol 
has been entirely within the confines of the routine patr.'ol structure. 
Some might argue that Wilmington1s structured patrol unit is really a 
specialized patrol function. Other departments have clearly separated 
routine and specialized operations into distinct orgcl.nizational units. 
The point is that, although a variety of organizational methods have 
been used, they have implemented similar programs and adopted similar goals. 
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Many of the programs and methods described in the specialized 
patrol volume coul(' be performed by officers assigned to routine patrol. 
The organizational structure used to implement directed patrol activities 
'will vary depending upon the size of the department, the type of problem 
encountered, the magnitude of the problem, and the organizational pre
ference of patrol .tdministrators. 

The focus of the routine patrol volume ~s to suggest that patr.ol 
functions can be reorganized so that officers can participate in a wide 
range of directed activities. The specialized patrol volume describes 
these activities in more detail and suggests how they can be coordinated 
with both the random and directed efforts of uniform patrol officers. 
The aim of both volumes is to present a range of options that patrol 
administrators can use to develop an effective crime prevention, deterrence 
and criminal apprehension program. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EFFICIENT DEPLOYMENT OF PATROL PERSONNEL 

In recent years, many state and local governments 
have been challenged by two overriding dilemmas: a rising 
level of demand for both crime and non'~crime related services, 
and ever-tightening governmental resources as the costs for 
all municipal and county services increase. Between fiscal 
years 1970 and 1974, the costs for police protection alone 
increased by 60% from $3.8 billion to nearly $6 billion.l 
In many department& the costs to add a full-time unit around 
th~ clock can range from $80,000 for a one-officer unit to 
over $150,000 ~or a two-officer unit. Although costs for 
law enforcement services are certainly increasing, departments 
need not be totally at the mercy of increasing service demands 
and costs. Some agencies, by adopting efficient deployment 
~nd operational procedures, have been able to provide effective 
police services within the constraints of relatively fixed police 
budgets. A cursory examination of selected urban police budgets 
indicates substantial variation in police costs among cities 
of comparable size and socio-economic make-up. 

During 1974, the per capita costs for law enforcement 
among 30 se.iected cities with populations over. 100,000 ranged 
from a Ioly of $19 to a high of $120. 2 Although no attempt has 
beentuade to judge the effectiveness of these departments in 
controlling criminal a.ctivity, a comparison of police costs 
in two communities suggests that increased police expenditures 

1 Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Cri
minal Justice and Statistics Service, Expenditures and Employment 
Data for the Criminal Justice System, 1969-1970 (Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972); and Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration, National Criminal Justice and Statis
tics Service, Expenditures and Employment Data for the Criminal 
Justice System, 1974 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1976), Table M. 

2 Ibid." 1974, Table 25; U.S.,' Department of Commerce, Bureau 
of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the Unj.ted States (Wash
ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975), Table 24. 
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do not necessarily ~uarantee C!: high level of law enforcement 
service. 

A recent study of lclw enforcement costs and agency 
effectiveness by Repetto in t,.,CI matched c.nd similar cities 
suggests that the way officers are trained, deployed, and managed 
has a substantial, if not primary, impact upon police producti
vity. Although police expenditures in the first city were more 
thqn double those in the second city, the latter city had a lower 
overall crime rate. The first city had nearly 4.6 police em
ployees per 1,000 citizens and spent nearly $45 per capita on 
law enforcement, while the second agency had 2.1 officers and spent 
only $19 per capita. In addition, and more importactly, the second 
city cleared substantially more crimes and had a significantly 
higher officer arrest rate. A n1~er of opganizationaZ faators 
inaZuding depZoyment and aaZZ response patt&rns 3 speaifia patroZ 
aativities3 as weZZ as supervisory and training'praatiaes3 were 
determined to aacoUnt for the highep effiaienay and effeativeness 
of the seaond department. 3 A major purpose of the next two 
chapters will be to indicate ways patrol administrators can analyze 
the patrol workload, particularly calls for service, and then 
develop operational procedures designed to increase patrol 'pro
ductivity. 

A. Patrol Workload Hodel - Calls for Service 

The most importan.t resource available for patrol managers 
is personnel. Like most social service-related organizations, 
much of the service provided by a police agency is supplied 
by either sworn officers or oth~r appropriately trained civilian 
personnel. Because patrol personnel constitute a substantial 
portion of ctll police personnel, any attempt to enhance the 
efficiency of patrol operations must carefully examine the role 
of the patrol off.icer. AddreGsing the question of how patrol 
officers are deployed and what they do while on patrol is important 
for patrol managers and agency heads. 

Because of the preponderant role that calls for service 
have played in organizing patrol operations, any attempt to 
improve patrol productivity m~st first analyze the way service 
calls a.re handled. Although service calls usually account for 
between 25% and 40% of the patrol workload, they ;have invariably 

------~----------------

3 Thomas A. Reppetto, "The Influence of Pol:i.ce Organizational 
Style on Crime Control Effectiveness ," Journal of' Pollee Science 
and Administration, Vol. 3, No.3, pp. 274-279. 
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, . 
become the dominant factor in directing patrol operations. 
In most departments, when a citizen call for service is received, 
a patrol unit is dispatched as quickly as possible. 

'rhis orientation toward service calls has had at 
least two adverse effects upon police operations. First, in 
many departments patrol managers have adopted reaponse time 
as the major criteria for evaluating patrol effectiveness. 
In an attempt to reduce response time, these managers have stead
fastly refused to implement patrol strategies which might interfere 
with their ability to rapidly answer to all service calls. Secondly, 
patrol officers have frequently adopted a similar pattern of 
behavior. The high priority given to service calls has discouraged 
officers from initiating crime prevention, deterrence, or appre
hension activities that might be interrupted at any moment by 
a citizen's call for service. 

A prinoipa~ goa~ of this report is to ~e8tore some ba~
anoe between the need to respond to oit.i:.1en daUs· for servioe and 
the need for the uniform patroZ division to systematioally and re
gularZy impZ-ement preventicJn~ deterrenoe and apprehension taotios. 
The next two chapters will indicate how the call for service work
load can bc analyzed and how patrol time can be restru~tured to in
cr.~sse the ar.:ount of time officers can devote 1::.0 pre-planned·or 
directed patrol operations. The underlying assumption behind the 
approach presented here is that by using the techniques described 
in the next two chapters, departments will be able to uncover 
blocks of under-utilized t:!.me that can be devoted to prevention, 
deterrence, and ~pprehension activities. 

The better utilization of patrol personnel revolves 
largely around the questions of deployment and the priority 
response assigned to different types of calls for service. 
On the whole, deployment questions deal with the problem of 
relating the temporal and geographic assignment of of£~,().edi" 
to daily changes in the call for service wor.kJ.oad~ "D~partments 
will need to analyze their call for serJice workload and address 
savera1 questions: 

: .• How many watches should there be, and at what 
times shou.ld each watch begin? 

• Row many patrol units should be assiflned to each 
watch? 

• Row should beat boundaries be coffstructedto 

.. .... 
~: " 

reflect temporal fLuctuations in the daily workload ,'':' 
~d the number of officers :,:l:l!',!pl.qyed on each watch? 
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As later sections of t~is chapter will illustrate, 
these deployment questions can profoundly affect both the effi
ciency and effectiveness ~f a patrol program. When officers 
are deployed according to workload dCmand9~ patrol costs can 
be dramatically reduced~ or the attention of officers can be 
directed to pre-planned activities. An efficient deployment 
scheme will ensure that during peak periods, calls for service 
are answered promptly and a high level of routine and directed 
patrol activities are carried out. 

The prioritization of calls for service offElx'sdepart
mcntsa. second lever to exercise control over the workload. 
The tendency of many departments to assign. approximately equal 
prior.ity to most service calls has had 3, ditrimental effect 
upon preventive patrol activities "'0' Analysis of service calls 
in a varj,ety of departments indi~~tes that citizen calls are 
diverse and that departments "can exercise considerable discretion 
in determining how and when service calls should be answered. 
In developing a response to service calls that permits mo~e 
effective utilization of patrol time, departmen,t,!:!~:n;;e:i;td address 
several ques tions : .,' ,.,~':7,:'; ,~",'''' ," 

,' .. 

" .... . ," ,~, 

• Which calls for:"service represent truly emergency 
situations? 

" 

• For which service calls is a delayed or scheduled 
r~~~unse appropriate? 

.' ~. 

• Do all service calls deserve a mobile response 
by a sworn officer? 

• Which preventive patrol and officer-initiated 
activities should take precedence over which 
calls for service? 

The way in which patrol managers answer these-:q,uestions,;>';" 
can playa significant role in developing more effective patro}:;-" 
strategies. Some departments have, put all their eggs irttl1e/' 
service call-response time basket and, as a result, have,not 
developed the varied patrol strategies needed to cont;~blcrimin'al 
activity. Other departments, on the other har.d,ha:'ve le;;trned " 
that by matching the appropriate patrol respolwito d1:fferent 
types of service caZZs ~ more time can be d9V(xi;ed to pI'evention"_h 
deterrence~ and aPP:t'ehension activl,tie.7.ChaptcT-:'3 d~:strib6S;::::o:"':;> 
a method for analyzing service calls'and developing alternative 
response patterns that enhance ~the utility of nonconI!uitted patrol 
time. 
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B. Traditional Deployment Problems 

Analysis of workload demands and patrol allocation 
schemes in a number of departments indicate that a department's 
orientation to deployment can have a dramatic effect upon the 
efficient utilization of patrol personnel. In spite of the 
fact that police handbooks have urged departmen.ts to carefully 
analyze wor.kload and crime trends and to deploy officers accord
ingly, many departments have failed to analyze workload factors 
while others have not used this information to develop efficient 
deployment schemes. 

The remainder of this chapter will discuss progressively 
more sophisticated methods to analyze the patrol workload and 
developiofficer scheduling systems. The final section of this 
chapter describes several computerized deployment schem2s. 
Our review of workload data and deployment schemes in numerous 
cities revealed that departments can free patrol personnel for 
the performance of directed and/or speciulized patrol uperations 
by implementing deployment patterns that correspond to the spatial 
and temporal distribution of calls for service. In some in
stances, proper deployment has enabled departments to handle 
rising workloads without increasing patrol budgets or hiri,ng 
additional patrol personnel. Departments have found that by 
matching deployment to workload demands, res~'onse times have 
improved, time allowed for preventive patrol has increased, 
officers have been able to devote more time to directed patrol 
activities, and, in some cases, patrol costs have decreased • 

• 
The prinaipaZ aZZocation probZem in many departments 

is that an equaZ number of patroZ officers are assigne4 to each 
shift. This would be acceptable were it not for the fact that 
calls for service and criminal activity are not distributed 
equally around the clock. Workload and crime analysis indicate 
wide and predictable fluctuations in the level of activity during 
a 24-hour perj.od. Generally, the afternoon watch generates 
the mos t acti vi ty, followed by the day and the night watches. 

A recent survey of patrol operations in over 300 de
partments highlights the extent to which many departments have 
failed to deploy officers according to fluctuations in the daily 
calls for service workload. 4 In spite of the fact that less 

4 This survey was conducted by the University City Scienc.e 
Center during the preparation of the volume on Traditional Pre
ventive Patrol for the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration's 
National Evaluation Program. 
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than one-quarter of the patrol workload is generated during 
the night watch (12 a.m.-8 a.m.)~ and more than 40% of patrol 
activity occurs during the evening watch (4 p.m.-12 p.m.)~ many 
departments continue to deploy an equal number of officers to 
each watch. 

Exhibit 3 pres~nts a summary of the findings of this 
survey. Nearly one-half of the departments deploy approximately 
an equal number of patrol officers to each shift. Although 
departments with more than 1,000 officers assigned to patrol 
appear to have developed deployment schemes that coincide with 
fluctuations in the workload, most smaller departments have 
not attempted to match deployment to workload realities. 

EXHIBIT 3 

SHIFT STAFFING PATTERNS OF 321 POLICE AGENCIES 

% Departments with 
Departments % Departments fewer than 29% 
Size If of with Equal of Patrol on Night Watch 

Patrol Officers Shift Staffing (12:00 p.m. to 8: 00 a. m. ) 

o - 24 54% 11% 

25 - 74 53% 24% 

75 - 99 53% 36% 

1000+ 10% 80% 

ALL DEPARTMENTS 49% 30% 

The res'u1ts of the survey suggest that equal shift 
deployment is popular, even though depa:r>tments of aU sizes 
have the abitity to atte~ shift deptoyment patte~s and to staff 
each watch acco~ding to wo~ktoad demands. A number of departments 
in each size category have been able to deploy the number of 
officers to the night watch that most workload analysis suggests 
is an optimal proportion. ApPL"oximately 30% of the departments 
surveyed deployed less than 29% of their officers on the night 
watch. Although this figure is impressive, the potential exists 
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for a still larger number of departnents to carefully examine 
workload patterns and to develop an allocation plan proportional 
to these workload demands. 5 

Deployment without regard to workload patterns can 
have adverse effects upon the ability of a department to handle 
service calls and provide routine patrol services. Exhibit 4 
shows the distribution of the patrol workload among the various 
watches in a typical department. When a department ignores 
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EXHIBIT 4 

TYPICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE 
CALL FOR SERVICE WORKLOAD 

22% 

NIGH'!' 
12AM-8PM 

33% 

DAY 
8AM-4PM 

45% 

EVENING 
4PM-12PM 

50 

r- 40 

r- 30 

I-20 

-10 

the temporal distribution of the workload and assigns an equal 
number of officers to each shift, the level of patrol on each 
shift -- the time available for random patrol when not answering 
calls for service -- will vary considerably. Dispatchers have 
noticed, for example, that cars are more available during the 
night watch for assignmenl;s and that response times are generally 

5 Conversations with patrol managers in a variety of depart
ments revealed a number of reasons why officers are not deployed 
proportional to workload demands. Some police administrators 
have felt a need to provide a given level of coverage on each 
shift, and some have failed to keep workload records or ana1yzIa 
these records to identify patterns of activity. Some departments 
have simply taken the easy scheduling option: they have elimi
nated the scheduling and rotation problems that can occur when 
watches are differentially staffed. Some departments have caved 
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lower. Because officers have fewer calls for service to answer 
during the night watch, the amount of time devoted to preventive 
patrol on that watch is quite high. Just the opposite effect 
occurs on the evening watch. During hours of peak workload 
(4 p.m.-12 p.m.), service calls are often stacked, and officers 
are able to devote only a small portion of their time to pre
ventive patrol. ~zen oriminat aativity is highest~ depavtments 
that depZoy aH equal, numbev of offioevs to eactz shift avo fre
qutJntZy unabZe to aavry out effeotive preventive and divected 
patro Z acti vi ,ties. 

The deployment of an equal number of officers to each 
shift can also have all adverse impact upon the morale of patrol 
personnel. It is not uncommon for patrol officexs in busy com
munities to run from call to call during the evening watch while 
officers on the night watch are assigned few service calls and 
have large amounts of non-committed time. Conversations with 
officers in a number of departments with equal shift staffing 
plans revealed that officers assigned to the evening t.;ratch often 
felt overwhelmed by the call workload, while night watch officers 
reported periods of idleness and boredom. The heavy workload 
on the evening watch coupled with the inconvenience of the evening 
shift may account for the reluctance of many officers to work 
that watch. Assigning officers to watches according to service 
demands minimizes the inequities in the workload and eliminates 
one reason why officers do not like to work evening tot;rs. 

A final consequence of equal shift staffing bears 
heavily upon the ability of a department to control criminal 
activity and to control the costs of patrol operations. Equal 
shift staffing plans that disregard workload realities seriously 
impair the effectiveness of patrol operations and are costly. 
Exhibit 5 illustrat.es how the number of officers assigned to 
patrol and the costs of patrol can vary depending upon the approach 
a department takes toward the temporal deployment of personnel. 
'£he firs t column on the table indicates the distribution of 
the call for service workload. This distribution of service 
calls among the watches is very similar to the pattern found 
in many departments. The other columns suggest alternative 
deployment patterns, the total number of patrol officers for 
each option, and the total cost for each deployment option. 

in to the pressure of patrol personnel who to18nt as many day 
tours as possible. Finally, some departments have unwittingly 
locked themselves into union agreements that specify equal shift 
staffing, and ono state has entered the scheduling process by 
enacting equal shift staffing laws. Whatever the reasons -- tra
dition, union agreements, or state laws -- equal shift staffing 
has a major sud detrimental impact upon both the efficie.ncy and 
effectiveness of patrol operations. 
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EXHIBIT 5 

TEMPORAL DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS 

SERVICE 
Deployment Options 

Option 1 Option 2 I Option 3 
WATCH CALL Equal J 

DISTRIBUTION Shift Effectiveness Efficiency 

NIGHT 22% 15 10 8 

DAY 33% 15 15 11 

EVENING 45% 15 20 15 

TOTAL PERSONNEL DEPLOYED* 45 45 34 

APPROXIMATE COSTS** $900,000 $700,000 $680,000 

fj,'qua'/, Shift - same /I of officers assigned to each shift 
EffeativonesD - II of officers assigned to shift based on workload 
Effiaienay - II of officers on night and day shift matched to 

service demands 

* In addition to the numbc~ of offiae~s depZoyed~ depa~tmentB 
witt have to apply the appZiaabZe ~eZief faato~ to estimate 
the total aompZement vf o!fiae~s ~equi~ed. 

**Estimatea of $20~OOO pe~ offiae~ based upon 8aZa~iesJ f~nge 
benefits" aa~" mdio" ope~ating expenBes~ and othe~ ove~head 
aODta. TJWGO costs witt vary aonBide~abZy among depa~tments. 

The exhibit suggests that a substantial proportion of 
the patrol resources in ",epartments with equaZ shift staffing 
might be better used. It is not meant to suggest that the size 
of a patrol division or of the department t.:an, in fact, be t'e
duced. In the traditionally organized department, an equal 
number of officers would be assigned to e~ch shift in spite 
of the substantial variation in the workload, Officers on the 
evening watch would be overworked by calls for service and would 
be able to undertake only very limited proactive patrol tactics, 
while, night watch officers would have a very light service load. 
Such a program would be very costly and probably not very effec
tive. 
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The effectiveness option continues to deploy the same 
number of officers throughout the day but allocates them in 
proportion to the changes in the workload that occur during 
each shift. As the workload increases, departments concerned 
about the effectiveness of patrol will assign more officers 
during busy periods. This approach, although it may not cut 
patrol costs, will eliminate inequities in the patrol workload. 
Officers assigned to the evening watch will not be overworked, 
\-1hile officers on the night watch have little to do. More im
portantly, the department ~ill be deploying officers when they 
are most needed. 

With the effectiveness option, calls for service 
can be quickly dispatched and the patrol force can provide a 
level of random and directed patrol activity that is proportional 
to the workload. Departments which have abandoned an equal 
shift allocation for a deployment scheme related to workload 
levels have usually been able to free some officers on the evening 
watch from any service call responsibility. These officers 
have Chen been deployed according to detailed crime analysis 
Co perform directed deterrent and apprehension activ:f,ties. 
~here this has occurred, departments have experienced increased 
arrest rates among patrol officers and a reduced level of crime 
in the community. 

When departments are affected by budget cuts or freezes, 
analysis of workload patterns and deployment plans is a highly 
appropriate and effective way to lessen the impact of monetary 
constraints. The oi'fiaienay option displayed in Exhibit 5 suggests 
how departments that deploy an equal number of officers to each 
shift con cut the number of patrol perso'nnel yet provide appro
ximately the same level of service. 'rhe underlying assumption 
behind the efficiency option is that the fifteen officers deployed 
on the evening watch (the busy time) are sufficient to handle 
all service calls and provide an adequate level of preventive 
patrol. If this is the case, the number of officers deployed 
on the day and evening watches can be decreased because of the 
reduced workload during those watches. Instead of deploying 
fifteen officers to each watch, eight officers would be assigned 
to the night watch and eleven officers would be assigned to 
the day wutch. l~hen faced with budget cuts, patrol administra
tors can redeploy officers in accordance with workload demands 
and theoreticalJ,y provide the same level of se,;vice yet decrease 
the number of personnel. In other cases, patrol adminbtrators 
might use the efficiency option to transfer officers from patrol 
to understaffed divisions of the department. ' 

We are not suggesting that departments cut patrol 
personnel by ~dopting a workload-matched deployment. We are 
suggesting, however, tha't l'edepZoyment based upon wOl'7<.Zoad faatol's 
/ian have V(J'PIJ pl'aatiaat and irrmediate positive effeots upon 
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a depaJ'tment'8 patl'ot capabiUty. Some departments will find 
that increased workloads can be accomodated without increasing 
the total number of patrol officers. This can be done by reassign
ing officers from the slow night watches to the much busier 
evening watch. This is particularly important to a depart-
ment that is faced with an increasing workload and a fixed budget 
for patrol services. Other departments where the workload is 
stable have found that redeployment enabled patrol managers 
to dramatically increase the department's ability to provide 
preventive patrol as well as crime-specific and directed patrol 
and specialized operations during peak demand periods. 

The experience of the police departments in Wilmington, 
Delaware, and Cleveland Heights, Ohio, testify to increased 
effectiveness that results when officers are deployed in accor
dance to workload demands • 

• In Wilmingtol'" managers analyzed the call for 
service workload and abandoned the equal shift 
staffing of fifteen patrol units on each shift. 
When officers were redeployed, only five patrol 
units worked the 4 a.m.-8 a.m. period, while 
as many as 25 patrol units served the peak period 
between 10 a.m.-2 p.m. The redeployment has 
been accompanied by marked improvement in indi
cators of patrol effectiveness and increased 
officer morale • 

• In Cleveland Heights prior to redeployment on 
the basis of workload analysis, the department 
deployed seven two-officer units on each watch. 
By eliminating some two-officer units and deploying 
according. to workload the number of units deployed 
now varies from five units on the night shift 
to as many as twenty-one units on the evening 
tour. The redeployment and the adoption of directed 
patrol tactics has resulted in reduced crime 
rates and improved apprehension effectiveness 
for this suburban community. 

C. W,rkload Analysls and Officer Deploymen~ 

The deployment scheme that we have chosen to present 
is based upon workload factors - the total number of calls for 
service as well as reported crime. Such an approach seeks to 
equalize the service call workload among officers and insure 
that patrol personnel are available to provide service when 
and where it is most needed. ~lorkload analysis involves both 
a study of calls for service as well as a determitlution of the 
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amount of time officers are engaged in preventive patrol, admin
istrative duties and personal matters. By analyzing the total 
pa.trol workload; departments will develop an information base which 
can be further analyzed to prioritize each patrol task and design 
speci.fic service call and preventive patrol tactics. 

Although a workload deployment scheme is described 
herfoa, we note that there is, as yet, no single foolproof way 
to deploy patrol officers. Whether a department adopts a de
ployment scheme based on workload factors, or on response time 
or dispatch delays, each system requires subjective judgements, 
constant monitoring, and periodic modification. Deployment 
based upon historical data is, at best, only a rough approximation 
of how the patrol workloads will vary in the future u Patrot 
deployment is ort7..y the starting point for c.leve7..oping a compre
hensive approach to ~ enforcement services~ At the very Zeast~ 
departments w·i7..Z find it necessary to use crime ana7..ysis for 
fine tuning the basia depZoyment pZan on a day-to-day basis. 
In spite of these limitations, deployment ba$ed upon calls for 
service and crime analysis is a powerful tool for both allocating 
officers and designing crime specific, directed and specialized 
patrol activities. 

ln recent years, workload allocation methods have 
been critized by advocates of computerized deployment schemes 
that are based primarily on techniques designed to reduce reponse 
times. S With computerized deployment, police planners have 
been able to develop personnel levels and allocation schemes 
that (!.l;'e keyed to specific measures of performance like dispatch 
delays, patrol frequencies, workload equalization, and travel 
time to incidents. 6 Although these computer programs can help 
design efficient allocation plans, we have chosen to describe 
a manual deployment system based primarily upon workload factors 
for several reasons. First, many departments do not have access 
to computer £acilities~ Second, some of the better computerized 
deployment models ate still in the experimental stage and should 
be implemented only with technical assistance from groups familiar 
with theit' operation. Third, the primary focus of computerized 
deploymel.1t models is upon X'esponse time, to the neglect of 

5 Fo~ a discussion of performance-based allocation schemes, 
see: R. L. 50hl1, et at. J Patrol Force Allocation for Law EnfoX'ce
mant -- An IntX'oductory Planning Guid~ (Pasadena, California: 
California Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
1976); and Jan Chaiken, et at.) Patrol Allocation Methodology 
for Police Departments (New York, N.Y.: The New York City Rand 
Institute, September, 1975). 

6 A distinction must be made between da.ta processing systems 
designed to collect and store information on a computer and 
computer1.zed allocation models. Because of the volume of work
load information generated by patrol, even small departments 
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other indicators of patrol effectiveness. This can lead to 
a rather narrow view of patrol operations. What officers do 
with the 60-75% of the time when they are not engaged in service 
calls is as important as the calls for service. Finally, a 
description of a manual deployment system based upon workload 
factors affords an opportunity to analyze the total patrol 
workload, review the interrelationships between service calls 
and other patrol activil:'Y, and recommend a number of deployment 
and operational procedures that departments can take to enhance 
patrol productivity. 

The workload deployment scheme de~cribed below is 
designed to force an analysis of the total patrol workload --

.rticularly the time available for preventive patrol activities. 
4fze goaZ of the foZZowing anaZysis wiZZ be to enabZe depar>tments 
to better> matah depZoyment patterns to the ¥''ltr>oZ wor>kZoad 
and improve patroZ effiaienay. In subseque~t chapters, the 
authors will focus upon ways patrol managers can use patrol 
time more effectively. 

Exhibit 6 presents an overview of the workload analysis 
and deployment process discussed in this chapter. The process 
involves the collection of service call, crime, and response 
time information; the analysis of this data to identify patterns 
of activity; the assignment of officers to routine and specialized 
units~ and the allocation of officers to various watches and 
geographic areas. As the flow chart indicates, several computer 
routines can be used as options to help with deployment and 
scheduling problems. 

The first step in the allocation process involves 
collecting information about citizen calls for service, reported 
crime, response time, and the activities of patrol officers. 
E~libit 7 summarizes the kinds of information that should be 
collected in each of these categories. Although a department 
will need to collect this information daily, once an allocation 
plan has been developed, patrol administrators will need to review 
and update them annually. If fundamental changes in the 
patrol workload should occur, however, departments may need 
to reallocate personnel more frequently. 

Systems for collecting workload information range 
from highly sophisticated computer data processing units to 
the keepi~,g of simple tallies by dispatchers and patrol officers. 
The sophistication of the system does not necessarily guarantee 
an efficient allocation plan. We have visited some departments 

might consider the use of computerized data processing systems. 
The computerized workload models are immensely more sophisti
cated than a simple data processing system. A computerized 
scheduling system and two computerized allocation models are 
described in the last section of this chapter. It is emphasized, 
however, that the computerized system is not essential. 
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EXHIBIT 6 

WORKLOAD ANALYSIS AND DEPLOY~mNT 
FLOt'l PROCESS 

WORKLOAD 
ANALYSIS 

ROUTINE 
PATROL 

OFFICER 
DEPLOYMENT 
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EXHIBIT 7 

INFORMATION REQUIRE~mNTS FOR DEPLOYMENT DECISIONS 

CaZZs for serviae: 

crime: 

Response tirr,e: 

Offiaer eJ,ot'i"vity: 
(by shift) 
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Type of call 
Time of occurrence 
Date of occurrence (day) 
Location 

Type of crime 
Time of occurrence 
Date of occurrence 
Location 

Type of call 
Receipt of call 
Unit dispatched 
Unit arrived 
Unit cleared 

Calls for service 
Directed patrol 
Officer initiated - on view 

activity 
Random patrol 
Administration 
Personal 



with highly developed data processing systems that have not 
developed efficient manpc:r;.J..:;ra110cation schemes. On the other 
hand, we have also visited. departments ¥lith manual data col
lection and analysis methods that have resulted in efficient 
deployment schemes. The oritioaZ faotoZ' is not the ZeveZ of 
eoph~~stioated equipment or oomputerization" but the anaZytioaZ 
abiZity of poZioe pZanners ana a oommitment by patroZ admin
istrators to matoh personneZ depZoyment to workZoad. 

D. Temporal Deployment: 24-Hou:r Graph 

The most important information for deployment purposes 
is sel':vice call and reported crime data that specifies the 
time and date that incidents occur. This information permits 
analYlsts to construct a picture of how the patrol workload 
varies during different time periods and at different geographic 
locations 0 Perhaps the most useful technique for analyzing 
patrol workload patterns is to graph the number of service 
calls that are received hy a department over a 24-hour period. 
The daily ebb and flow of the hourly service call workload 
represents the most dynamic fluctuation in the patrol workload. 

Police planners and patrol administrators have found 
that matching the deployment of personnel to priorities in 
the hourly workload is, perhaps, the most critical factor in 
achieving an efficient and effective deployment scheme. Exhibit 8 
sho,'1s the daily patterns of service calls in ope midwestern 
city. The general workload patterns of this city are similar 
to workload fluctuations that we have charted in cities of 
various size and located throughout the country.7 

The graph in Exhibit 8 displays the peaks and valleys 
in the calls for service workload and clearly illustrates the 
cyclical nature of patrol operations. The distribution of calls 
fo:r service received during each hour ranges from a low of 
1.3% between 5-6 a. m., to a high of 6.3% from 6-7 p .In. The 
pe~k ¥lork10ad for this department occurs in the late afternoon 
and extends to approximately midnight; when it begins to taper 
off dramatically. The workload pattern of this city and many 
others corresponds very closely to the life cycle of most people. 

Some patrol analysts have hesitated to rely upon 
total calls for service as a means to deploy patrol officers 
because of a fear that the distribution of calls for service 
and reported crime are radically different. They have argued 
that although total service calls might fluctuate considerably, 

7 For another discussion of hourly fluctuations in the 
patrol workload, see: Richard C. Larson, Urban Police Patrol 
Analysis (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1972), pp. 
130-135, 166-169. 
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EXHIBIT 8 

HOURLY DISTRIBUTION OF THE PATROL WORKLOAD AND CRIME 
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the amount of crime does not fluctuate in a similar manner. 
Sow~analysts, for example, believe that although total service 
calls drop dramatically during the early morning hours, these 
same hours are periods' of rampant criminal act·ivity. Although 
these conditions might exist in a few departments, analysi& 
of workload and reported crime in other jurisdictions indicates 
that reported crime and total calls. for service have similar 
graph patterns. To illustrate this point, we have also plotted 
the distribution of reported crime on Exhibit 8. The service 
call artd reported crime distribution are almost identical'. 

1~~ way in which patrol administrators respond to 
the hourly workload fJ;l,ct'uatious displayed in Exhibit 8 has 
major sjgnifi.cance for both the efficiency and effectiveness 
ofp.atrol operations. Analysis of call for service patterns' 
in several ci.ties indicates that when temporal workload and 
reported crime are not used as the principal guides to deployment, 
the efficient and effective operation of patrol may be seriously 
impaired. ,. 

Exhibit 9 displays the incongruence between service 
demands and manpower deployment that frequently occur when 
a department ignores hourly fluctt.!.8tions in the workload and 
allocates an equa~ nurrtber of patrol officers to each shift. 
In this example, 45 officers are available each day and an 
equal number -- fifteen -- are deployed on each shift. 

This 24-hour graph indicates that an inverse rela
tionship extsts between the volume of workload and the number 
of personnel available to service that workload. DuPing those 
hours when caZZs for service aPe Zowest~ the depaPtment has 
the greatest number of officers available to answer calls tor 
service and to engage in seZf-initiated~ dipected~ and random 
preventive patrol act·tviUes as weZZ as administrative duties. 
Between 5 a.m. and 6 a.m., for ~xample, when service demands 
are lowest, approximately thirteen hours of time are available 
for non-call for service activities. Between 7-8 p.m., however, 
when total service demands and crime calls are highest, only 
six hours of the 15 hours are available fo'r non-service call 
work. 

Keep in mind that not all non-committed time is 
devoted to productive patrol activities. A cOIl.siderable portion 
of this timB is consumed by meal calls and administrative duties 
like offense reports, roll call, car preparation, officer-super
visor meetings, and, especially during the day watch, court 
appearances. Although the total number of ho~rs available 
for patrol, illustrated in Exhibit 9, appears to be high, this 
non-committed time is frequently reduced by as much as 25% 
because of the officer's personal needs and administrative 
duties. 
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EXHIBIT 9 

EQUAL SHIFf DEPLOYMENT AND TIME AVAILABLE FOR PREVENTIVE PATROL 
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A simple and effective way to measure the efficiency 
of patrol deployment is to compare the number of hours consumed 
by calls for service to the amount of time that is avai19ble 
for preventive patrol activity. In an ~fficient deployment 
scheme, the service call and preventive patrol time lines would 
display a pattern indicating that as the call for service workload 
increased, the number of hours of preventive patrol should 
also increase. To better illustrate the relationship between 
calls for service time and the time available for preventive 
patrol activities, we have superimposed a line on Exhibit 9 
that represents the number of hours actually devoted to pre
ventive patrol activities. 

When the service call workload is distributed, as 
in Exhibit 9, one finds that the assignment of an equal number 
of officers to each shift is neither efficient nor effective. 
During the hours of peak caZZ-for-8ervice activitYJ when pre
ventive and directed patroZ activity 8houZd aZ80 be greate8tJ 
department8 with equaZ shift 8taffing actuaZZy decrea8e the 
amount of patroZ and in 80me ca8es provide virtuaZZy no pre
ventive patroZ. Of the fifteen hours of patrol time available 
between 7 p.m. and 8 p.m., only two are devoted to preventive 
patrol. Just the opposite occurs between 6 a.m. and 7 a.m., 
when the workload reaches its lowest point. During this time, 
nearly two-thirds of the available time (ten hours) can be 
devoted to preventive patrol activities. The deployment of 
an equal number of officers to each shift, w:l.thout regard to 
predictable fluctuations in the hourly workload, invariably 
results in an inefficient deployment schemel, 

E. Two Workload Allocation Plans 

Previous sections of this report have described the 
advantages of matching the patrol workload to the hourly demands 
for service. These advantages accrue to the department in 
terms of patrol efficiency and effectiveness and to officers 
in terms of an equalized workload. This section of the manual 
describes an allocation plan that can be used to deploy officers 
proportional to hourly changes in the call for service workload. 

Problems of allocation are complex. We recognize 
that, although it is possible to carefully describe hourly 
variations in the patrol workload, it is not so easy to match 
work schedules to these fluctuations. While the workload analysis 
can be readily quantified and appears to be highly mathematical 
and scientific, the ability to schedule shifts of varying lengths 
and to schedule numerous T!latch starting times to approximate 
fluctuations in service demands is a difficult matter. The 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration has developed a 
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workload-based computer program that can be used by both large 
and small departments to efficiently schedule patrol officers. 
We have descr-ibed this program at the end of this chapter, 
and recorrmend that departments consider using it in developing 
temporal deployment schemes. 

The deployment scheme described belotV' is based upon 
the 24-hour graph of service calls. The graph was compiled 
by recording the number of service calls received by a mid-Western 
department over a 28-day period. In constructing workload 
graphs, departments have used either the amount of time consumed 
by calls for service or ths number of patrol un:l.ts dispatched 
to each call as methods to describe hourly changes in service 
demands. Either of these methods is adequate. Research indicates 
that the graphs fIn service calls, time consumed, or the number 
of units dispatched are almost identical. The deployment scheme 
illustrated here assumes that the department is able to deploy 
a total of 45 officers each dayo If an equal shift staffing 
scheme were used, 15 officers would be deployed to each watch. S 

Exhibit 10 displays the distribution of service calls 
in eight-hour, four-hour, and one-hour blocks of time for the 
24-hour period. This distribution of the number of calls has 
been converted to the amount of time needed to service the 
calls and has b~en graphed upon Exhibit 11. The goal of the 
deployment plans described here is to allocate officers according 
to hourly changes in the workload and to enable the depart.ment 
to deploy enough officers on each shift to both answer service 
calls and perfol~ preventive and directed patrol activities. 
The meaBUPe of perfor.manoe that we have ahosen to judge the 
effioienoy of both ptans is the amount of time that oan be 
devoted to preventive or direoted patrot aotivities. The 
available preventive patrol and directed patrol time is cal
culated by subtracting all calls for service and administrative 
and personal time from the total amount of time available for 
all patrol purposes. 

The deployment scheme depicted in Exhibit 11 is the 
simplest and perhaps the most straightforward way to match 
the 45 patrol officers available to hourly changes in the patrol 
workload. Officers are assigned to each watch in proportion 

BFor purposes of presentation we have chosen not to discuss 
the relationship between the total number of patrol personnel and 
the number available for duty each day. In general, five officers 
are needed to staff one full-time post 2l. hours a day, seven days 
a week. If this is the case, approximately 54 officers would be 
needed to field 45 officers every day. For a more detailed dis
cussion of this staffing problem, see: O. W. Wilson, and 
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EXHIBIT 10 

24 HOUR DISTRIBUTION OF CALLS FOR SERVICE 

HOUR /I OF HOURLY 4 HOUR 8 HOUR 
CALLS DISTRIBUTION DISTRIEUTION DISTRIBU'£ION 

1 235 4.3% 11.5% Night 2 202 3.7% 
3 180 3.3% 737 Watch 

4 120 2.2% calls 20% 

5 93 1. 7% 6.5% 6 71 1.3% 1093 
7 77 1.4% . 356 calls 
8 115 2.1% calls 

9 153 2.8% 13.6% 10 180 3.3% Day 
11 197 3.6% 743 Watch 
12 213 3.9% calls 

13 235 4.3% 19.3% 33% 14 246 4.5% 
15 256 4.7% 1054 1797 
16 317 5.8% calls calls 

17 306 5.6% 23.8% 18 328 6.0% Evening 
19 344 6.3% 1300 Watch 
20 322 5.9% calls 

21 328 6.0% 23.5% 47% 22 328 6.0% 
23 311 5.7% 1284 2584 
24 317 5.8% calls calls 

- " 

'tOTAL 5,474 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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EXHIBIT 11 

OFFICER ALLOCATION PROPORTIONAL 
TO WORKLOAD ON EACH WATCH 
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to the distribution of the workload on that watch. Generally, 
as the call. for service workload increases, the number of officers 
assigned to the watch increases. Hence, the busy evening watch, 
which accounts for 47% of the daily patrol workload, has been 
allocated approximately one-half of the available officers. 

The two lines on the graph are indicators of the 
allocation scheme's efficiency. The soZid Zine plots the approxi
mata amount of time available for directed patrol under a differ
ential shift staffing plan. The b~oken Zine plots the amount of 
patrol time available when an equal shift staffing plan is used 
and indicates that although ample time is available for patrol 
activities during the night watch when the workload is light, 
very little patrol time is available during the busy evening 
watch. On the evening watch, when officers devote an average 
of eight hours of time to call for service work, only two hours 
can be used for preventive or directed patrol activities. 

The dist~ibution of time avaiZabZe fo~ pat~oZ acti
vities cluznges dvamaticaZZy when an equat shift staffing pZan 
is abandbned fo~ an aZZocation pZan based upon wo~ktoad ftuc
tuations. By allocating twenty officers to the evening watch 
instead of fifteen, approximately six hours of petrol time 
are available each hour to implement a directed patrol strategy. 
If an equal shift staffing plan is used, however, the patrol 
force must act primarily as a reactive for~e that can do little 
but respond to service calls and perform administrative duties. 
And this occurs during the period of the day when the call 
pattern suggests a very large proactive presence would be 
appropriate. 

Although the. variable allocation scheme displayed 
in Exhibit 11 has done much to increase the opportunities for 
the implementation of directed patrol strategies on the evening 
watch, it is not the optimal deployment scheme. During the 
first half of the night watch, for example, very little time 
is available far directed patrol. Between 4 a.m. and 8 a.m., 
on the other hand, when the workload reaches its lowest point, 
abundant time can be used to implement a directed patrol stra-. 
tegy. 

To achieve a better fit between the patrol workload 
and the availability of personnel, departments will have to 
consider the adoption of allocation schemes that do not fit 

R.C. McLaren, Police Administration, 3rd Edition (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1972), Appendix K. 
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the standard three-shift eight-hour watch structure. Patrol 
managers have addressed this problem in a number of ways. Some 
have reduced the number of officers on each shift to create an 
overlay shift that works the busiest part of the day (6 p.m.-2 a.m.). 
Other departments have staggered the starting times of officers 
on each 'Y'atch to better match increases or decreases in the 
patrol workload. Although these variations complicate already 
complex allocation problems, they are the only way to efficiently 
utilize resources, and they enable patrol managers to plan 
and implement a variety of directed patrol tactics. 

To illustrate an alternative way a patrol force can 
be scheduled, Exhibit 12 reproduces a deployment plan currently 
being used by the Wilmington, Delaware, Police Department. 
The figure indicates the number of officers deployed during 
each hour of the day, as well as the starting 'times for regular 
and overlay shifts. By using two overlay shifts of structured 
patrol officers between the hours of 10 a.m. and 2 a.m., and 
by delaying the starting time of several basic patrol officers 
on the day and evening watches by four hours, the department 
has implemented an allocation scheme that matches deployment 
to workload and response time needs. Prior to this deployment 
scheme, an equal number of officers were allocated to each 
watch. The new deployment scheme has enabled the department 
to promptly respond to service calls during the busy evening 
watch and implement a high level of directed patrol during 
these hours of peak demand. 

To implement the directeJ patrol program described 
in this manual, departments will, at the very least, need to 
allocate the number of officers to each watch that are propor
tional to the call for service workload on that watch. If 
a better fit between workload and personnel deployment is desired, 
patrol managers will need to consider an over-lay watch during 
the busy evening period or an allocation scheme similar to the 
one being used in Wilmington •. 

~empora1 Activity: 16B-Hour Graph 

Although the hourly fluctuation in the daily workload 
is the most dynamic and critical factor in designing an efficient 
allocation plan, patrol managers will also need to review daily 
changes in workload. Perhaps the most useful technique for 
doing this is to construct a 16B-hour graph that charts the 
distribution of service calls for an entire week. 

Th" linear 16B-hour graph in Exhibit 13 was constructed 
by using tha service calls for an entire year's period from 
Cleveland Heights, Ohio. Exhibit 14 contains Iii. 16B-hour graph 
displayed on a circular format. The graphs dra.matica11y depict 
several very significant features of the patrol workload. 
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EXHIBIT 12 

TEMPORAL ALLOCATI9N PLAN: WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

WATCH 1 

TIME NUMBER 

24-02 17 
02-04 8 
04-08 5 

24 

1200 

0600 

STRUCTURED PATROL OFFICERS 
(Uniform & Plain Clothes) 

NUMBER OF UNITS ON DUTY 

(-lATCH 2 WATCH 3 
TIME NUMBER TIME NUMBER 

08-10 7 16-18 19 
10-12 14 18-20 21 
12-16 17 20-24 21 
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First, the U11tllJ!z.t1 'f.z.z,uMill;ttc tilfJ G::.~t.ll(}mcZy z1(?guZar and ayaZiaaZ 
nature of tho peake and va'l-Zeye in the aaU [01' serviae workZoad. 
The 24-hour pattern of activJLty repeat:s itself daily with 
regularity. Each day as the public awakes, the call load begins 
to build until it peaks during the last quarter of the day. 
During the early morning hours, the workload declines to only 
a small fraction of the peak period. 

The l68-hour graphs also illustrate some daily varia
tions in the service call workload, although these daily varia
tions are not nearly as great as the hourly fluctuations. Some 
important differences between hourly trends on weekdays and the 
trends on Friday night. Saturday, and Sunday must be noted. 
The workZoad aarrY-cJvtJr ft'om Fl'iday night into oarZy Saturday 
morning wiZZ genel'aUy stand out in contrast to the aftel'
midnight tl'ends on othcl' days. This same trend may also occur 
on Saturday nights. Such conditions may call for spe.cial deploy
ment strategies, such as changing the hours of overlay shifts 
on Friday and Saturday nights. Another trend frequently detected 
by analysis of the total week is a. very 10'" Sunday afternoon and 
Sunday night trend. If such a trend is detected, it may provide 
an opportunity to offer a bonus to personnel working undesireable 
shifts by guaranteeing them regular days off on Sunday after
noons or on Sunday nights. 

By collapsing data from the l68-hour graph, it is 
possible to construct tables that show daily variations in 
the workload. Exhibit 15 contains daily service call summaries 
for one department. The mas t notable characteristics is that 
the daily workload variations are not that great. Although 
Fridays and Saturdays indicate a slightly higher call rate 
than other days of the week, much of thls is due to the increased 
activity that occurs on Friday and Saturday evenings. Depart
ments using the l68-hour graph have noticed that the day and 
evening proceeding a holiday usually reflect increased activity 
levels similar to those found on Fridays. Halloween, in par
ticular, creates special problems of vandalism in many commu
nities. 

Several departments have used l68-hour graphs as 
means to analyzQ their patrol workload and to reallocate 
patrol personnel. As part of a LEAA Region 5 Patrol Emphasis 
P'tograni (PEP) grants, polict';! departments in Cleveland Heights 
and Toledo, Ohio; Evansville, Indiana; Duluth and Minneapolis, 
Minnesota; and Beloit and Eau Claire. Wisconsin, used the graph 
to bring personnel assignments into better alignment with workload 
demands. Other departments have modified the graph in order 
to better meet their particular deployment needs. In Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, for example, deplOyment analysts found the l68-hour 
graph to be a useful tool for visualizing workload demands 
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EXHIBIT :'.4 

168-HOUR GRAPH: CLEVELAND HEIGHTS, OHIO 
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and have used it in conjullction with computerized allocation 
systems that also consider response time, call priorities, 
and travel distances in making deployment decisions. 

In addition to analyzing patrol workload demands, 
departments have also found the l68-hour graph to be a parti
cularly useful tool for analyzing traffic problems and accidents 
and for scheduling communications and dispatch personnel. 
For the small department that finds it difficult to commit 
personnel to data collection and analysis tasks, the low com
munication workload during the early morning hours can be 
used by dispatchers to complile and analyze workload information. 
It is our recommendation that every police department should, 
at a minimum, construct a l68-hour graph of calls for service 
and use this as a basis for a discussion of workload patterns 
and the allocation of patrol officers. 

G. Geogr~phic Deployment 

The allo~ation of patrol officers to various watches 
based upon workload or response time data is only one aspect 
of the deployment process. A secondary part of the deployment 
process involves the assignment of officers to geographic 
areas in proportion to the level of service these areas demand. 
Th,= approach taken in this report has been to first allocate 
officers in proportion to the distribution of calls for service 
service during the hours of the day. Only when a temporal allo
cation plan has been developed can the number of beats and their 
boundaries be determined. 

Most departments hav~ simply used the number of calla 
for service or the amount of time consumed in servicing the 
calls to design area assignments and beat boundaries. A few 
departments have used computer programs to review response 
and-travel time data to design patrol beats. Like temporal 
service call demand, the service requirements for different 
geographic areas of a community will vary in fairly predictable 
ways. Analysis of oall for servioe and reported orime data 
usually indioates that the workload is not evenly distributed 
and that some seotions of the oommunity demand more servioe 
than others. A frequent goal of patrol managers has been to 
identify the workload requirements of each part of the city 
and to deploy officers to these areas in proportion to their 
service demands. Such a deployment policy is designed to insure 
an even diatribution of the patrol ~vorkload across each beat. 

The development of patrol areas or beats is not nearly 
as precise a task as the design of watch allocation patterns. 
To a large extent, planned and formal beat boundaries have 
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been less critical in patrol deployment because of the realities 
of. the service call workload and dispat1ch procedures. The 
p?licy of many departments t.o dispatch calls as soon as they 
are received to the first available unit has frequently destroyed 
the unit-beat concept. Studies of patrol operations have found 
that during busy periods it is not unusual for a patrol unit 
to respond to more calls for service outside its beat than 
inside it. 9 During periods when the beat car is unavailable 
for dispatch, other units must be dispatched to handle service 
calls. 

The patrol pl&nner usually designs beats in accordance 
with past calls for service and crime patterns; however, incoming 
calls for service will collapse and expand these boundaries 
according to minute-by-minute changes in the workload. In 
many respeots the prooedure of dispatohing patroZ units in 
response to oi tizen servioe requests amounts to a l~eaZ-time 
deployment system. When cars are dispatched in response to 
service demand, they are likely to become clustered in problem 
areas that are demanding a higher level of service. Whereas 
beat boundaries have been viewed as a mechanism to focus p~trol. 
activities, reduce response time, and distribute workload evenly, 
they are, in fact, a means of dispersing patrol units to insure 
a minimum level of patrol in all areas of a community. Give~ the 
real-time nature of calls for service and the willingness of 
departments to dispatch the first available unit, beat bC'jund<;lr.i.es 
in many departments have become aq administrative device rather 
than an operational reality. 

The fact that service call patterns and dispatchers 
frequently violate beat boundaries and that officers may not 
handle many of the calls on their beat does not obviate the 
need to carefully monitor the location of activities and to 
assign officers in accordance with this activity. We reoommend 
that~ although patroZ units oan be assigned to specific beats~ 
it is more realistio to assign seve:t'al patroZ uni.ts shared 
responsibiZity for a larger geographic area. One way to achieve 
this is to crea.te overlapping beat responsibilities. Although 
several officers would respond to calls throughout a three-
or four-beat area, they would be responsible for the bulk of 
all prevention and directed patrol activities in only one beat 
of this larger area. This system would balance the need tor 
officers to become familiar with the problems, people and geo
graphy of a small beat area with the need for promptly responding 
to service calls. 

9 Larson, Ope cit.~ pp. 66-69, 242-243, 250-251. 
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The assignment of several units to serve a multi-beat 
rather than t.he one unit-one beat traditional deployment scheme 
is a more efficient allocation strategy. When departments 
divide the community into single beat ar~as and seek to maintain 
a low level of cross-beat dispatches, some units will be idle 
while other units may have several calls stacked waiting for 
a response. Mlen several units are assigned responsibility 
for a multi-beat area, however, fewer calls will need to be 
stacked, response times will be quicker, the workload will 
be more evenly distributed among units, and, in general, patrol 
operations will be more efficient. 

The process of distributing patrol units geographically 
is very similar to the procedure used to deploy officers on 
various watches. A careful tally must be kept of where calls 
for service and criminal activity occur. The first step in 
designing beat boundaries involves dividing the entire city 
into small reporting areas. Many cities have chosen to record 
workload data according to area boundaries that correspond 
to census bureau divisions. The level of disaggregation provided 
by census tracts or blocks is usually sufficient for deployment 
decisions and preliminary crime analysis. In addition, if 
a department should want to describe the socio-economic features 
of a section of the connnunity, the crime and call for service 
data can be easily merged with census information. In rural 
areas or j.n small communities where the population is less 
dense and the level of activity is lower, patrol managers have 
used areas lar~er than blocks for collecting and analyzing 
workload data. 

Whether the reporting units are census blocks or 
other small geographic areas, the process of recording and 
analyzing information is the same. Each reporting unit or 
block is numbered ~nd when an incident occurs in a particular 
block, this informa.cion can be recorded. A tally sheet similar 
to that in Exhibit 16 should be sufficient for the smaller 
department to record and analyze the geographic distribution 
of activity within the community. The process involves noting 
the number of incidents in each recording area and converting 
this to a percent of the total number of incidents. Individual 
reporting areas can then be grouped into beats so as to evenly 
distribute the workload among the number of patrol units avail
able. If, for example, two patrol units were assigned to patrol 
these 48 reporting areas, each beat would contain 50% of the 
total workload. If three pat'rol units were assigned, each 
beat would contain approximately 33% of the workload. Data 
collected over a 28-da.y per:l.od should be sufficient to construct 
beat and area assignments for officers. Once the process of 
recording this information has begun, the data can be analyzed 
on a monthly basis to modify the way officers are deployed 
geographically. 
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EXHIBIT 16 

DAILY SERVICE CALL WORKLOAD BY REPORT AREAS 

REPORT It OF % OF REPORT IF OF % OF 
AREA CALLS CALLS AREA CA1LLS CALLS 

1 36 
2 37 
3 38 
4 39 
5 40 

6 41 
7 42 
8 43 
9 44 

10 45 

11 46 
12 47 
13 48 
14 49 
15 50 

16 51 
17 52 
18 53 
19 54 
20 55 

21 56 
22 57 
23 58 
21i 59 
25 60 

26 61 
27 62 
28 63 
29 64 
30 65 

31 66 
32 67 
33 68 
34 69 
35 70 
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It is important to remember that the number of reporting 
units in a beat and the geographia areas of the beats wiZZ 
ahange duri~g eaah watah if offiaers are aZZoaated in proportion 
to ahanges in the hourZy aaZZ fi,r serviae workZoad. Thus, 
the 48 re,orting units might comprise one beat during the night 
shift (l~ p.m.-3 a.m.) and be divided into two beats during 
the evening watch (4 p.m.-12 p.m.). Exhibit 17 contains a 
beat assignment for Hamden, Connecticut, that reflects how 
beat boundaries can be modified to meet the changing workload 
experienced during each watch. During the night watch when 
calls for service are lowest, only five units are deployed 
and the beats are quite large. During the evening watch, 
however, when the workload increases, additional cars are deployed 
and the beats are smaller. lO 

H. Computer Assisted Deploypent 

The collection and analysis of workload information 
as well as the allocating and scheduling of patrol officers 
is a very tedious and involved process. Even for the small 
department, the deployment details can be a frustrating exper
ience. On the one hand, patrol managers must collect and analyze 
the information and design a deployment scheme; on the other 
hand, the deployment scheme must be fitted to the operational 
realities of the department and the expectations of individual 
patrol officers. Every patrol manager has spent agonizing 
hours in deciding how many officers should be assigned to each 
watch, what time each watch should begin, and how beat boundaries 
should be drawn. Even when these questions have been answered, 
it is st:i.ll necessary to develop a schedule for individual 
officers that matches the deployment plan. 

Recently a number of computer programs have been 
developed to assist both small and large departments to deploy 
officers both temporarily and geographically and to develop 
sched'Jles for patrol units and individual officers. It is 
our recommendation that departments should review the capability 
of computerized deployment programs and assess how they might 
be used to achieve an efficient allocation plan. 

Perhaps a role exists for the criminal justice regional 
planning units in the development of efficient deploy.ment schemes 

10 William Carbone, Innovative Patrol Operations (New Haven, 
Connecticut: South Central Connecticut Supervisory Board), 
p. 16-17. 
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and the use of computerized aids to deployment decision-making. 
The planning and analytical capabilities of many RPl1 staff 
members might be used to assist departments in doing workload 
analyses and in acquiring and using the computer programs des
cribed below. The South Central Criminal Justice Advisory 
Board of New Haven, Connecticut, has, for example, helped estab
lish a regional criminal justice computer system, developed 
the software needed to analyze workload patterns, and has 
been instrumental in encouraging departments to match deployment 
to ~V'orkload. Other departments. have used university faculty 
and computers to assist in the use of computerized deployment 
programs. We have chosen to describe three computer programs 
that can be used to develop work schedules, temporal allocation 
schemes, and beat designs. 

1. Comput~r Designed Work Schedulef~ 

A computer program has been developed that enables 
departments to schedule officers so that the number of officers 
deployed to each watch and day of the week is proportional 
to the average demand for service during these periods. The 
purpose of this program is to deploy more officers during the 
busier periods of each day and to reduce staffing during the 
less busy periods. In addition, it will equalize the patrol 
workload among officers on each watch. Perhaps the major ad
vantage of this program is that it not only develops an allo
cation plan but it also prepares a schedule for the entire 
patrol force and for individual officers which conforms to 
fluctuations in the patrol workload. Finally, this program 
can be used to develop a deployment scheme and schedule based 
upon the 24-hour and 168-hour graphs described in earlier sections 
of this document. 

Data inputA for the program can be in the form of 
the number of calls for service, number of reported crimes, 
or the number of hours spent servicing calls. This workload 
information should be available for each watch and each day 
of the week. For those departments that are not currently 
collecting this data, it is possible to sample past records 
or to collect new data over a 28-day period. The program allows 
patrol managers to specify a number of schedule design features 
including the maximum and minimum length of both duty periods 
and days off, the upper and lower limits for the number of 
on-duty officers needed on each watch, and the period of time 
officers are assigned to each watch. Finally, for those de
partments that are on a rotating watch schedule, this program 
will design a rotation plan which deploys officers proportional 
to the workload on each watch. 

The computer program produces a deployment plfln for 
the entire department or for individual precincts that matches 
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the number of officers scheduled to the average workload on 
that shift. In addition, an individual schedule is produced 
for each officer. This program was developed for the Law En
forcement Assistance Administration and is available without 
cost from the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice t.o police departments and other criminal justice agencies. 
Details of the program arc described in Nelson B. Heller's 
What Law Enforcement Can Gain from Computer Designed Work Sche
dules (Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, November 
1974). Copies are available from the U.S. Government Printing 
Office. 

2. Police Car Allocation Model (PCAM) 

The patrol car allocation model C~!''\M) is a computer 
program designed to enable departments to de~ermine the number 
of patrol units to have on duty during various times of the 
day. Although the program allows departments to determine 
the number of units on each watch, it does not provide the 
detailed work schedules and rotation plans available from the 
previously-described workload based scheduling program. 

Whereas workload-based allocation formulas seek to 
equalize the calls for service workload across watches, the 
goal of the PCAM formula is to deploy officers so that dispatch 
delays and response times can be optimized. The PCAM program 
has frequently been referred to as a performance-oriented system, 
because it provides patrol performance objectives (dispatch 
delay and response time). Although this program enables patrol 
administrat~rs to deploy officers to geographic commands, it will 
not facilitate the design of individual beats. 

The PCAM program requires several categories of data 
for input. In addition to the a.verage number of calls per hour, 
departments must also enter the amount of time needed to servi~e 
a call, estimates of average patrol speed and travel time to 
calls, as well as the amount of time consumed by non-calls 
for service work. PCAM offers de~artments a wide range of 
possibilities for specifying th~ number of regULar and overlay 
watches during which officers ~an be .dep10yed. In addition, 
departments can divide calls for servi~e into three different 
priority categories. 

PCAM can be operated in a descri.ptive or prescriptive 
mode. When operated descriptively, the departments can evaluate 
the performance capability of various allocation plans, including 
a department's current allocation plan. When operated prescrip
tively, the program will recommend to the user the best temporal 
allocation of existing resources. The "best" allocation can 
be defined by setting parameters for the average number of 
calls placed in queue, the average length of time priority 
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calls can be hel:1 prior to dispatch, and the total dispatch 
and response time. 

The PCAM program was developed jointly by the U.S. 
Departments of Justice and Housing and Urban Development and 
its capabilities are described in the Patrol Car Allocation 
Model: Users' }~nual, by Jan Chaiken and Peter Dormant (available 
from The Rand Corporation, 1700 Main Street, Santa Monica, 
CA ~0406). Departments desiring to use this program may need 
some technical assistance from its developers or others familiar 
with its operation. 

3. Hypercube Model: Beat Design 

The hypercube queuing model is a computer program 
that can assist patrol managers in the design of individual 
patrol beats. The goal of the program is to provide planners 
with performance information about the ability of a patrol 
unit to answer service calls in various patrol beats. The 
program does not construct beat boundaries. Rather, it cal
culates performance measures for various beat designs that 
are prepared by planners. Hence, patrol managers can evaluate 
current beats as well as other hypothetical beat structures 
and then choose a design which best meets the department's 
needs. 

To run the hypercube model, the conmunity must be 
divided into reporting units that are smaller than beats. 
Some departments have used census block areas as the basic 
reporting unit. When the reportj.ng units have been established, 
the number of incidents, the time required to service each 
incident, and the number of stre~t miles in each reporting 
unit as well as the travel time between reporting areas must 
be recorded. In addition, the average speed of patrol units 
must also be estimated. 

Because the hypercube program does not design beat 
structures but instead computes performance characteristics 
of various beat structures, it requires considerable ~rogram
planner interaction. Using the hypercube to design beats is 
a trial and error process. A convenient starting place is 
to first nnalyze the performance charactersitics of the eXisting 
beat structure. When this has been done, the beat structure 
can be changed by patrol planners in an attempt to create a 
structure that produces the best performance characteristics. 
The program outputs performance information about the entire 
patrol command, indiVidual beats within the command, as well 
as information about each reporting area. The performance 
measures include the workload of each unit, average travel 
time to an incident, proportion of dispatches outside a beat, 
and the patrol frequency within each beat. 
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The hypercube queuing model was developed with support 
from the National Science Foundation, and details about it 
as well as the computer program are available from the Laboratory 
for Architecture and Planning, Mas.sachusetts Institute of Tech
nology, Cambridge, ~ssachusetts 02139. The National Science 
Foundation is currently sponsoring a demonstration of the hyper
cube in St. Louis County, Hissouri, and nine California cities.11 

* * * * * 
Users of these computer programs have found that 

they will not answer all deployment questions. Many of the 
most salient questions about deployment are subjective in nature, 
and these programs will not relieve departments of the respon
sibility for making these difficult decisions. Perhaps the 
best approach for police planners and managers is to seek to 
describe and understand the patrol workload and to use both 
intuitive and computer-based systems to design deployment schemes. 

I. S~y Recommendations 

It should be kept in mind that deployment and sche
duling decisions are very vital and complex problems. These 
decisions cannot be made quickly. They will require a major 
and on-going commitment by those responsible for planning and 
directing patrol operations to analyze the patrol workload, 
develop a deployment plan, and work to insure that the plan 
is implemented. It is not an easy task, but it is one that 
must be done and is, perhaps, the foundation upon which effective 
field operations can be established. 

The goal of this chapter has been to foster an under
standing of the temporal and spatial characteristics of the 
patrol call for service 'workload, and to suggest some procedures 
that can be used to develop an efficient deployment process. 
Until more sensitive techniques of predicting workload patterns 
and of matching deployment to workload demands are developed, 
departments will have to rely upon the manual and computer-based 
systems described here. 

This chapter has presented the argument that the 
effective and eHi.cient utilization of patrol resources requires 
an analysis of patrol workload prior to the implementation 
of differential staffing levels on each shift. It is believed 

11 Information about the demonstration program is available 
f,:om The Institute for Public Program Analysis, St. Louis, 
Missouri. 
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that all departments, regardless of size, should consider such 
deployment patterns. In sum, it is suggest~d that police admin
istrators implement the following recommendations: 

1. All departments should either initiate or update 
an analysis of patrol workload as a basis for 
rethinking the temporal and geographic deployment 
patterns of patrol personnel. 

2. To facilitate the development of an optimal 
deployment pattern, all departments should con
struct a 24-hour graph of their workload patterns. 
In addition, all departments should develop 
a l68-hour graph in order to analyze not only 
hourly fluctuations in workload, but also fluc
tuations occuring on different days of the week. 

3. Temporal and geographical deployment patterns 
should be developed in order to match proportion
ately the number of patrol units deployed to 
the demand for services by time of day and day . 
of week. 

4. In seeking to institute temporal deployment 
patterns, attention should be given to developing 
overlapping shifts, some of which may not cor
respond to the traditional shift hours. 

5. All departments should assess their capabilities 
to use eXisting computerized resource allocation 
systems. Assistance in so doing may be available 
either through Iocal, regional, or state agencies 
or through LEAA. It is noted, however, that 
small departments with a more limited data base 
are able to conduct such a workload analysis 
and to develop an optimal deployment pattern 
without computer assistance. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MANAGING THE SERVICE CALL WORKLOAD 

Next to designing an efficient allocation system, the way in 
which a department views and manages the call for service workload is 
one of the most critical decisions in developing an effective patrol 
program. Many departments have abdicated their responsibility for 
police services by allowing citizen ca:ls for service to become the 
principal mechanism for directing patrol operations. As a result, 
patrol has become a reflexive action whose effectiveness is measured 
principally by response time. 

All to frequently, departments have chosen to let calls for 
service become the tail that wags the dog. Witness the statements of 
police chiefs and patrol managers who assert that, "when citizens make 
a request, our units roll." Some would label this as the statement of 
a truly dedicated public servant. Observers of the police scene, how
ever, would caution that service calZs should not take immediate priority 
over all other patrol functions and that perhaps some"calls could be 
deZayed or handled in an alternative manner. " The primary techniques 
for placing the service call workload in perspective are the prioriti
zation of calls and the development of alternative response patterns. 

Paramount concern for calls for service and reducing response 
time have frequently stifled attempts by patrol managers and officers 
to design effective patrol strategies and to implement specific crime 
deterrent and apprehension activities. For many officers, preventive 
patrol has become a time to merely wait for the next service call. 
Attempts by officers and patrol supervisors to initiate more meaningfril 
activity have usually been overruled by efforts of dispatchers to keep 
as many cars as possible available for service calls. In order for 
departments to implement effective directed patrol strategies, efforts 
must be made to reexamine response ttme and service call priorities. 

An objective of this chapter will be to outline an approach 
to service Lall clearance that will enable departments to analyze ser
vice calls and develop appropriate responses. It is the view of these 
authors that not all calZs merit a response by a mobiZe unit and that 
not all calls require an immediate response. Departments that have 
developed alternative response methods and realistic reponse time goals 
have been more successful in providing patrol services than depart
ments that have indiscriminately attempted to deal with every citizen 
request as an emergency. By adopting realistic call prioritization 
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plans and alternatives to mobile response, departments have been better 
able to handle service calls and allow patrol officers to implement 
prep1anneJ and directed patrol activities on a regular basis. 

This chapter discusses a variety of methods for prior it i
tizing service calls and recommends a num~er of ways departments can 
respond to service calls without disptaching a mobile patrol unit. 
Included are discussions of call prioritization systems, alternate 
response patterns, one- vs. two-officer cars, and the use of civilians 
for some patrol tasks. By adopting these methods, a department can 
expect to reduce the call for service workload. In addition, the chapter 
contains a number of administrative and operational procedures that 
departments have adopted to increase the amount of time officers are 
available for street duty. Included are descriptions of streamlined 
report formats as well as innovative arrest and court procedures. 

A. An Overview of the Call for Service Workload 

In many departments, communications ~nd dispatch personnel 
bear the major responsibility for the way patrr.tl operations a.re con
ducted. Although dispatch personnel are seldom part of the patrol 
chain of command, their ability to direct patrol officers via the 
radio and the high priority given to service calls has frequently 
meant that dispatch runs street operations. The magnitude of the 
dispatcher's authority is evidenced in their ability to order patrol 
units to any part of a jurisdiction and to either start or stop activ
ities based upon calls for services. In many departments, dispatchers 
perform their job with little direction from or interface with patrol 
planners or patrol managers. 

When a department adopts a reactive posture and dispatches 
calls without careful consideration of how they will affect other patrol 
tactics, it is doubtful that the agency can mount an effective offense 
against crime. In developing a workload prioritization scheme, patrol 
planners must ask themselves two questions concerning the relative 
imporLance of calls for service and other patrol activities: 

• How should calls for service be prioritized? 

• What directed and self-initiated patrol activities 
should have higher priority than service call clearance? 

Departments have done this to a certain extent by creating 
specialized patrol units and investigation divisions which are freed 
from responding to service calls. However, few at·tempts have been 
made to map out a patrol st~ategy that places service calls in the 
oontext of the totality of 1J.lhat patrol officers can do to carry out 
the departmen-t's sorvice mission. Those departments that have priori
tized their pa.tro1 workload have generally found that patrol officers 
have more time for both routine and directed patrol tactics. The 
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experience in St. Louis and Kansas City, Missouri; South Central 
Connecticut; and Wilmington suggest that prioritizing the patrol 
workload enables a department to operate more efficiently and 
effectively. 

• St. Louis, Missouri, for example, has been able to 
reduce its dispatches by approximately 10% by refer
ing calls to other agencies, by resolving problems 
directly over the phone, and, in some, cases, by 
having; communications personnel take selected 
field reports. 

• Several departments in the New Haven, Connecticut, 
area have assigned a higher priority to directed 
patrol activities than to most service calls. 
Except for emergency calls, which make up only a 
small portion of the call workload, these directed 
patrol activities cannot be interrupted. By doing 
this, the departments have been better able to 
initiate a variety of patrol tactics designed to 
prevent and deter selected crimes. 

Exhibit 18 presents a hypothetical example of the call for 
service workload that is based upon a review of workload data in 
several departments. Many departments will find that it is possible 
to divide their service calls in a similar manner. l We have identified 
three basic types of calls that can be defined in terms of how a depart
ment would respond to them. Type A aaZ7;s are emeJ:Jgenay in natur>e and 
wiZZ J:Jequ·iJ:Je an immediate J:Jesponse. These calls must be dispatched 
and answered as quickly as possible. Athough they amount to from 10% 
to 20% of the call for service workload, they represent the highest 
patrol priorities. 2 

1 For a general discussion of calls for service, how they can be 
categorized, and appropriate response patterns, see: James Q. Wilson, 
Varieties of Police Behavior: The Management of Law and Order in 
Eight Communities (New York: Atheneum, 1974), pp. 18-20; Thomas 
G. Bereal, "Calls for Police Ass~stance: Consumer Demands for Govern
ment Services," in George T. Felkenes and Paul M. Whisenand, Police 
Patrol Operations: Purpose, Plans, Programs, and Technology (Berkeley, 
California: McCutchan Publishing Co.), pp. 107-111; and Albert J. Reiss, 
The Police and the Public (New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University 
Press, 1971), pp. 89-97. 

2 The estimate that eme;~gency responses constitute from 10-20% 
of the aggregate call for set';Jice workload is, we believe, extremely 
conservative. It is noted, for example, that in the Rampart area of 
Los Angeles, California, only 7% of the calls for service required an 
emergency response in which response time was critical. Los Angeles 
Police Department, foutomated Deployment of Available Manpower (ADAMt: 
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EXHIBIT 18 

TYPES OF CALLS FOR SERVICE 

TYPE C 

)0% 

TYI'E A -- Time crltf"al; flnmediute mobll~ r~~punae 
TYPE B -- Tfm~ not erlt I~nl: delayed mobf.1~ rea pons. 
TYPE C -- Tim. not crt t fCAI; mobil. reRponse not ncreR'Htry 

Type A calls involve in-progress crimes where the presence 
of police officers is needed to interdict criminal activity and pro-
tect citizens. This category would also include order maintenance, 
and disturbance calls that would lead to violence or property destruc
tion, as well as medical emergencies. Basically, these are time-critical 
calls where an officer can take some kind of prevention, deterrence 
or apprehension action, or provide other emergency services. These 
are the calls that all departments must respond to with a high degree 
of efficiency and effectiveness. 

Type B caZZs wiZZ require a poZice response but it does 
not have to be an eme1'genay response. These caZZs comprise as much 
as 50-60% of the poZice caZZ for service workZoad. Type B calls 
would include incidents that are not in progress: when a period of 
time (15 minutes) has elapsed between the incident's occurrence and 
notification of the police. Although many cold crime calls would 
obviously meet these criteria, a department will need to exercise 
some judgment in regard to crimes against persons, especially where 

Users-Manual (Los Angeles, California: Los Angeles Police Department, 
July 1975), pp. 10-12, 70-72. 
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injury has occurred. Most cold auto theft, burglary, and malicious 
mis~hief calls would be classified as Type B cal18. 

It is with Type B calls that a department has considerable 
flexibility in managing the patrol workload. By identifying a num
ber of service calls for which response time is not critical, patrol 
managers have a tool for sched,;.tling the service call workload. This 
scheduling will enable the department to create the blocks of time 
needed to implement directed patrol tactics. 

The final category of calls - Type C - encompasses a wide 
range of repol"ts for which the poZiee will be abZe to do Zittle, 
and perhaps nothing, to solve the citizen's probZems, Type C calls' 
account for approximately 30% of the call workload and include infor
mation requests that can be referred to other public or private 
agencies as well as problems of a police p~ture that can be Bolved 
or answered over th~~ phone. This category might include repf)rts of 
minor burglary, larl:!enies, or other property crimes where no suspects 
or evidence are available. Crimes reported well after they :have . 
occurred and citizen reports of traffic ido.i:.ations might alslD be 
included. Finally, this category might include a considerable number 
of non-crime related calls for service which departments routinely 
respond to. 

When patrol managers have thoroughly analyzed the service 
call workload, they invariably find that a considerable amount of 
flexibility exists for handling the service call workload. By 
screening out the portion of marginal calls in the patrol workload 
and developing alternative response patterns, patrol manageI's can 
gain the blocks of time needed to implement a directed patrol program. 

Although prioritization may involve delaying response to 
non-critical calls by as much as several hours, the delays ~md the 
scheduling of calls permit a department to implement a substantial 
directed patrol prog;u.am. 3 In addition, delaying a r~sponse does 

3 The distinctions made here between various types of I;!alls 
for service are related to the basic deployment consideratilDns dis
cussed in the pr1cceding chapter. The discussion in the previous 
chapter suggested that dep10yment patterns be established to reflect 
officer workload. Here it is being suggested that a department 
may want to vary its defini.tion of workload. For example, rather 
than constructing the basic deployment pattern in order to respond 
to all calls for service, a department might decide to deploy for 
only Type A or for only Type A and B workload. The implications 
of such alternative decisions are Significant: If deployment 
patterns are developed only for the proportion of the lvorkload / 
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not necessarily lead to a decline in citizen satisfaction with 
the police. Studies of response time in Kansas City, Missciuri, 
indicate that citizens aPe wiZting to Zet dispatche~s scheduZp- a 
deZayed ~esponse to a caZZ. Of primar,y importance to the citizen 
is not that a unit be dispatched iwnediateZy but that the unit 
~rive at the time designated by the dispatche~s. The caller 
mU$t be told what to expect in way of a response. Dissatisfaction 
results t-lhen expectations are not realized. 4 

Exhibit 19 presents a flow diagram of .he various decisions 
patrol managers need to make in handling calls for service. In some 
respects it is similar to the call prioritization scheme used by 
many departments. However, it carries the question of priorHies 

represented by, for example, Type A and Type B calls for service; 
and if Type C calls are handled by either referral, response by 
appointment, or telephone and/or walk-in reports; then 30% of the 
workload has been diverted from response consideration; the number 
of units that have to be deployed in order to facilitate response 
can be red'ltced; and the amount of officer time available for directed 
activity increases substantially. Similarly, if the Type B calls 
are analyzed and it is determined, for example, that a significant 
proportion could be referred directly to the detective division with
out any lnitial patrol response being required, then the workload 
basis for deployment will have again been reduced and considerable 
time will have been freed fJr patrol officers to engage in directed 
patrol activities. 

In sum, prioritization and deployment consi~erations go 
hand-in-hand. If the basic deployment pattern is not based on a 
dil':Jaggregated workload analysis, then prioritization can have consid
erable ef.:ect upon freeing officer time, as will be demons,trated in 
the following pages. However, it is suggested that the ot>timal 
dpproach may be to fold some of the prioritization concerns into 
the workload analysis undertaken in developing the basic deployment 
pattern. This would ::esult ilL the dedication of only the number 
of response units required to handle "essential" ca.lls for service, 
and in the ability to manage and control the response tu non-emer
gency calls for service. In turn, the number of units available 
for directed activities or for diversion into specialized operations 
will be maximized. 

4 Tcny Pa;;;'Amy Ferrara, Robert A. Bowers, Jon Lorence, ?olic! 
!~onse Time: Its Determinants and Effe~ (Washington, DC.: 
Police Foundation), pp. iii, 38,49. 
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one step beyond just examining service calls. For this system to 
be effective in managing the patrol workload, administrators must 
prioritize calls within the total patrol workload. In many cases 
this wi~~ mean that preventive, deterrence and apppehension oriented 
patroZ tactics wiZZ take priority over many caZZs for service. For 
example, saturation patrol in an area plagued by a high rate of 
commercial burglary would not be interr.upted in order for an officer 
to take a cold larceny or burglary report. On the other hand, an 
in-progress call of any type might be sufficient to interrupt the 
saturation patrol. 

Patrol managers have several options in deciding how and 
when a service call can be responded to once the myth that naIl 
calls merit an immediate mobile response ll has been dispelled. 
Experience in a number of departments indicates that citizen expec
tations about police service can be met in a variety of ways. 
Exhibit 19 depicts some of the options that are available to patrol 
commanders in answering service 'calls. Some departments have 
reported that as much as 40% of the calls they receive can be 
handled by communications personnel. Although many of these are 
simple information requests and referrals to other public and 
private agencies, departments have taken incident reports over the 
phone, mailed out forms to collect information about traffic acci
dents and petty larcenies, and asked cit~zens to come to the police 
station to file reports. Each of these actions has saved valuable 
patrol time that can be used to service more critical calls and to 
implement directed patrol tactics. Every aaZZ that aan be handZed 
zvithout dispatching a patroZ unit permits a depaptment to engage 
in app~oximateZy 40 additionaZ mir~tes of patroZ activity; eve~y 
(JaZZ fo~ which a !'esponM~ can be defe~!'ed to a "sZow pe~iod" dimin
ishes the nwnbep of units needed to handZe peak work toads. 

Even when departments must dispatch a mobile unit to a 
call, several options exist. First, certain calls can be stacked 
(i.e., response to them can be delayed) so that units not needed to 
handle emergency or "time critical" calls are free to engage in 
directed patrol activities. Further, departments have considerable 
fle~ibility in the number and kinds of units that are assigned to 
a call. Efforts should be made to classify calls according to 
whether they are serious or dangerous enough to merit responSe by 
a two-officer unit or by mUltiple patrol units. Many departments, 
by carefully clapsifying calls, specifying the number of units to 
be assigned and restricting voluntary roll-in responses by idle 
units, can save valuable patrol time which can be committed to pre
planned preventive patrol tactics. 

Finally, some departments have very successfully used non
sworn personnel to handle a portion of the service call work. Non
sworn units are particularly effective in responding to calls that 
require immediate attention, like medical emergencies, and traffic 
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accidents, but which may not require a sworn officer. Police Service 
Aides in Worchester, Massachusetts, for example, by handling one
third of the Rp.rvice call workload, have enabled sworn officers to 
form a specialized unit and implement a highly successful anti
burglary program. 

B. Evaluating and Prioritizing Service Calls 

The call prioritization scheme described here demands that 
dispatch personnel be given a considerable amount of discretion 
and responsibility. Each caZZ must be evaZuated separateZy and 
assigned a priority ranking in relation to the entire patrol work
Zoad. Although the process is demanding, efforts to prioritize the 
patrol workload will yield important benefits. Workload prioritiza
tion increases a department's ability to launch a sustaine~ proactive 
patrol program that attacks problems as they are developing r~ ,her 
than after they have occurred. 

In developing workload prioritization systems, patrol 
managers will need to examine the call workload and assess the rela
tive merits of each call. Generally, answers to the questions of 
"what," IIwhen," and "who" will guj.de dispatch personnel, allowing 
them to determine the priority ranking which should be assigned to 
a service call. 

• What: Simply by asking what kind of an incident 
is being reported, dispatchers can usually determine 
how critical the call is. Certain types of calls 
will require an immediate response. Major felonies 
and incidents where a threat of personal injury 
or property damage exists will require top priority, 
as will medical emergencies. 

• When: Knowing something about the kind of incident 
facilitates the assignment of a priority to a call. 
However, in many cases, this may not be sufficient. 
To properly evaluate calls, dispatchers will need 
to know when the incident occurred. By asking 
direct questions about time of occurrence and compar
ing this to the time the incident is being reported, 
dispatchers will have a clearer indication of how 
fast an officer should be dispatched to an incident. 
In-progress incidents or those that have occurred 
within the past 5-10 minutes would surely warrant 
a very rapid response. However, cold crimes can 
be handled via a telephone report or by the dispatch 
of a patrol unit when all high priority calls and 
directed patrol assignments have been completed. 
To effectively screen calls~ departments will need 
to provide space on dispatch cards for communication 
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personnel to note the time at which the caller 
indicated an incident occurred. 

• Who: Questions asked by communications personnel 
concerning likely suspects and witnesses can help 
to determine an appropriate response. If the com
plainant is reporting a larceny and/or vandalism 
where no information exists about who was involved, 
it may be better to take a report over the phone 
than to dispatch a patrol unit. The time saved by 
taking telephone reports or by delaying a mobile 
response would be better used for directed 
patrol purposes. On the other hand~ if the 
perpetrators are still in the area, and infor
mation regarding their identities is avail-
able, then immediate mobile response would 
be important. 

By asking the questions described above, departments can 
develop a system which can be used to evaluate all calls for service, 
match citizen needs with appropriate responses and thereby provide 
for the effective management of patrol time. The remainder of this 
section describes three basic options available to departments in 
responding to service calls. These options range from handling 
minor calls with telephone or with mail-in reports to dispatching 
either civilian personnel or sworn officers to handle the more 
critical calls. 

Option 1: Non-Mobile Responses 

Because of the time needed by patrol units to answer 
service calls, departments can save valuable patrol time by handling 
selected calls via the telephone. In designing a call prioritization 
~ystem, departments will need to determine which calls can either 
be stacked for a delayed response or handled directly over the 
telephone. Some departments, for example, have reduced the number 
of calls dispatched by as much as 20% by adopting the screening 
procedures described below. Suoaessfut non-mobiZe pesponses have 
invoZved pefepping aitizens to mope apppoppiate pubZia and ppivate 
agenaies" taking inaident pepoPts ovep the phone" and pequesting 
aitizens to fiZe a ~epo~t at th~ neapest poZiae station. 

a. Referrals 

A first step 1.n this process is to develop a system 
for referring calls directed Co the pol:f.ce to more appropriate 
public or private agencies. Because of the willingness of the 
police to act as a 24-hour social source agency, departments have 
frequently been the recipient of ser~ice calls for which they can 
take no effective action. Rather than dispatch units in response 
to these calls, it may be more appropriate to refer the caller to 
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another public or private social service or municipal agency. 

~le institution of effective referral procedures must, 
however, be handled carefully. Individuals calling the police for 
non-crime related services may come to believe that the police 
referral i~ merely a "shunting aside." Frustration will be increased 
if the police were called as an agency of last resort (i.e., if the 
caller had already made several calls to other agencies and was unable 
to gain assi!:stance from "anyone else"); if those to whom the caller 
was referred were neither willing nor able to attend to the request; 
or if the request requires immediate attention and more appropriate 
agencies are "closed for business" until the following morning. 

The general attitude of the public toward the police, the 
attitudes of individuals who call the police for selected services, 
and the general willingness of the public to support and cooperate 
with the police in all contexts may be affected by the quality of 
police responses to non-crime related calls for sarvice. As a 
consequence, in initiating a referral program which amounts effec
tively to a police withdrawal from the provision of selected non
crime related services the following common sense guidelines and 
principles should be kept in mind. They will enha.nce the effec
tiveness of the referral and perhaps contr.ibute to a positive attitude 
toward the police department. 

• Police operators and police officers should be knowl
edgeable of the social service delivery network 
and know to whom it is appropriate: to refer a 
citizen. A numh.er of communities have comprehensive 
social zccvice and resource directories. Typically, 
they are indexed by problem areas and provide the 
names and phone numbers of agencies (public and 
private) which can be contacted for assistance. 
Also included are fairly complete descriptions of 
the services offered by each agency. Police opera
tors and officers should have such directories 
available to them. If the directory does not exist 
for a given community, the police, togeth~r with 
other agencies, might support its development. 

• The police should take an initiative to enhance 
cooperation with the myriad of municipal and social 
service agencies in the community. 'This can facil
itate the effective referral of non-crime related 
calls (as well as victim follow-up services) and 
contribute to a dissipation of the feeling that the 
police are referring calls because they are "insensi
tive to human needs" or "unwilling to provide help 
to the community." 
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• For certain 'types of critical problems the police 
(perhaps through the department's community relations 
office) might want to follow up by telephone to 
determine whether or not the referral was effective. 
In addit:ton, this procedure would serve to umiercut 
any impression of "insensitivity" which a referral 
program might, at least initially, engender. 

• In instituting a referral procedure in lieu of dis
patching mobile units to selected calls for service, 
a department might consider educating the public 
regarding the rationale and implications for the 
department of the referral procedure. Departments 
with limited budgets are con£ronting a trade-off 
between crime and non-crime related service goals. 
The public should recognize these trade-offs, as 
should the officials of the community. 

Implementing and following through with an effective re
ferral program can be of considerable importance to a department and 
to the general community. People reques.ting non-crime services of 
the police have need which should be met by appropriate agency res
ponses. If the police must cut back on their provision of such 
services to devote additional resources to deterrence, prevention, 
and apprehensibn activities, then calls should be directed to other 
agencies having a more appropriate service mandate and a more appro
priately qualified staff. Otherwise a service "void" will emerge 
and the needs of a large segment of the public may go unmet. In 
context it must also ;e remembered that (1) the police department 
is frequently the point of first contact with a citizen in need; 
(2) some types of assistance should be provided without delays; 
(3) the department will continue to receive a great many calls 
for non-crime related services merely because of the way the public 
thinks of the police; and (4) the depar.tment has a 24-hour switch
board and a 24-hour response capa~i1ity. Thus the police depart
ment might continue to operate as an essential nexus between the 
community and the social service delivery network. If it is to 
be effective in this role, however, it must actively work with 
the other agencies to develop appropriate referral mechanisms and 
follow-up procedures. ' 

b. Telephone Reports 

For some cold crime calls, espe~i,a.lly larcenies and 
vandalism, the d:tspatch of a mobile patrol unit may not be the best 
use of patrol time. Rather than dispa.tch a unit, departments have 
taken these reports over the telephone. Although departments need 
to exercise discretion in doing this, it has become an effective 
and accepted technique of saving patrol time. St. Louis, Missouri; 
Denv'et, Colorado; Kansas City, Missouri; Dallas, Texas; and St. 
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Petersburg, Florida, for example, complete crime reports on the basis 
of telephone interviews. Reports are generally taken over the phone 
for such occurrences at petty larceny, criminal mischief, or vandalisln, 
telephone threats and nuisance calls, auto thefts, and incidents of 
loss and fraud (except when there is reason to believe that those 
responsible may still be in the irnrn~diate vicinity in which case it 
is appropriate to dispatch a mobile unit). Before adopting a telephone 
reporting system police administration will have to review citizen 
expectations about police service as well as state aQd local laws 
and rules of evidence. 

c. Mail-In and Station H~use Reports. 

Some critics have used mail-in reports to gather infor
mation from citizens about certain types of incidents; or, in lieu 
of mail reports, other cities have asked citizens to appear at a 
police station for the purpose of making out a report. For example, 
departments have found that it is unnecessary for officers to be 
present while persons involved in motor vehicle accidentg, fill out 
reports. Rather than have an officer stand waiting for the report 
to be completed, some departments have their officers simply hand out 
the report form and request that it be completed and mailed in. This 
method can save precious patrol time and should be adopted by depart
ments in all incidents when an officer did not observe the accident, 
when there is no bodily injury, or when property damage is minimal. 
If, nowever, an injury has occurred, traffic laws have been violated, 
a traffic hazard perSists, or the parties to the accident refuse to 
cooperate with one another, then an officer's presence would be 
mandatory. By placing responsibility for filing accident reports 
forms squarely upon the citizen, departments can save as much as 40 
minutes of patrol time for each accident. 

In addition to using mail-in accident report forms, 
Minneapolis has, for example, been giving victims of property theft 
a form to fill out which describes property lost during a burglary 
or larceny. This f.rees the officer from standing by while the victim 
makes a survey of lost property, yet permits the officer to gather 
information about stolen property. Rather than use mail-in report 
forms, some departments have requested victims to come to the police 
station to file reports on selected larceny and 'vandalism cases as 
well as traffic accidents. 

In order for a department to effectively make referrals and 
to take reports by phone or at the station house, several conventions, 
must be followed. First, although all aompZaints do not merit a 
response by a mobile patrol unit3 this does not neaessal'iZy diminish 
the importanae of that oall in direoting patrol operations., All 
telephone and station house peports must be automatiaaZZy entered 
in the departMent's reaords system so they oan be used by patroZ 
managers to dipeat operations. In some instances, it may be 
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worthwhile to immediately notify first line supervisors when a call 
is handled by communications personnel. For example, the proper 
procedure for handling a larceny call would include taking the report 
ove.r the phone, notifying the patrol sergeant, and entering the report 
on the department's crime data base. By following this procedure 
for all incidents, regardless of their priority, departments will have 
the information needed to carry out meaningful crime analysis as a 
basis for determining the appropriate tactical responses to be taken 
by regular and/or specialized patrol units or by the detective 
divisjon. 

To further insure the success of the call prioritization 
system, departments will also need to carefully explain the new 
procedure to caZZers. Although some departments have chosen to tell 
citizens about the new program during community or civic meetings, 
other departments merely explain the procedures when a citizen calls 
to report an incident that can be handled by a telephone or station 
house report. The need to explain any new response pattern to citi-" 
zens should not be underestimated. Although citizens have readily 
accepted the use of non-mobile response techniques, l.ike telephone 
reports, it is necessary to carefully explain these procedures in 
order to maintain citizen satisfaction. It should be noted, however, 
that if complainants insist upon the presence of an officer, it. is 
usually best to comply with their request. 

Option 2: Stacking Service Calls 

A citizen call for service shouZd be assigned to the patrol 
division for a mobile response only after cO"MUnications personnel 
7~ve thoroughly screened each service call and deter,mined that it 
cannot be handled via the telephone or by a waZk-in response. Even 
when a decision has been made to dispatch a mobile unit, however, 
patrol managers still have considerabl~ flexibility regarding how 
Lhe response is to be handled. To develop this flexibility, depart
ments will need to carefully examine all service call types and 
assign each a priority based upon the immediacy of the response 
required. In-progress crimes and medical emergencies would certainly 
demand an immediate emergency response, while requests to respond 
to cold crimes could easily be stacked and held until enough units 
ara ava.ilable to haLldle emergency calls and provide a minimum level 
0f directed patrol. 

Analysis of calls in one California city revealed that in
progress crime calls, disturbances, and nledical emergencies 
~ccounted for less than 15% of the service call workload. 5 If a 

5 Op. cit.~ Los Angeles Police Department, pp. 70-7? 
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simHar pattern exists in your department, it implies that patrol 
managersl have a considerable degree of latitude in scheduling calls 
for service. Unless a caZZ is an emergency situation and demands 
an immediate response, the caU should be stacked and answe'NJd only 
when enough units are in se'1'Vice to handle emergency calls and 
officers have completed theip directed patrol assignments. 

Increasing a department's ability to classify and stack 
calls il3 one of the most powerful adminj strative tools available 
to the patrol manager. Although officers frequently have enough 
patrol time available to implement directed patrol tactics, the way 
this time is structured prohibits its effective utilization. 
In order for patrol time to be effective, it must be available 
in "blocks of time." Some patrol planners have maintained that 
beat officers need appro~~ately 30 minutes of uninterruptdd 
time to take any constructive preventive crime meaSU'1'es. They go 
on to suggest thdt patrol time in less than 20 minute blocks severely 
limits the officer's ability to engage in any meaningful proactive 
patrol. 6 When patrol managers prioritize and stack service calls, 
they are able to create blocks of patrol time long enough for offi
cers to implement and complete directed assignments. 

Pri.oritizing calls has several major effects upon a patrol 
division's operation. First, it permits patrol managers and officers 
to develop specific patrol tactics that can be implemented and 
carried out when and where they are most effective. It as ~ncour
aged iudividual patrol officers to analyze beat conditions, plan 
selected patrol activities, and implement these activit~es. It has 
been our observation that patrol officers will initiate a.more 
active patrol strategy when they have some control over time frames 
within which they can respond to low priority calls. 

Exhibit 20 lists the way service calls are being priori
tized by the Kansas City Police Department to facilitate its directed 
patrol program. 7 All calls are carefully screened to see if they 
meet the criteria for an iramediate response. It is important for 
communications personllel to classify the incident correctly because 

6 City of Phoenix, Arizona, Police Program Analysis and Review 
(Phoenix, Arizona: Budget and Research Department, Report #74-78, 
February 1974), pp. 11-19. 

7 This call prioritization is currently being used in the 
East Patrol Division of Kansas City, Missouri. 
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EXHIBIT 20 

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI, CALL PRIORITIZATION GUIDELINES 

r.'l'~; OF CALL TYPE OF RESPONSE TYPE Ok' CALI. 

.I!om~ lntoxicated Person 

Homicide Immediate Pp.:rson Down, lnjured 
Su:f.dde/ At temp t Immediate llitoxicated 
\lead Body. Immediate 

D:f.oturbance 
Sex. Of fensel! 

Dis turbance 
Rape/Attempt Immediate Investigate Trouble 
Holcstntior Walk/Phone In Mental 
Indecent Act Walk/Phone In Noise (specify) . 
Robb()J:X 

Robbery/Attempt 
.!!!!illi 

Immediate 
Strongarm/Attempt Delay ~ lIandle Traffic 

Check Traffic Lights 
b!J."!!tI!..~.H' and Barricade 

Obstruction in Street 
Shooting Immediate 
Cutting Immediate Illegally Parked 
Other Msault Walk/Phone In 

Traffic Accident 
~~~ 

Accident, Property 
Residence Delay Damllge 
Non·R(!Sidence Delay 

Inves t iga te , lnjury 
~ar'i.£.'ll'. k'staHty 

Larceny/ Attempt Walk/Phone In ~ 
lIoldl.n~ Person For Immediate 
Purse Snutch/Attcmpt Wallt/Phone In Holdup 

Burglar 
~'!.t..~~ 

Self-Initiated Duties 
Stolen/Attcmpt Ilalk/Phone In 
Attempt to Locate Walk/Phone 11\ Traffic Violation 
Recovered Stolen Delay Assignments 

Building Check 
!!!!Jcelloneous RCl!orc Car Check 

Foot Patrol 
Animal &ite Delay Warrant/Subpeona 
Loss Walk/Phone In Car Chase 
Recover":! property Delay Listing 
Destruction of Wlllk/Phone In Pedestrian Check 

Property Residence Check 
Open Door or Window Immediate 
Fraud Walk/Phone In Juvenil,!!!. 

fl.!!!l.EJ. do.'!!!. Lost Juvenile 
Person Immediate Disperse Group 
pr,)wlcr Immediate Holding 
Car Prowler Immediate Miscellaneous Occupant, Parked Car Immediate 

~..1:.I!!'.s£ Check Abandon<ld Car 
Wires Down 

Investigate Need Immediate Explosive Device 
Ambulance En Route Immadiate Gambling Game 

Target Shooters 

j:.!:!£...Qt....Qi~.i'.!l£.l!..r. Animal 
Lost/Senile 

!!irc Immediate Assist Motorist 
Explosion Immediate Open Firo Hydrant 

Fireworks 

"AU aaUa maroked "DELAYED" /;)'/.ZZ be ans/;)croed ~il'lTled1-atsZy if the inoident 
io in pl'O{}'roesll, suopcatll are in ~llGJ area oro aros knotPn, ~d theroe is dangsr 
to human Zile 0;1' of Pl'Oporoty aastrouction. 
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TYl'E 01' RESPONSE 

Immediate 
Deloy 

Immedillte 
Immediate 
Immediate 
Delay or Refer to 

City Prosecutor's 
Offic~ 

Delay 
rm~ediate or Notify 

Public Works 
Immediate or Notify 

Public Works 
Delay 

Walk/Phone In or 
Delay 

Immediate 
Immediate 

Immediate 
Immediate 

Immediate 
N/A 
Delay 
N/A 
N/A 
Delay 
N/A 
Delay 
N/A 
Delay 

Immediate 
Dollay , 
Immediate 

Delay 
Immediate 
Immediate 
Delay 
Immediate 
Delay 
Immediate 
Delay 
Delay 
Delay 



certain types of incidents like homicide, robbery, disturbances, 
and medical emergencies require an automatic and immediate response • • In addition, i.f the dispatcher is able to answer any of the following 
questions affirmatively, a patrol unit must be dispatched immediately. 

L Is the incident in progress or did it just occur? 

2. Are suspects present in the area? 

3. Are the whereabouts of suspects known? 

4. Is there danger to human life? 

5. Is evidence in danger of being destroyed? 

Calls that do not require an immediate response are handled 
in several ways by the Kansas City, Missouri, East Patrol Division. 
For some calls, reports are taken directly over the phone. This 
is especially true for larceny and vandalism. Dispatchers also 
have the option of requesting citizens to report to the station 
house to file reports. Traffic accidents where no injury has 
occurred is a good example of this type of call. Some calls, 
like burglaries, are serious enough to require a mobile response, 
although this response can be delayed. 

Kansas City has adopted a maximum 40-minute delay period; 
however, other departments have delayed calls for longer periods of 
time. St. Louis, for example, stacks some calls for up to 90 minutes 
while Wilmington has a 45 minute delay limit. It is unclear just 
how long calls can be delayed. Certainly the type and seriousness 
of the incident are key factors in determining delay guidelines. 
'Further, the way communications personnel describe the stacking 
procedure to complainants is critical in maintaining confidence in 
and satisfaction with the police response. Studies of citizen 
satisfaction with response time in Kansas City indicate that citizens 
are willing to accept lengthy scheduled delays as long as gatrol 
units arrive at the time designated by dispatch personnel. 

Stacking selected calls enables a department to answer 
critical calls rapidly during busy periods and permits it to delay 
answering less critical calls until the call workload is lower. It 
is our ~eaommendation that all departments aareful%y evaluate eaah 
aalZ before it is dispatahed and determine whether a mobile response 
is essentialJ andJ if essentialJ the time frame within whiah the aall 
should be answered. 

8 Pate, at alJ Ope ait. J pp. iii, 38, 49. 
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Option 3: Mobile Response Units 

Even after dispatch personnel have determined that a 
call should be handled by a mobile patrol unit, departments 
still have a considerable amount of flexibility regarding the 
nature of such a mobile response. The way in which a department 
dispatches field units can dramatically affect both the effi
ciency and effectiveness of patrol operations. In general, 
patrol managers need to make two critical decisions after they 
have determined that a service call merits a mobile response. 
The critical questions are: 

• How many officers or unit.6 should respond to indivi
dual calls for service? 

• Can civilian personnel be dispatched to cover 
selected service calls? 

a. One-officer and two-officer units 

Tae issue of staffing patrol units with one or two 
officers has been an on-going controversy in many departments. 
Until the Police Foundation study of one- and two-officer patrol 
units in San Diego was completed, much of the controversy was based 
on subjective judgments rather than empirically tested facts. 9 
The major controversy has revoZved around the issue of officer 
safety. On the one hand, proponents of the two-officer car maintained 
that because of its built-in cover, fewer officers were likely to 
be assaulted. In addition proponents of the two officer car have 
also argued they eliminate the need to dispatch cover units, an1 
increase officer observational potential. 

Supporters of the one-officer unit, on the other hand, have 
been quick to point out that not all calls are serious enough to 
require two-officer units and that most calls can be screened to 
determine the appropriate type of coverage needed. Proponents of 
the one-officer units have also argued that because officers who 
work alone are more cautious, they are just as safe as officers who 
work in pairs. Although issues of efficiency and cost have entered 
the debate, they have usually taken a position secondary to that of 
safety. On occasion the discussion of one- v. two-officer cat's 
has become a highly political issue in both the police department 
and the community. 

Th~ Police Foundation study in San Diego addresses 
the question of safety, costs, officer productivity, and 

9 The San Diego, One-Officer/Two-Officer Car Study, was 
conducted by the Systems Development Corporation and will be 
published by the Police Foundation in the near future. 
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patrol effectiveness. The study was based upon a year-long experi
ment with 22 one-officer and 22 two-officer patrol units. In 
generaZ, the study clearly. indicates that departments should not 
adopt two-officer units across the boa~d but should use them very 
seZectively. The seriousne$s and level of crime in a community and 
the type of call being responded to appear to be key elements in 
deciding whether to dispatch a one- or two-officer unit. Departments 
will find that, in most cases, the assignment of both one- and two
officer units to a community is the safest and most productive 
approach. Although the study has ad&ressed most of the key technical 
issues involving the use of one and two officer cars it only tangen
tially discusses the social and political resistance that many rank 
and file officers have to the one-officer car. The study reached 
the following conclusions: 

• Officer Performance: Although the two-officer 
units were slightly more productive in making 
arrests, issuing traffic citations, performing 
field interrogations, and initiating contacts, 
the differences were not always statistically 
significant. In fact, the leveZ of productivity 
for two one-officer units. was nearZy double 
that of one two-officer unit. 

• Quality of Arrests: Similar results were found 
when the number of arrests clearing the first 
judicial screening were examined. Regardless 
of the number of officers in the unit, the 
proportion of arrests that cleared the first 
judicial screening were virtually identical. 

• Efficiency: The San Diego experience strongly indi
cates that one-officer units are nearly as 
efficient as two-officer units. In spite of the 
fact that two-officer units cleared calls faster, 
had more time available for patrol, and needed 
less back-up than one-officer units, the one
officer units did almost as much work as two
officer units. 

• Safet~: A review of 28 incidents when an officer 
was injured because of an assault or because a 
resisted arrest indicated that only seven pf these 
incidents involved solo officers. The remainder 
of the assaults involved two-officer units or one
officer units that were accompanied by a back-up 
unit. However, the kind of situation was more 
important in predicting an assault than was the 
number of officers in a patrol unit. 
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The principal inference to be drawn from the San Diego study is that. 
two-officer units should not be used city-wide. Because of the higher 
costs of two-officer units, it is imperative that departments very 
carefully prescribe where two-officer units be uRed and to what kind 
of calls they should be dispatched. 

Although each department will need to examine its decision 
to deploy one-andior two-officer units, three questions should be 
posed in order to design a deployment scheme which guarantees officer 
safety while constituting an efficient and effective utilization of 
patrol resources: 

• How dangepous is the area in which the unit wiZZ 
b~ assigned? Areas with high incidence of violent 
crimes and officer assault would be targets for 
two-officer units. However, even in these areas, 
patrol managers will probably want to mix one-
and two-officer units in order to optimize officer 
safety and patrol. 

• How dangepous aPe diffepent types of sepvice caZZs? 
The system of analyzing service calls must enable 
dispatch personnel to identify situations that 
require t~-officer units. By screening calls 
departmetits can assign both one- and tom-officer 
units· to high crime areas, while insuringl..hat 
only the most dangerous incidents are handled 
by two officers. 

• How dangepous is the watch? Crime analysis can 
indicate the times of- the day and ~.,reek when violent 
crimes are most prevalent and when assaults upon 
officers have occurred. 

An issue which is closely related to the use of one- vs., 
two-officer units is the type of back-up that is assigned to one
officer units. By assigning two one-officer units to selected 
calls for service, patrol managers can maintain the higher efficiency 
and effectiveness of one-officer units While achieving the slight 
margin of safety that accompanies the use of two-officer units. 

Whether departments employ only one-officer units or a 
combination of one- and two-officer units ~ -the key to an efficient 
utiZization of these pesoupces is a caZZ cZassification system that 
assigns the apppoppiate type of unit to each sepvice caZZ. The 
matching of patrol units to service calls is similar to matching 
deployment to fluctuations in the workload. In both instances, 
a poor match results in underutilized resources and needlessly expen
sive patrol costs. 
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~. Non-Sworn Personn~~ 

The extent to which it is possible to differentiate 
calls for service is evidenced by effor~'s of a number of departments 
to use non-sworn personnel to help with the patrol workload. Miami, 
Florida; Scottsdale, Arizona; and Worcester, Massachusetts, have 
all initiated programs to use non-sworn personnel in patrol assign
ments. Unlike the limited use of civilians by other departments, 
these agencies have assigned a substantial number of calls for 
servi'ce and patrol tasks to non-sworn personnel. lO 

Each of these programs was designed to permit sworn officers 
to devote more of their time to order maintenance and anti-crime 
activities. In Worcester, fot' example, the use of civiliat1~ Police 
Service Aides (PSA) has enabled sworn personnel to mount a more 
effective 8.nti-burglary program; while in Miami, sworn officers have 
been partially relieved of routine calls f01C service. Further, Miami 
has used its "Threshold Program" as a means to recruit and train 
future police officers. Both depaPtments f~ve found that by using 
non-sworn personneZ~ swo~n officers aan be reZieved of many routine 
patrol, duties" patrol, effeo'ti1)eness has no;~ di;mini,shed~ and sel,eated 
patroZ functions have in faat been enhanaed. 

One of the key elements in the success of the Police Service 
Aides in Worcester and the Threshold Program in Miami has been the 
type of personnel recruited and the kind of training ~eceived. In 
both cities the characteristics of non-sworn recruit! and regular 
police recruits are very sim,ilar. Thi8 may be accou~ ,ed tv': by the 
fact that most of the aides aspire to eventually become regular 
sworn officers. In Miami, this is also the intention of the depart
ment, where the only difference between aides and regular officers 
is that the former have not yet reached the minimum age for employ
ment as sworn officers. In both departments, the non-sworn personnel 
are given extensive training prior to employment - 400 hours in 
Miami and 300 hours in Worcester. In addition, Threshold officers 
are also enrolled in a program leading to an associate degree in 
law enforcement. The success of these programs (!an be attested to 
by the high degree of both officer and citizen acceptance of the 
programs. 

10 An evaluation of the Worcester program is contained in James 
M. Tien, An Evaluation of the Worcester Crime Impact Program 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Public Systems Evaluation, Inc., September 1975). 
For a review of police programs that use civilians in non-patroil. 
situations, see: Alfred 1. Schwartz, et al,.~ Employing Civilians 
for Police Work (~lashington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Justice, Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, June 1975). 
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In summary, the Miami and Worcester programs are significant 
for s,"7e't'al reasons: 

• They can provide an avenue to recruit and scree~ 
future police officers; 

• They enable departments to provide high quality 
and lost cost service for non-law enforcement 
related police functions; 

a They free sworn officers to provide more intensive 
prevention, deterrence, and apprehension activities; 
and, 

• They clearly indicate that the patrol workload can 
be differentiated and that calls can be assigned 
individual priorities. 

The last point - differentiation of the patrol workload 
and prioritization of the service calls - deserves special attention. 
To illustrate the opportunity that exists for differentiation of 
the patrol workload, Exhibit 21 reproduces the guidelines for 
assigning.service calls to police and/or Police Service Aides in 
Worcester. Some assignments are c1earcut. All investigations, 
in-progress crimes, and most disturbances are a.ssigned to police 
officers. In other activity categories, the PSA's have been assigned 
responsibility for the less serious and more routine incidents. A 
large portion of the PSA activity has involved reports concerning 
stolen vehicles, traffic accidents, malicious mischief, and larcenies. 
In addition, they have engaged in a considera'b1e portion of the 
departmentis transportation assignments and have been dispatched to 
assist citizens and. perform traffic functions. The PoZice SerVice 
A1.:dG:s have been abZe to handZe apppoximateZy one-thipd of the oaZZs 
for sepvice peceived by the Wopcestep PoZice Depa~tment.l1 

One of the ironies and organizational anacronisms of patrol 
operations is that communication and dispatch functions ar~ usually 
classified as "auxi11ary" or "support U services and are organizationally 
placed outside the patrol division. Standard police texts have 
traditionally insisted upon separating the patrol and dispatch 
functions. 12 Although this may make some sense in terms of equipment 

11 Ope cit., Tien, Chapter 5. 

12 See, for example: George D. and 
Police Administration (Washington, D.C.: 
~anagement Association), Chapter 3. 
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EXH1BIT 21 

SERVICE CALL ASSIGNMENTS 
FOR SWORN OFFICERS AND POLICE SERVICE AIDES 

1~ WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS 

PSA ONLY PO ONLY AMBIGUOUS 

ROUTE ASSIGN~mNTS 

Report to Headquarters, Precinct I, etc ...... X 
Standby (Precautionaries) · · · · · · · · X 
Assist, Meet, Pick Up Officer • X 
Pick Up Papers, Etc •• · · · · · · · X 
Escort Duty • · · · · · · X 
Snow Complaints • · · · · X 
Guard/Transfer Prisoners. X 
Found/Recovered Property. · X 
Notifications • X 
Assist Citizen. X 
Verification. 

ALARMS 

House Alarm · · · · · · X 
ADT Alarm • · · · · · .55 X 
Car Alarms (Burglary) X 
Fire Alarms · X 
Bonfire. · · · · · · · · X 
Car Fires. · · · · · X 

DISTURBANCES 

Vandalism • · · · · · X 
Disorderly Person X 
Disorderly Gang • · · · · X 
Fight • . . · · · · · · · X 
Drunk • . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · X 
Suspicious Person (Prowler) · X 
Suspicious Car (Occupied) X 
Children Disturbing • · · , · X 
Discharging Firearms. · X 
Noise Complaints. X 
Rubbish Complaints. · X 
Animal Complaints • · · · · X 
Domestic Trouble. · · • · • · X 

NONCRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS 

Open Door/Window/Lights on in Building. X 
Defective Streets/Walks/Wires • • · · · X 
Licenses/Permits. · · · · · · · , · • X 

AJ.L POINTS BROADCAST 

Stolen/Recovered Car. · • · , · · · X 
Stolen/Received Car , · · • · , X 
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EXHIBIT 21 (C.oSl' t. ) 

~L POINTS BROADC~T (cont.) 

Wanted/Located Car • • 
Missing/Located Person • • • • 
Wanted P~tson/Suspect. • • • 
Missing/Located Patient. • • 
Escaped/Apprehended Prisoner. 
Lost/Stolen/Recovered i.'lates • 

!!!illICAL CASES 

Si~k Person. • 
Injned Perf Jon • • 
V,ead Person. • 
t.)verdose ••• 

Homicide 
D~no 
"'~t"'- ••••• 
Assault. • • • • 
Armed Robbery. 
Unarmed Robbery •• 
I,arceny from Motor Vehilce • 
Attempted Larceny from Motor Vehicle 
Breaking and Entering Dwelling/CommerciaL • 
Bomb Threat. • • • • • 
Bombing. • • • • • 
Narcotics Offenses 

TRAFFIC INCIDENTS 

Auto Accident with Property Damage 
Auto Accident with Peroonal Injury. 
Auto Accident with Hit and Run 
Auto Obstructing • • • • • • • • 
Traffic/Parking Violations • 
Abandoned Car (Empty). 

CRIMES IN PROGRESS 

Rape ••••••• 
Assault. • • • • • 
Armed/Unarmed Robbery. 
Larceny ••••••••• 
Breaking and Entering Dwelling • 
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and records systems, it makes little sense in terms of patrol manage
ment and patrol operations. 

Workload ana.lysis has indicated that from 25% to 40% of 
the patrol workload is controlled directly by dispatch personnel and 
that these calls have frequently been given priority over all other 
patrol tasks. In addition, the fact that dispatch personnel can 
terminate preventive patrol activities at will and that calls for. 
service are frequently the driving force behind patrol operations 
would seem to make it imperative that dispatch be located directly 
under the control of patrol managers. Dispatch should be !'ecognized 
fo!' the Za!'ge !'oZe it pZays in di!'ecting pat!'oZ ope!'ations and~ as 
such~ shouZd be an integ!'aZ Pa!'t of the pat!'oZ function and not 
cZassified as a suppo!'t function and lumped together with t!'UZy 
a~~iZZia!'y se!'Vices Zike !'eco!'ds~ jaiZ~ ga!'age~ data p!'ocessing~ and 
pe!'sonnet. 

Any attempt· to re-direct patrol operations along the lines 
outlined in this chapter will demand a considerable amount of 
planning and operational support from communications and dispatch 
personnel. A review of attempts by departments to prioritize serv!ce 
calls and to free officers from service call clearance have indicated 
resistance from dispatch personnel. As one ratrol lieutenant put it, 
efforts to restructure patrol operations hav~ frequently been hampered 
by dispatchers who disregard workload and cal~ prioritization schedules. 
For communications and dispatch personnel who have been indoctrinated 
with the importance of citizen requests for service, rapid response 
time, and their ability to dispatch patrol units at will, a call 
prioritization system and stacking procedure may not be immediately 
accepted. 

To implement the deployment, call prioritization and di
rected patrol programs· described in this report, departments will 
need to tho!oughly review all dispatch procedures. An initial step 
in this direction might include the rp-incorporation of the dispatch 
function under the con~and of patrol administrators. Although it 
may be desirable for the management or technical services bureau 
to be responsible for communication equipment and dispatch records, 
this responsibility should be of a support nature only. Att dis
patch pe!'sonnel~ dispatch polioy and p!'io!'itization schemes should 
be di!'ectly and sol-ely unde!' the c:onti.?ol of pat!'ol manage!'s within 
the field se!'Vices bu!'eau. 

In addition to i,l1tering a department's organizational 
structure to make dispatch more responsible to patrol needs, patrol 
administrators will also want to consider some operational changes. 
Because dispatch provides a major, if not the major direction for 
patrol efforts, dispatch personnel should work very closely with 
watch commanders, and be aware of patterns of criminal activity. 
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Patrol managers will also find :l.t useful to periodically 
monitor how well dispatch personnel a.re following call prioritization 
and assignment policies. Some departments have found it useful to 
require a writte.n explcmation of any deviations in the policy guide
lines. This procedure has symbolic&lly underlined the importance of 
dispatch policy and has kept deviations to a minimum. In Wilmington, 
Delaware, for example, patrol commanders noticed that dispatchers 
were frequently interrupting directed patrol assignments for minor 
service calls. To remedy this situation, they required dispatchers 
to fill ("iut a report when directed pat·rol assignments were interrupted. 
This proc,edure quickly eliminated most interruptions and led to a 
careful following of the new dispatch policy that was vital to the 
success of the department's directed patrol program. 

D. Administrative Efficiency: Savin& Valuable Patrol Time 

Previous sections of this chapter outlined a system of 
workload and service call prioritization that can substantially 
increase a departmentls efficiency and its ability to operationalize 
a directed patrol program. Although e.fficient deployment and 
prioritization schemes offer the best opportunities for utilizing 
patrol time productively, departments have also developed a 
number of administrative and operational guidelines to free 
officers to perform more prevention, deterrence and apprehension 
activities while on duty. We have briefly described some of these 
more promising procedures below and recommend that patrol managers 
carefully consider their adoption. 

1. Reports 

Patrol officers are plagued by a plethora of paper work 
and reports. Several departments have attempted to cut into the 
paper workload by eliminating SOl,1e reports and streamlining the 
reporting process. 

• Some departments have streamlined accident reports 
while others have eliminated accident reports 
when there is no serious personal injury. Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, for example, has the citizen simply 
fIll out most accident reports and mail them to 
the departments. " "'" 

• Cranston, Rhode Island, and St. Petersburg, Florida, 
have saved valuable patrol time by eliminating 
written reports. Instead, officers dictate their 
reports on recording equj.pment. The dictated reports 
are later transcribed by civilians. The system has 
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reduced officer report writing time considerably.13 

2. Arrest and Court Procedures 

Officers usually spend a portion of their time processing 
arrests t serving subpoenas, and appearing in court. Several depart- i/r' 
ments have implemented programs to streamline these processes. 

• New Haven, Connecticut; Ne'tol York, New York; and 
Oakland, California, have ~liminated the need for 
officers to formally book all persons arrested 
for misdemeanors. The procedure permits officers 
to release arrestees on their own recognizance. 
To qualify for release without formal booking, 
the officer evaluates several questions: Will 
immediate release enable the offender to continue 
the offense? Is the offender dangerous to himself 
and others? Does the offender understand that 
he/she has been arrested? And does the offender 
have sufficient ties to the community (home, job) 
to insure his/her appearance in court? 

I' 

• Phoenix, Arizona, has been able to save valuable':,' 
patrol time by permitting civilians rather than:';:' 
sworn officers to serve sUbpoenas. As a resuli~, 
the cost to the city of serving subpoenas has.~ 
been cut by over 40%.14 

• In Washington, D.C., the depa:l:'tment has cut. the 
amount of time officers spend in court by screening 
all arrests and dropping those that are not likely 
to pass the arraignment stage.. This eliminates 
the need for officers to spen,d time in court on 
cases that have little chancE~ of surviva1. l5 

• New York City found that by better coordinating 
court appearances with prosecutors and court per
sonnel, both the number of officers scheduled as 

13 John A. Grimes, "The Police, the Union and the Productivity 
Game,~' in John L. Wolfe and John F. Heaphy, Readings on Productivity 
in Policing (Washington, D.C.: Police Foundation, 1975) p. 83. 

14 Ope ai-t." Phoenix, Arizona, Section :eV. 

15 Grimes; Ope a"U." p. 83. 
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witnesses and the amount of time officers spent 
waiting to testify were cut substantially. 

E. Summary Recommendations 

Development of a workload and call prioritization scheme 

.j 

is one of the most important pre-condit:Lons of, imp1e.menting a compre
hensive patrol program. The suggestions for scheau1ing and controlling 
the patrol workload in this chapter are design.ed to free officers 
from routine and non-critical service calls and to schedule calls so 
that patrol personnel will have the blocks of time necessary for the 
implementation of a directed patrol program. A principal goal of 
every department should be to insure that every patrol unit is assigned 
several directed patrol assignments during each tour of duty of from 
30 to 60 minutes in duration. This can be accomplished by adopting 
the following procedural recommendations. 

1. Every department should evaluate all service 
calls as well as other patrol activities and 
determine a priority category for every patrol 
task. 

2. Every department should develop a system to 
handle less critical service calls without 
dispatching a patrol unit. In some cases, 
this may involve solving the problem on the 
phone, referring citizens to other public 
or private service agencies, taking au' 
incident report via the phone, or requesting 
citizens to appear at a police station to 
file a report. 

3. Every department should prioritilte all calls to 
1ilhich a mobile patrol unit w:U1 be dispatched. 
By doing this, emergency calls can be handled 
quickly and less critical calls can be held so 
that officers will h?-ve the 30 to 60 mi:nute 
blocks of patrol time needed to initiate and 
complete directed pat'ro1 activity. 

4. Because of the lower productivity and higher 
costs of two-officer units, every department 
should be extremely selective in deploying 
two-officer units and extr.emely careful in 
de.fining the conditions for multiple unit dispatch. 

5. Departments should consider the use of non-sworn 
personnel in patrol assignme!l,ts. The use of 
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non-sworn personnel can cut patrol costs and free 
more highly-trained ~nd experienced personnel to 
concentrate upon c~1..tical order maintenance and 
anti-crime activi;d.es. 

6. Every departm~nt should recognize the large role 
that' q.ispatch plays in d:trecting patrol operations. 
The dispatch function should be placed in the field 
services division and. dispatch personnel and 
dispatch policy shmJ1d be directly and solely 
under the contrnl of patrol administrators. 

7. Departments should consider adopting streamlined: 
reporting systems and innovative arrest and cou.tt 
procedures that can help limit the amount of t7.me 
officers must commit to administrative tasks. 
The adoption of these systems can extend the,' 
officers' ability to perform order maintenanc~ 
and anti-crime activities. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DEVELOPING A DIRECTED PATROL~ROGPJu~ 
'" ... ( 

The goal of the previous chapters was to!j.llustrate how 
a department can schedule patrol officers and respond to service. 
calls in a way that conforms to the realities of th~ patrol workload. 
'1'0 irrrplement the direated approaah to p.atrol desar{bea- in this ,. 
ahapte'!'3 departments 7»ill have to adopt the organi~;ationaZ and 
manageriat recommendations made in previous ahaptei~,s. These 
recommendations were develo.ped in order to. enable Ii:atrdl managers 
to create the "blocks of patrol time" needed to implement the-,' 
crime prevention~ deterrence, and a.~prehension activ'1t:tes described 
in this chapter. It would be foolhardy for a departme'nt to adopt 
a vigorous directed patrol program wi.t-hout either adopting the 
prescriptions aimed at improvirLg patl:ol efficiency of dramatically 
increasing the number ,.of patrol personnel and patrol costs. We' 
think, however, that niost depELrtments can improve the efficiency 
of their patrol force and implement these directed patrol activit~es 
without assigning more officers to patrol. . 

The experience of several departments c!learJ;,y illustrates 
the amount of time that can be devoted to directE~d pdtrol activities 

'by adopting measures designed to increase the efficiency 0:E' patrol 
operations. By matchirlfl.. Cj~pJoYJ!!9r.rt. to workload ~ondi tions and by 
prioritizirllJ .. se:ruioe da:Zls~ most departments 'W'j!!/Z be abZe to deiJote,. 
apPl'oxl;mai'ety 25% of all patrol time to direq'/;ed pai?roZ operatian's. 
This amounts to approximately two hours o£,,',thrected pa:~r~l..:ca:C:tivit:j,.~g· 
fer each tour of duty. Departments canfur.ther >,irii.::rease the, ~'i]lotitlt 
of time available for directed patrol :i;:£ 'they: t:ely prirllali"f1y upon 
on.e-off1:l!er units, selectively use tWQ/-officer units only,: 
for hazardous as.signments; adopt a tape-recorder repqrt fQ.rmat; 
carefully schedule the court appearances of officers; and 'simplify: 
the booking procedures for misdemeanors. The succ<esses which 
Wilmington, Delaware; Kansas City, MissotJ:ri; and the communities 
of the South Central· Connecticut Super<iisory Board have had in 
implementing directed patrol prog:r.ams attest to the opportunities 
for most departments to improv:; patrol efficiency ~:nd effectiyenss. 

• By red~ployi1'lg according to workload, demanl;:~~ and 
by pt'ioritizing calls, Wilmingto~J Delawa:re, has 
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been able to assign approximately one-third 
of its patrol officers exclusively to directed 
patrol activities • 

• Kansas. City, Missouri, in a.n experimental dis
trict,has been able to assign approximately 
:20% of the total patrol time to.directed patrol 
activities.. Program managers expect this figure 
will increase as the program is routinized 
and as sergeant~ becom~ wnre familiar w~th the 
planning process. Estimates are that perhaps 
40% of all patrol time can be devoted to directed 
patrol. 

• Similar results have been achieved in New Haven 
and the smaller suburban conununit1es that make 
up the South Central Connecticut Criminal Justice 
Supervisory Area. Regional planners estimate 
that approximately one-half of the time formally 
devoted to random patrol can be used for dirp.cted 
deterrent patrol. 

The remainder of this chapter descr:tbes the basic 
elements of a directed patrol program. The first section sets 
forth the rationale for the careful planning and direction of 
of patrol officer activities. This is followed by a discussion 
of the role or crime and problem analysis in developing directed 
patrol strategies. Crime and probZem anaZysis are perhaps ' 
the mos t ar-i tiaaZ e Zements in deve Zoping di1.'eated patro Z taatias: 
,emphasis must be pZaaed upon the aarefuZ aoUeation and syste
matia anaZysis of arime reZated information in order to deteat 
patterns of arime and deveZop taatias designed to aombat these 
probZems. 

The final section of this chapter describes ~ variety 
of prevention~ deterrence, and apprehension oriented patrol tac
tics. Although this list is comprehensive and might be des
cribed as a "state of the art" review~ it is felt that the level 
of sophistication and quality of directed patrol tactics are 
still in the developmental stag,s. Patrol managers will need to 
modify and expand these tactics to address the particular problems 
they are faci~g. In addition, it is expected that as patrol 
planners gain experience in directed ?atrol operations, they 
will develop more effective measures to cont.rol crim:\,na1 activity. 

In presenting and describing tactical alternatives 
in this chapter, it is not possible to say which is the most 
appropriate in a given situation. App:ropriateness dep~mds 
upon the specific characteristics of the jurisdiction as well 
as the problem. The view taken he:re is that it is uSl,1a11y 
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possible to use several different tactics in addressing a specific 
crime problem. In fact, given the limited information about 
the effectiveness of various "tactics, patrol managers will 
probably find it most effective to direct a variety of prevention, 
deterrence, and apprehension tactics at each problem. The 
final matching of tactic to problem must however be based 
upon informed and considered judgements by planners and. managers 
at all levels of the FatrQ1 heirarchy. These judgements must 
be based upon crime analysis, street knowledge, and consideration 
of a full range of crime prevention, deterrence, and apprehensiol;l. 
activities. 

A. The Demise of Random Patrol 
. 

Alternatives to random preventive patrol have evolved 
in the wake of the Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment. 
Self-doubts among police adnunistrators regarding patrol effective
ness have caused many to focus upon such questions as: "Is 
patrol time being used to the best advantage? Can more cost 
effective use be made of patrol resources? How can patrol 
operations be redesigned to improve its effectiveness'?" These 
questions have provided important impetus for the development 
of alternatives to random preventive patrol and for the imple
mentation of directed patrol programs. Basically, police admin
istrators have begun to abandon the generally-accepted rea.ctive 
approach to patrol in favor of' a directed approach based upon 
the identification of prob1em~ as they develop and the design 
of problem-specific patrol tactics to address each identified 
problem. 

Several features of random patrol have seriously 
impaired the ability of departmen4:s to address adequately the 
crime and order maintenance prob1eIIlS of thei1~ connnunities. 
Perhaps the greatest shortaoming of reaative 'patro~ has been 
the aZmost universaZ faiZu'l'e by departments to anaZyze both 
the patterns and aha~ateristias of ariminaZ aativity as a 
basis for determining patroZ taatias. In the absence of hard 
data and careful analysis, routine patrol has lacked purposeful 
direction and has most often been conducted in a haphazard 
and aimless manner. Although officers may patrol an area 
based upon their "street knowledge", few attempts are made 
to guide where officers patrol on the basis of systematic and 
regular crime analysis. In many departments, officers are 
not provided with crime maps or reports that analyze and identify 
crime patterns. And if these materials are made available, 
watch commanders and first-line supervisors seldom make USe 
of them as primary tools for directing patrol activities. 
Too frequently, officers are free to roam unguided throughout 
their beats, even though some areas in the beat or elsewhere 
in a community have greater crime or order maintenance problems. 
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Closely related to the haphazard nature of traditional 
patrol, and equally deleterious. to patrol effectiveness., is. 
the failure of patrol managers to design patrol tactics that 
address specific problems. Even when a pattern of criminal 
activity is recognized, officers are merely instructed to step 
up the level of visible patrol in the target area. Only infre
quently are they encouraged or directed by supervisors to im
plement a series of specific crime prevention, deterrence, 
or apprehension oriented activities. For example 1 although 
patrol managers may know that an area has been plagued by a 
high number of auto thefts, they may not require patrol officers 
to initiate a series of crime prevention activities (e.g., 
alert citizens to the auto theft problem and encourage them 
to lock their vehicles, check cars to see if keys have been 
left in the ignition, etc.); deterrence activities (e.g., 
saturation patrol, vehicles stops of likely suspects); and 
apprehension activities (e.g., area canvas for potential wit
nesses, stake out of decoy cars) designed to control the number 
of auto thefts in a community. 

Part of the inabiZity of departments to provide geo~ 
graphic focus and pZan specific patroZ activities has derived 
from the faiZure of sergeanta to assume tacticaZ pZanning res
por~ibiZities. Too frequently, sergeants have functioned pri
marily as arbiters of a department's internal policy regulations 
rather than as managers who sift through information about 
community problems and then design and implement tactics to 
combat these problems. Perhaps as sergeants and watch commanders 
ar.e given more authority to control service calls and regulate 
the patrol workload, they will have more opportunities to design 
effective anti-crime tactics. 

Rather than continue to focus upon the reactive nature 
of the patrol workload, we suggest that departments attempt 
a more positive and directed approach to patrol operations -
that officers must be involved in fighting crime not only after 
it occurs but before it occurs. The directed approach assumes 
that patrol personnel can make a significant contribution to 
the maintanence of community safety well before a criminal 
act is committed. This is accomplished by developing crime 
and problem analysis techniques which lead to the design of 
specific prevention, deterrence, and apprehension activities 
that can be performed by both uniformed and plain clothes patrol 
officers. 

B. The Key Element: Crime Analysis 

The key element in the pre-planned directed patrol 
orientation described in this chapter is crime analysis. Although 
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we refer to it as crime analysis, a better name might be problem 
identification, for it pertains to crime patterns as well as 
to the order maintenance, community relations, and traffic 
problems with which every police department must deal. OnZy 
when an agency has begun to detect3 cZassifY3 and describe 
and anaZyze patterns of activity can patpoZ tactics be designed 
to addPess these prohZems. When incidents are not analyzed 
and classified, patrol managers are frequently left with the 
impression that all events are isolated, and that there are 
no temporal or geographic patterns of crime. The result is 
that every area of a community receives the same level of serv:.tce 
and is patrolled in the same way. 

It is not the purpose of this report to present a de
tailed description of crime analYSis techniques. For those depar~
ments which have not established a system for collecting, analyz
ing, and disseminating reported crime and victimization information, 
the PoZice Crime AnaZysis Unit Handbook3 prepared by George Buck for 
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administrat~on is usefu1. l We strongly 
recommend that departments review this publication as well as the 
materials ~n crime analysis in Chapter 5 of Volume II of this report 
SpeciaZized Patrol. 

In reviewing crime analysi,s operations in a number 
of departments, it has been our observation that most departments 
routinely collect and analyze crime information. In addition, 
however, we have observed a tendency for departments not to 
use this infonnation for the purposes of directing patrol opera
tions. Although the data is collected and analyzed, sometimes 
by computer, there is 6 frequently a lack of communication between 
crime analysts and officers in charge of field operations. 
Even when crime patterns are identified and corununicated to 
patrol managers, the information is frequently disregarded 
and not. incorporated into the patrol planning process. 

Several factors may account for the reluctance of 
patrol managers to use crime information. Sometimes it is 
the fault of the crime analysis unit for not providing specific 
information. To be useful, the analysis must focus JPon patterns 

1 The Police Crime AnaZysis Unit Handbook is available from 
the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C. 20402, Stock #2700-00232. Price: $2.45. Also 
see: Leonard Oberlander (Ed.)~ Quantitative Tools for Criminal 
Justice Planning (Washington, D.C.: Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration, U.S. Department of Justice, 1975). 
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of activity and provide data about the characteristics of the 
crime, including the places and times when specific crimes 
are clustered. 'J~he more detailed the information, the greater 
the probability that operations personnel can develop appropriate 
preventive, deterrence, and apprehension oriented tactics. 

Departments have found it extremely useful for crime 
analysts to suggest tactics that patrol pe~sDnnel might use 
in confronting specific problems. Some depaptments have increased 
the possibiZity that crime anaZysis wiZZ be used to direct 
pal;ro Z operat.ions by supp lying l>atro Z commanders and first- line 
supervisors with detaiZed descriptions of crime probZems~ pin 
map8~ and tra~wparencies for overhead projectors that aan be 
used during patroZ planning sessions and daiZy roZZ caZZs. 
Bach of these techniques highlights the importance of using 
crime analysis in planning patrol operations and encourages 
both patrol managers and officers to focus upon specific problems 
during their tours of duty. 

Although crime analysis units can be faulted for 
not supplying adequate, appropriate and timely information 
to patrol managers, operations personnel have frequently been 
reluctant to use this information. Part of this reluctance 
might be e'xplained by the operational realities of patrol in 
many depa~tments. Patrol supervisors have been severely con
strained from implementing any planned activity because of 
the 'need to answer calls for service as quickly as possible. 
The failure to handle some service calls over the phone or 
to delay other non-critical calls has effectively stripped 
patrol officers of opportunities to develop, initiate, and 
complete crime-specific patrol tactics. It should be noted 
that unless departments are able to prioritize the patrol workload 
and provide blocks of time when the directed activities can 
be implemented, it will be. impossible to implement an extensive 
and effective directed patrol program. 

However, even when departments have created blocks 
of patrol time when directed tactics can be introduced, p~trol 
supervisors have sometimes been slow to seize the initiative. 
Experience ~ith directed patrol programs in Kansas City, New 
Haven, and Wilmington suggest that patrol lieutenants and ser
geants will not automatically be able to adopt the analytical 
demands placed upon them by a directed patrol program. The 
reluctance of patrol managers to use crime analysis in developing 
an aggressive directed patrol program suggests that departments 
will need to provide patrol managers with additional training 
in analysis, planning, and management skills, prior to the 
implementation of a di~ected patrol program. 

It is our recommendation that eve~ department deveZop 
a crime analysis capability to support the patroZ operations 
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dtvision; that the anaZysis of aPime patte~s be routineZy 
and pePiodicaZZy suppZied to patroZ managers; that the ~nformation 
be uaed to design arime specifia prevention~ deterrenae and 
apprehension taatias; that these taatias be impZemented~ reviewed~ 
and modified on a daiZy basis; and that a proaedure be tmptemented 
to insure taatiaaZ aoordination aaross shifts. It shouZd 
be the responsibiZity of patl?OZ oorrmanders or team Zeaders 
to insure that first-Zine supervisors are using arune information 
in deveZoping specifia patrot taatias. 

The purpose of our discussion of crime analysis in 
the following paragraphs is designed to illustrate the direct 
linkage between crime analysis and patrol operations. Basically, 
three processes are involved: data collection, crime analysis, 
and tactical development. Unless these three elements are 
present, it will be impossible to develop a directed patrol 
program. Exhibit 22 lists the elements in the crime analysis
directed patrol system. Departments will need to develop a 

EXHIBIT 22 

CRIME ANALYSIS: DIRECTED PATROL SYSTEM 

Crime Analysis 
pYpe of Crime: Rape, rObbery, burglary, auto 

theft. 
Loaation: Address, census block. 
Time: Day, hour. 
~;me Charaateristias: Method of operation. 
Suspeots: Characteristics (name, race, sex, vehicle). 
P!'operty Lost. 

Directed Patrol Tactics 
P!'even'/;ion 
Deterl'enae 
Apprehension 

profile of these elements for each crime type. Departments 
have usually applied this type of analysis to rape, :t'obbbery, 
commerical and residential burglary, auto theft, and larceny. 
Remember that crime analysis can be used for directing patrc1 
operations only when a pattern of criminal activity has been 
identified. This means that the crime must occur with some 
frequency and be concentrated in terms of b0th location and 
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time. In general, single-type incidents like homicide do not 
lend themselves to crime analysis and directed patrol. Once 
crimes have been analyzed and patterns identified, it is possible 
to begin development of a series of preventive, deterrence, 
and apprehension oriented patrol tactics to address each of 
the patterns of criminal activity. 

To illustrate how the crime analysis and directed 
patrol system can be used to plan patrol activities, we have 
analyzed a commercial burglary problem in Exhibit 23. Similar 
types of analysis and tactical deployment can be developed 
for ather patterns and crimes; especj.ally residential burglary, 
robbery, larceny, auto theft, and thefts from autos like CB 
units. The approach we have outlined in Exhibit 23 is compre
hensive in that it: includes a rather thorough analysis of 
the circumstances surrounding commercial burglary; recommends 
a variety of patrol tactics that can be used to address the 
problem; and allows crime analysts and patrol managers to record 
the various tactics that are being used to attack the problem. 

In most cases, information about the time, location, 
and characteristics of the crime and a profile of likely suspects 
should enable departments to develop a series of directed 
patrol tactics that attack the problem. Crime analysis, in 
addition to permitting the design of appropriate tactics, allows 
patrol managers to focus their activity both temporally and 
geographically. Instead of tr.ying to patrol the whole city 
randomly ~nd equally, the analysis permits a department to con
centrate on problems at specific locations at specific times. 
Some departments may find it necessary to do even more detailed 
analysis in order to focus the activity of patrol personnel. 

The analysis of commercial burglary in Exhibit 23 
indicates that patrol managers can focus upon the problem for 
an eight-hour. period each day (8 p.m.-4 a.m.) "instead of 24 
hours, and that the burglaries are confined primarily to three 
clearly-defj,ned commercial areas. Information about the char
acteristics of the cri~e indicates that patrol personnel can 
concentrate their activities on small businesses. Data about 
method of Glir:ty, property stolen, and suspects can be used 
further to focus patrol observational patterns, i.e., to define 
patterns of patrol travel. 

It is emphasized that this "'ype of o:t'ime infomation 
is of no va~ue un'Less pat:t'o~ manags:t's make ope:t'ationa'L decisions 
and deve'Lop taotios based upon it. We suspect that many depart
ments have prepared crime pattern information like this but 
that only a limited n\~ber have used this to direct patrol 
operations. 
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EXHIBIT 23 

SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO ANALYZING 
AND DEVELOPING TACTICS FOR COMMERCIAL BURGLA]! 

TIME: 

CRIME ANALYSIS 

Day 

Monday - 19 
Tuesday - 19 
Wednesday - 11 
Thursday - 16 
Friday - 19 
Saturday - 19 
Sunday - 2 
Unknown - 2 

Hour 

0-4: 23 
5··8: 0 
9-J.2: 4 
13-16: 0 
17-20: 4 
21-24: 3 
0-8: 71 
Unknown: 12 

LOCATION: From Seamans Lane to Gro~e Ford on New Haven Avenue 
From Buckingham to Liddy Street on River Road 
From Park View Shopping Center and Commercial Strip 

~WARACTb~ISTICS: 

Target 

Small business - 48 
Restaurants - 18 
Office - 14 
Schools - 14 
Gas stations - 12 

SUSPECT§ .... 

General Characteristics 

12 W/M, Age 14-18 

6 HIM, age 19-23 

PREVENTION: 

Rear door - 25 
Side door - 27 
Rear window - 19 
Side window - 25 

Property Taken 

Money - 66 
Office equipment - 11 
Appliances - 8 
Radio, TV, stereo - 7 
Tools - 7 

Don Overly, W/M 26 
Blue 1968 Chevrolet, 666-555 
Stephen Schack, B/M 16 
Louise HUnter, W/F 26 
Green 1972 Firebird, FKS-S11 

DIRECTED PATROL TACTICS 

Citizen awareness: Explain commercial burglary problems to business owners and 
employers. 

Security surveys: Check doors and windows, especially on side and rear doors. 
Check rear and s~de entrance lighting and suggest improvements. Recommertd 
improved hardwute, especially dead bolt locks. Call back two weeks after 
survey to reinforce previous visit. Discuss the purpose, nead, and availa
bility of lO'nl alarms for doors and windows. 
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EXHIBIT 23 (can't.) 

DETERRENCE: 

Saturation pat~: High visibility patrol in target areas. Patrol side streets 
and alleys in target areas, especially between midnight and daylight. Do 
door checks. 

Field interrogation: Stop and 'question suspicious vehicles and persons in 
area during high crime periods. 

l.,rATCH FOR KNOWN SUSPECTS 

APPREHENSION: 

Stake-out: Locate observation point that gives good view of the rear and side 
entrances of establishments in the target area. Depl~,y midnight to daylight;. 
Likely locations are the rooftops of the Arch Builidng and the Schell Build-
ing. Place po~table alarms in selected establishments in the target area. 
Alarm sensors should be placed on all rear and side doors and windows. 
Officers responsible for the visible stake-out will also be responsible 
for maintaining and monitoring these tactical alarms. One officer will btt 
dedicated to responding to these alarms between midnight and daylight. 

Investigative follow-up: In addition to filing an initial report, patrol 
officers will be responsible for canvassing ~esidents and business peopZe 
in the vicinity of each commercial burglary. Focus will be upon gathering 
suspect info~ation during the canvass. Officers will dist~ibute a~ime 
p~evention info~ation and make appointments for security Gurveys. 

TACTICAL INTERACTION: 

Satu'l'ation pat~l and apprehension activity should not occur in the same 
a'l'ea. During the first two weeks of the operation, the New Haven Avenue 
area will be the focus for high visiblity patrol which apprt-'lension-oriented 
tactics like stake~outs and tactical alarms will be deployed al~ng the 
commercial strip and in the Parkview Shopping Center. After two weeks, this 
deployment will be appraised and modified. Crime prevention techniques 
will be introduced in all commercial areas where patterns Clf commercial 
burglary have been observed. 

STATUS OF DIRECTED PATROL ACTIVITIES 

Tactics Implemented Location 

1. 

2. ________________ __ 

3. _________________ __ 

Comments: 
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When information about a specific crime has been 
collected, analyzed, and patterns detected, it is possible 
to layout a comprehensive set of tactics to address the problem. 
The approach 'We have taken in E~hibit 23 is to describe as 
many prevention, deterrence, and apprehension tactics as possible. 
It is our feeling that program development should be compre
hensive. As many alternative activities as possible should 
be carefully considered during a planning stage. 

After listing the various directed activities, patrol 
managers can make decisions regarding the most effective tactic 
given the specific problem. In some cases, a department may 
want to implement as many tactics as possible, while in other 
cases it may be desirable to focus upon one or two activities. 
These decisions will depend upon the type and extent of a problem, 
the patrol personnel available, and the "extent to which patrol 
officers can be relieved of service call assignments to work 
covert operations. For example, in combating auto theft and 
thefts from autoB, patrol manager8 may find it more effective 
to combine a crime prevention program that requires active 
citizen cooperation with deterrence activities. In other in
stances~ it may be more effective to use apprehension directed 
tactics like stake-outs and decoys. 

Tactics can also be used in combination with one 
another. High visibility saturation pntrol can be used in 
one section of an area plagued by commercial burglaries, while 
stake-outs and tactical alarms might be employed in an adjacent 
area to apprehend crhninals who have been displaced by the 
saturation patrol. In addition, patrol managers should not 
hesitate periodically to alter their tactics. Saturation 
patrols can easily be followed by other deterrence tactics 
or by apprehension oriented programs. The important thing 
to remember is that. directed patrol activities are most effective 
when they are guided by detailed crime analysis, focus upon 
specific problems, and are planned and implemented on a regular 
basis. 

C. Directed Patrol Tactics 

Departments implementing directed patrol programs 
have used a variety of tactics in attempting to control order 
maintenance, crime and traffic problems. Most of these tactics 
have been used at one time or another by many patrol managers 
across the country. The me~it of direoted patro~ oomes not 
so muoh from the type of tactias used as from the tenacity 
with lJ.lhich patrol- officers" reUeved temporariity from their 
caU for servioe ~eBponBibiUties" impZement and carry through 
their assignments. In some cases, the planning has been 
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done by civilian analysts working with patrol administrators, 
while at other times sergeants and patrol officers have played 
the leading role in deciding when and where specific tactics. 
will be us.ed. The important element in directed patrol is 
that once appropriate tactics. are developed, patrol officers 
are provided with the time to carry out these tactics in a 
systematic way. 

Finally, in choosing specific patrol tactics, depart-· 
ments will also have to make decisions about the form of trans
portation used by patrol officers. The array of alternative modes 
of transportation can be viewed along a mobility continuum from 
foot patrol, which provides intensive localized protection and 
engenders close police/community cooperation, to helicopters, 
which provide quick, wide-ranging but totally impersonal res
ponse. For most of the tacti~s suggested in this section, auto
mobile patrol combined with walking assignments offer the greatest 
flexibility. As long as officers are expected to respond to 
service calls, the patrol car would appear to be the most appro
priate mode of transportation. However, as officers are relieved 
of service call clearance responsibilities, other modes of trans'· 
portation become more viable. Crime prevention, for example, 
lends itself to foot patrol, while motor bikes have enhanced 
patrol mobility in heavily congested urban areas. Perhaps the 
best policy to follow in selecting a form of transportation is 
to use patrol cars unless a specific t&ctic demands an alter
native form of transportation. 2 

The tactics described in this section have been diVided 
into three groups, according to their goal with regard to ctime 
control. These approaches are crime prevention,crirne deter
rence, and criminal apprehension. Each tactic will be discusse& 
in terms of its purpose, the crimes it targets, and the ste,ps 
necessary to plan and implement the tactic. A~though eaah 
taatia is desaribed as an independent aativitY3 patro~ p~anners 
need to integrate a variety of taotias in order to develop 
a successfuZ mtti-crime program. 

Departments have used the tactics described here in 
a variety of ways. In some departments, patrol managers have 
used a variety of prevention, deterrence, and apprehension 
activit:l.es. Some departments have. confined their directed 
patrol to saturation patrols while other have mixed saturation 
and covert. pratro1s to achieve their objectives. In ot;h!?r cases, 
patrol managers have merely stepped upapprehen!?i0Il:;:;;{t~£ivites. 

2 Theodore H. Schell, et al., Traditional Preventive Patrol: 
An Analytical Framework e.nd Judgemental Assessmen.t (Washington, 
D.C.: National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, forthcoming).,. 
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Each patrol manager must make decisions about the number and 
kind of tactics to be useci based upon patterns oX' criminal 
activity and the centribution each tactic can be assumed to 
make toward solving the problem. Above all, however, patrol 
managers should clearly describe the problems they are facing 
and direct as. man.y resources as pos.sible at these specific 
problems. 

J. Crime ~revention 

In recent years, police administrators have realized 
that the goal of safe streets and homes cannet be met without 
help from citizens. The number .of criminals and the even greater 
number of targets for criminal activity are simply toe over
whelming for police departments to do a thorough job. Even 
if communities were able to devote trfiiilendotls sums te law en
forcement, it is doubtful that the police would be able te 
tetally contrel crime. Although the pelice can. maintain a 
level .of cemmunity safety, it is alsO' clear that when citizens 
beceme invelved in the law enforcement precess, they are a 
valuable adjunct to' the poli~e. 

' .. 

The crime preventien tactics described in this sectien 
are designed to bring the resources of both the police and 
the public to bear. in.coping with crime problems. The programs 
focus upon increasing citizen awareness abeut crime problems 
and facilitating Gitizen actions to increase a community·s 
siafety. Althoug:l department personnel can be held totally 
responsible fot implementing crime'rprevention activities, the 
most adva'rit:a.g~gJ.1S approach involves the enlistment of the 
support of existiIig·. cOlllDlullity organizations and citizen groups. 
Departments have found that by working with commun;i.ty organi
zations, car.efully training volunteers, and closely supervising 
the;i.r work, a large number of crime preventi.on activities can 
be tmdertaken. 

The geal of crime prevention programs is to make 
criminal activiti.es more difficult to' accomplh;h. This can 
be achieved in a variety .of ways. Some departments have activated 
their crime preventi.on pr0grams by educating citizens about . 
the crime problems .of their neighborhoodq• In their efforts, 
departments have published articles ab.out crime·. in local news
papers) spoken to ci'!:izen groups, and distributt~d literature 
about crime problems. In addition, departments have frequently 
taken a more active role in fostering crime prevention by con-
ducting security surveys, recommelldi'ngJmpr,o~.re(i door and window 
locks, marking property, and prov:~~c:lj;t1g''';:Lt'lformation about security 
actions~ Finally, some depa~tm@nts have influenced local govern
ing bodies to adopt bui~dj)L1~(codes to upgrade. the door and 
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window locks OIl new construction projects. 3 

It shouZd be recognized that clY;m~ ppeventi~a activities 
can be directed by and implemented by unifor.med patrol officern 
during periodS of time for.merly committed to randbm pat~ol. 
Although it will be necessary to select someone to develop 
mater.ials for such crime prevention efforts and to train officers 
to implement various programs, the primary vehicZe for impZe
menting the program in the cOffmmni~J oan be regular patroZ 
officers. 

a. Community Education Programs 

The prin/!ipal aim of §j, connnunity education program 
is to reduce citizen apathy tOVlard order maintenance and crime 
problems, to enlist citizen interest in and support for police 
programs, and to educate ~itizens regarding actions th~y can' 
take individually or collectively to reduce the li~el:tliood 
that they will be victimized. In introducing citizens to law 
enforcement probxems, departments have found it helpful to 
carefully exp,lain the nature of the police function and to 
describe the particular problems citizens are now facing in 
their community. Departments have used several mechanisms" 
to get their message to the public. These have included lectures 
to community organizations) articles in local newsp·~.pers, radio 
.and television interviews and spot announcement$j as well as 
crime prevention displays. ' 

A convenient mechanism to initiate contact between 
patrol officers'and citizens has been the Neig'h.bo:t?ftood watch 

-,Program., sponsored by the Law Enforcement i\..ssistance Adminis
tration. 4 .Th.e goal of Neighborhood Watcb ha~ been to in~rease 
citizen awareness of burgla:cy,-t;o-ln.'lolve· citizens in property 
marking and target hardening actiV'ities, and to encourage citizens 
to watch and safeguard each other 'IS property. Theprogram 
suppH,es lo.~al law enforcement agenci,es with pamphlets describing 
crime prevention techniques, secure door and window lock systems, 
the importaIlCe of residential lighting, and other things c::itizens 

, •• r"" 

.~~------------,.~-------------

3 For a more detailed discuss;ion of burglary preve~tion 
programs, see: ThomGls W. White, et al.", Police But;:glary PreV'en
t~on Programs (Washington, D.C.: u.s. Government Printing Office, 
September 1975) . '" 

4 Sample Neighborhood Wat~h materials are available from 
Neighborhood Watch Program, National Sheriffs' Association, 
1250 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. 
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can do to limit opportunities far bll:rglariE~s and larcenies~ 

Perhaps one of the advantages of the Neighborhood 
Watch Program is that it can be used by the police ~o enlist 
the support of citizen groups for a much larger crime prevention 
program. Departments have used coll,ege students, reserve ,!off!·
cers, and comnmnity service groups like the Junior'Chamber 
of Commerce and Kiwanis to help distribute the materials. 
A particularly activ6 group has been the merrmers of the ~erican 
Association of Retired Persons. and the National Retired Teachers 
Association~ Many lctcal chapters have adopted crime I. revention, 
particularly among the elderly, as ~ priority program. S 

The cownunity edl1cation program, however, is n.terely 
a prelude to the implementation of an active crime prevention 
program that might include property marking~ block watches, 
and security surveys. Although each of these activities is 
an appropriate di.rected patrol tactic, police managers will 
have to evaluate the likely impact of these activities upon 
the unique law enforcement problems of their community. 

b. Security Surveys and Target Hardening 

Community education programs, especially Neighborhood 
Wat.ch, lend therr.selves to the implementation of both residential 
and business security surveys. The importance of household 
security cannot be overestimated. Studies of burglaries and 
attempted burglaries have indicated that in many cases, burglary 
is frequently a crime of opportunity and that many would-be 
burglars are foiled by effective household locks. A review 
of victimization surveys revealed, for example~ that, ab9ut; 
one-thj:rd of all household blfrglari"es wcii'~:'connnftt'ed without 
the use of fot'ce, indicating that many homes were not l()cked. 
In addition, burglarsl.:ried but failed to gain en~ry in about 
one-fourth of the known attempts. This information abbut~ 1:lurglary 
t1ic:i.racteristics suggest:s 'that tal"get hardenin.g is an effective: ';.;,:', 
measure. 6., 

Patrol managers will he:.\Ve to make. a number of key 
decisions before undertaking a security sUl.'vey program. Perhaps 
the firs t decision concernS who wi' ,-" conduct the survey. Depart
ments have used a variety of approaches. Although departmental 

.f.i 

5 Information ahQut thlEl'program as well as a crime preven
tion booklet is available from the Crime Prevention Program, 
AARF/NRTA, 1909 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006. 

6 White, op.. cit • .J p. ~. 
-', ~. 
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personnel might appropriately be in charge of all such security 
inspections, civilian personnel as well as volunteers can com
petently do the inspect:lons. If the department sponsors the 
program, an effort should be made to screen all participating 
volunteer groups and their members. Departments have hired 
and trained civilians to do the surveys, and have used reserve 
officers, cadets, college students, as well as trainees to 
augment the efforts of uniformed patrol personneL 

MOot departments have found that trying to survey 
an entire community is impossible, even when citizen volunteers 
are used extensively. Given the nwribe'l' of househoZds to SU'l'vey 
and the limited numbe'l' of off~ce'l's~ civilians O'l' voluntee'l's 
to db the SU'l'veys~ it is usually best to focus this activity 
in areas expePienaing high pesidentiaZ and corrmepciaZ bU'l'gZary 
pates. Analysis of crime patterns will provide the direction 
for identifying likely target areas. 

One way to focus security surveys in problems areas 
is to require that patrol officers perform them while doing 
area canvasses as part of an initial burglary report. The 
area canvass provides departments with a spontaneous and con
venient vehicle not only to gather information about a crime, 
but also to educate citizens about crime in their neighborhood, 
conduct a security SlJrvey, recommend specific target hardening 
practices, and perhaps enlist citizen support for other crime 
prevention programs. It also emphasizes the amount of concern 
the police have for the comrrillnityu 

Experience with security surveys indicates that it 
is helpful to follow-up surveys with a postcard reminder or 
phone call. Rather than check to see if the recommendations 
have been carried ou.t, it may be better to inquire if any problems 
have been encountered in installing the hardware and to offer 
further assistant. Exhibit 24 contains a list of questions that 
can be uded to conduct a resident:i.al security survey. 

c. Property Marking 

Property marking programs, commonly referred to as 
Opepation Identification~ are currently being used in a large 
number of communities. The program~ are designed to deter 
burglars by encouraging citizens to engrave their valuable .. 
property with a unique t·raceable number or name that can be 
used to identi~y the pr.operty and establish its o~nership if 
it is stolen. In addition to its deterrent potential, the 
program can also enable enforcement officer'S to quickly return 
marked stolen property to its owners. The program requires 
citizens to engrave the property with a unique number (driver's 
license, social security) and to register the number with thl.~ 
police. 
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EXHIBIT 24 

nURGLARY PREVENTION CHECKLIST FOR HOi~ES 

i:Ul'VCJ !IOUI' 11Otr." with t]z~o ,·hur·1<. li .. ~. ),'vtJl'!I "n,," <'II('('k n1.ll'k ah'ir.!3 II WcaK pAnt that may hell) tl OUI',?Z!)l" 
.40 t~vU clirrdna.to t·llt! "n.)11 ''!;If'·~''kn .. YI);.l im!J)"ovv !lOU1' [J~"Jt(latir)Y1. 

Go tfll'<JUgh tlzio HDt <,al'cJ~'U;/ ad D:/Otcrr:ati,'aUll. You f'lal! IJtltlt ',0 l;J-,k OVCl' thiD aitl<1l-t;.''''1 tn dayalii(', 
Llhcll moll', houo"" bUl'tllal'J 1,:01'1<., <1<J Ll,'ZZ olD in tlw m·;]hL. 

ilomrmbCl', thia "iI""k liM onl'/ pdt/tD '-'I,t !'OU1' !)oak ('uinta. You al'C not p1'Otot.!tcd w'ltiZ thalle al'e COl'lvro,~od. 
Coml.lyinll witll th(JUe OU:J:l/'oti;mo Llill not, of t;OU1'OC, make YOUl' PI'OI'l!l'ty bt';l'aZal' pl'oof, but it rdtt carta',:>!ly 
impl'l,VL if,lUI' l'r.;tceti,m. 

1. 

2. 

J. 

4. 

1. 

6. 

7. 

II. 

9. 

to. 

It. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

Are the locks on your tnoSt uBed outoide 
doors of the cylinder typ~? 

Arc they of ~ith()r the deadlocking 
orj immy-proof type? 

Can flny 1)1' your door lut'ks be opened 
by breaking out glas9 or a panel of 
light wood? 

00 yO\! UHC chain locks or other 
uuxLliary locka on !!lOst uBcd doors'/ 

1)0 the doors without cylinuer locks 
hove 11 heavy bolt or some similar 
deVice that can be operated only 
r rom ChI! tnsiue1 

Can all of your doors (basement, 
ponh, french, balcony) be securelv 
10l~kcd1 

Ou your ba'lI!tnCnt doors have .tacks 
that II110w you to iuolnte that port 
of your houGe'/ 

Art' your lnl'ko ulJ In good repair? 

110 you know ~vl'ryonc IIho haR a key 
to your helU90? (Or art' tht'fl' nOlOt' 

8ti11 in pnoocD()ion oC previous 
owners and thoir ocrvantB or friends?) 

Arc your window locka properly and 
occurcly mounted? 

00 you keep your windowo locked 
when they LIre ohut? 

00 you uoe Itlrk!! thot al1"w you to 
lock a IIlndow thQt io parely opcn? 

tn hieh har.nrd loclItionu, do :lllU uac 
hilrs or ornum('ltwl Ilr!l 11'-: 

Arc you liB ('urdu! oC bllBCllIent and 
second floor '.IindoWB as yO\1 llN "I 
those on thl' CieRt floor? 

lIave you llIllde it mor!! diH1t'ult for 
th~ burglar by 10['klnl\ up your 1l1ddCI, 
avoidIng trelllocf) tlt/lt roo bl.' URl!J IW 
Ii ladde'r or similar aids ttl rlimbinll? 

YES NO 

16. 
C] L-:J 

17. 

[J CJ 
18. 

[] 0 
19. 

DC] 

CJ f..J 20. 

DO 
21. 

22. 

DO 
23. 

[J C] 24. 

[J CJ 
25. 

YES NO 
26. 

o Cl 
27. 

r.::J [J 
28. 

C] CJ 

[J [] 
29. 

L:] C] 30. 

L] [] 
31. 

32. 

Do you lock your gnrnge door at nil\ht~ 

00 you lock your garage when you arc 
away from home? 

00 you have good, secure locks on the 
garage doots and windows? 

Do you lock your car and take the keys 
out even when it is parked 1n your 
g~rage? 

WHEN YOU GO ON A TRIP 

00 you stop all deliverl.es or arrange 
Cor neighbors to pick up papers, milk, 
packages? 

Do yoo notify a neighbor? 

Do you notify your sheriff7 They 
provide extra protection for vacant 
homes. 

00 you leave sotne shades up ao the 
house doesn't 100\ deserted? 

00 you arraus" to keep your lawn nnd 
garden in shapa1 

~AEE ERACII eu 
~ 

Do yau plan 80 that you do not need to 
"hide'\. a key under the doot mat~ 

.... ,.. 
00 you keep as much c~gh as possible 
and othar valuables in a bank7 

00 you keep a list of all valuable 
property? 

Do you hat/e a Ust of the oetial num
bero of your watches, cameras, type
writcrs and similar items? 

Do you have 11 description of other 
valuable property that doe~ not have 
a number? 

Do you avoid unnecessary display or 
publicity of your valuableo7 

YES NO 

DO 

DO 

DO 

DO 

YES NO 

DO 

DO 

DO 

00 

DO 
YES NO 

DO 

DO 

DO 

LlO 

DO 

DC] 
\lave you told your fomlly what to do if 
they discover a burglar breaking in or 0 0 
nlready in the houae7 

lIave you told your £Dmlly to lellve thl:l 
house undisturbed and call the sheriff 0 D 
or poli~c if they di~cover n burglary 
hoo been committed? 

Thill L'}w<'kUot WIM fLIDiallt'd to Itdl' :I!JU :I" t/ll'<lUyll !I,ml' llOmo and mako a ehOcJk trI DO~ th~t you aI'S "!ot inviting a 
bUI'(JZal'iJ VU 11aviny (lIZ ""pm /z.IW.IiJ." 1'/It' .1/wckliot OuVDl'O tho (!ommon al'eao of lJoaknaoo 1>n l'IJoidcntwt ucC'uPity. 
If yOU wnutd Uk., l'l'C'f'!1l1Iimllll;tiV7,'1' IlIld Illlointutl(,C in a thoroU!ll! home GeC'ut'ity irt8!'Mti(mJ ea~t lIOUl' tooaZ taLl 
(mfvl'rJomant ay()II'~if' To k!"'l' 111)1.11' (Iual'd, '''Jl<.o a dri,t·ioaZ twk at youI' home ooaul'ity eU(!l"J thl'oO trJ foul'm(mtho, 
Don I t IW('ome tax -- ,')':111<' l'l'_,I'ellt1"m to ,1 <'Ullt.inufluo 1'1'()(JCOIJ, 

7 National Neighborhood Watch, tlnow to Protect Your lIome" 
(National Sheriffa' Assoc:/.ution, 1250 Connocticut Avenue, Washington, 
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Although Operation Identification is commonly run 
out of crime prevention offices, it appears as though patrol 
personnel could participate in these progams as part of their 
directed patrol assignments. The procedures involved in imple
menting a property marking program are identical to those of 
security surveys. A particularly opportune time for officers 
to introduce citizens to Operation Identification would be 
during area canvasses conducted in conjunction with preliminary 
burglary reports. Although the officer might not do the property 
marking during the canvass, the IDENT programs could be explained 
and arrangements made for either civilian employees, reserves, 
cadets, or cormnunity volunteers to follow-up and do the actual 
property marking. 

An assessment of an alarming number of property marking 
programs has indicated that participants have significantly 
lower burglary rates than non-participants. However, the eval
uators go on to poin.t out that departments have experienced 
difficulty in enrolling participants. The report concludes 
that, while a media campaign will enlist only a small number 
of households, the use of community organizations and volun
teers in a door-to-door canvass of the target areas may appre-
ciably increase participation. 8 ",' "L 

-=: • ..--

2. Crime Deterrence 

Deterrence is what routine patrol has traditionally 
been all about. It involves activities which are intended 
to influence the perceptions of potential criminals rg to the 
likelihood of being apprehended. Police "omnipresence," 
"high visibility," "random movement," and "field int~rrogations" 
are some of the terms that come to mind when one describes 
the deterrent aspects of patrol. All of these activities are 
designed to increase the probability of apprehension, thereby 
intensifying the preceived risks of the crime and reducing 
its incidence. Departments have used a variety of methods 
to increase police visiblity and omnipresence. These include: 
one-officer cars, foot and scooter patrols, and deployment 
based upon crime analysis. 

Although it is difficult, if not impossible, to medsure 
the benefits of increased visibility upon deterrence, several 
departments have reported that lowered crime rates have accom
panied increased deterrent patrol. In efforts to increase 

8 Nelson Heller, et at.) National ~aluation Program Opera
~ion Identification Projects: Assessment of Effectiveness, 
Su~nary (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Justice, Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, August 1975). 
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the amount of police visibility: 

• Cleveland Heights, Ohio, has put detectives 
in uniform and assigned them patrol responsi~ 
bi1ities. The program has been associated 
with a decrease in criminal activity without 
damaging the investigative process • 

• New Haven, Connecticut, by carefully analyzing 
crime patterns, has been able to concentrate 
the patrol patterns of officers in the higher 
crime areas of their beats. The program has 
been credited with reducing the targeted crimes. 

An attempt to study the effects of police visibility 
and d. terrence indicates that the level of crime can be reduced 
by visibly saturating an area with uniform patrol personnel. 
Saturation of an entire precinct in New York City -- i.e., 
doubling the number of officers in uniform -- led to dramatic 
reductions in both street crimes and burglaries. 9 The study 
suggests that saturation can have arl important deterrent 
effect. By carefully using crime analysis to focus both the time 
and location of patrols, departments can improve the deterrent 
value of patrol. We think this can be achieved without increas
ing the number of patrol personnel as was done in the New York 
experiment. 

Although the Kansas City Preventive Patrol Program 
has cast legiti~ate doubt upon the value of random preventive 
patrol, experiences in Cleveland Heights, New Haven, New York, 
and Wilmington suggest that when patrol is focused upon specific 
problems to enhance police omnipresence, communities will ex
perience a reduction in targeted crimes. 

a. Saturation Patrol 

The methods used during directed saturation patrol 
are no different than the methods used by officers while per
forming random preventive patrolu Directed patrol i~ visible, 
combin~s both highly mobile vehicular movement with some foot 
patrol, emphasizes observation of street activity, and encourages 
officers to initiate citizen contacts as well as pedestrian 
and vehicular stops. However, unlike traditional patrol, these 
methods are not performed in a random haphazard fashion but 
are focused upon the specific crime and order maintenance problems 
that exist in a community. 

9 James Press, Some Effects of an Increase in Police 
Manpower in the 20th Precinct of New York Citl (New York: The 
New York Rand Institute, October 1971). 
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Two operational mechanisms have been combined to 
greatly enhance the value of visible patrol. First, crime 
analysis has been used to carefully specify the time and locations 
of directed saturation patrol so that police visibility is 
concentrated in areas of high criminal activity. In most cases, 
patrols have focused upon areas where the suppressible crimes 
of robbery, burglary, auto theft, larceny, as well as traffic 
accidents, vandalism and order maintenance constitute significant 
problems • 

A second, but no less significant factor in directed 
patrol has been the high priority given to directed saturation 
assignments. Directed assignments take precedence over all 
other patrol activities except emergency calls, which represent 
10-15% of the entire patrol call workload in most departments. 
The high priority assigned to directed patrol assignments has 
ensured th~t officers will have an opportunity to plan and 
complete these patrols. Perhaps the principal achievement 
of directed patrol is that it has enabled departments to achieve 
a level of saturation patrol without increasing the number 
of personnel assigned to patrol operations. 

The development of a saturation patrol program involves 
several things. Fi!'stJ an anaZysis of oX'der maintenanceJ cnmeJ 

and t!'affic pX'obZems must be undertaken to identify patte~ns of 
activity. This analysis provides the basis fOL determining • 
the time (day, huur) and location (street, block) for deploying 
directed patrol assignments, as well as M.O. and suspect infor
mation when it is available. Exhibit 23 (page 97 ) contains 
the basic crime analysis information needed to analyze a 
commercial burglal~y problem. 

SeaondJ di!'ected pat!'oZ tactios that oan be used 
to adil.!'ess anme and o!'de!' maintenanoe probZems must be deve
Zoped and dOcumented. In most cases, directed deterrent tactics 
seek to capitalize upon high vl.sibility by using a combination 
of vehicle and foot patrol, as well as traffic and pedestrian 
stops. These activities should be carefully focused upon crime 
targets and possible suspects. Exhibit 23 lists some of the 
deterrent tactics that might be used to attack commercial bur
glary. 

'1!hipdJ w:t"itten instruotions fo!' patro'l offioe!'s to 
foZZow in impZementing the di!'ected pa'!;!'o'l assignment must . 
be pX'epa~ed and diat!'ibuted. Officer assignment sheets should 
contain a brief description of the problem, including the level 
of crime, m.o. descriptions, and information about known suspects 
and vehicle descriptions. In addition, the assignment should 
contain the objective of the directed patrol assignment, time 
needed to complete assignment, and detailed instructions about 
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what the officer should do and how it should be doneo Exhibits 
25 and 26 contain examples of directed patrol assignments for 
a commercial burglary run and a traffic problem. Similar kinds 
of instructions should be developed for residential burglary, 
street robbery, auto theft, and, in fact, any problem encountered 
by the police. 

Fourth~ strict guide~ines for the imp~ementation 
and aance~Zation of directed satupation patro~ assignments 
must be prepared and enforced. Whether directed patrol assign
ments are made by dispatch personnel, or patrol supervisors, 
'departments will have to establish strict control over the 
initiation and completion of directed assignments. Patr(;.' 
administrators have found, for example, that unless stric~ 
guidelines are followed, dispatch personnel, first-line super
visors, and officers can effectively block implementation of 
saturation patrols and other directed activities. In general, 
saturation patrol and other directed activities should be subject 
to cancellation only if: 

(1) Officers observe a condition while conducting 
deterrent patrol that demands immediate atten
tion. If the run is cancelled, the dispatcher 
must be notified and a record made of the cancel
lation. Some departments have officers file 
a short explanation when a run is cancelled, 
so that patrol managers can review the reasons 
and determine whether or not cancellation was 
justified. 

(2) An emergency call is received by dispatchers 
and no other units are available to service the 
call. Departments will need to carefully specify 
which calls are truly emergency situations. 
When dispatch personnel cancel a directed deterrent 
patrol, a short report justifying cancellation 
should be filed with patrol administrators. 

Fifth~ it is necessary to deveZop and impZement feedback 
pl10aedures so that officers who are not involved in the preparation 
of directed aSEJignments can impact the planning process. 
Although first-line supervisors may not always be involved 
in the analytical and design steps that lead to directed satu
l:ation patrol, they should be given input to the planning 
process and responsibility for modifying these patrols to 
better meet street conditions. In addition, a feedback mechanism 
can be a useful tool in familiarizing officers with systematic 
patrol plannir.:g. 
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EXHIBIT 23 

DIRECTED BURGLARY ASSIGNMENT: 
PARKVIEW SHOPPING CENTER AND RIVER ROAD COMMERCIAL STRIP 

PROBLEM 

During the past month, 23 commercial burglaries have occurred in the 
Parkview-River Road commercial area. Most have occurred between 
10 p.m. and 4 a.m. Primary targets are small businesses, restaurants, 

• and gas stations. Most entries have occurred at rear or side entrances. 
Known suspects: Ted Schell, WIM 26; Stephen Schack, BIM 16; and 
Don Overly, WIM 18. 

OBJECTIVE 

This high visiblity deterrence effort is designed to augment the crime 
prevention and target hardening program being carried out by officers 
on the day watch. Saturation of the area between 10 p.m. and 4 a.m. 
should reduce the number of burglaries. Thase patrols may displace some 
perpetrators to the Bellview commercial strip, where visible patrol 
has been reduced and replaced by covert activities and the use of 
tactical alarms. 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Watch commanders will select specific times. This assignment takes 
approximately 50 minutes and should be activated three to four times 
each day between 10 p.m. and 4 a.m. Changes in burglary will be 
monitored to adjust the hours and frequency of this patrol. Watch 
for known suspects and suspicious autos. Use vahicle and pedestrian 
Gtops when justified. 

LOCATION 

1300-1400 block of River Road 

1300-1400 block of River Road 

1300-1400 block of River Road 

Parkview Shopping Center 

1300-1400 block of River Road 

PaPk aa~ on River Road. Tu~ on ~ight 
ba~ to increase visibility. Foot pat~o~ 
the back alleys on both sides of the 
street. Cheak ~ea~ ent~anae8. 15 minutes. 

C~i8e 8~OW~Y around the block and 
stop and suspioious vehia~es in the 
alleys on both sides 'of River Road. 
15 minutes. 

Ci~a~e the bZoak by car, ob8e~ing 
a~~eys and suspicious vehicles. Make 
vehiaZe and pedest~ian stops when 
necessary. 5 minutes. 

c~ise 8Z0W~y through the shopping 
center. Cheak ~ea~ and side ent~anaes 
of buildings. 15 minutes. 

Return to River Road area and a~uise 
sZow~y through back and side alleys. 
Vse spot~ight on buildings. Stop 
suspiaious vehiaZes. 10 minutes. 
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EXHIBIT 26 

DIRECTED TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT: BLAIR AVENUE 

PROBLEM 

Blair Avenue between Arbor and Madison has experienced 18 accidents during 
May, most occuring during evening ruah hours. The intersection of Blair 
and Madison is a major problem. Traffic congestion is particularly heavy 
between 7-11 p.m. In addition, citizens have complained about numerous 
standing and moving violations. 

OBJECTIVES 

Reduce the number of traffic accidents on Blair Avenue by pin-pointing traf
fic problems and directing traffic, especially during rush hour. Officer 
will also strictly enforce parking codes and be observant for moving vio
lations. 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Sergeants will have discretion in activating this assignment. Activity 
should be implemented primarily during the evening rush hours Monday 
through Friday and during Friduy and Saturday evenings. Sergeants are 
requested to note changes in traffic patterns which might necessitate 
modification of this directed traffic assignment. This directed assign
ment takes approximately one hour. 

LOCATION 

Arch Street & Blair Avenue 

Franklin Street & Blair Avenue 

George Street & Blair AlTenue 

ACTIVITY 

F~k in North driveway of Hal's 
Service Station for 15 min. If 
necessary, Zeave aa~ and assist 
t~affio entering Blair Avenue from 
Arch St. and McDonald's. 

Pa~k in exist driveway of Thrifty's 
for 1/2 hour. Leave oa~ to oheok 
fo~ papking vioZations. Walk to 
Franklin Street to assist with 
traffic. If necessary, clear traffic 
at Post Office driveway. 

Pa~k near the driveway of Citco 
station on the north side of George 
Street for 15 min. Monito~ t~affio 
p~ob2ems caused by the shopping 
center at the corner of GeQrge and 
Blair. Di~eot t~affia and issue oita
tions~ if necessary. 
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Exhibit 27 contains a feedback form that is used by 
the New Haven Police Department. These gene'ral comments/reconunen
dations of the patrol officer can be reviewed by sergeants 
and other patrol administrators to modify the location, time, 
and frequency of high visibility deterrent patrols. The feedback 
form also provides space for officers to note any crime related 
information. This can be relayed to crime analysts and" dis
trieut~d to other patrol officers working in the same area. 
A form like this can also be used by patrol officers to feedback 
informatiou about directed crime prevention and criminal appre
hension tactics. 

b. Field Interrogation 

Unlike saturation patrol, which is prima:d1y a location
based tactic, field interrogations are directed at likely suspects. 
Field interrogations, sometimes called vehicle or pedestrian 
stops, are frcqent1y used as one component of directed satuation 
patrols. They are an aggressive proactive approach to combatting 
crime and can be used against both street crime and property 
crime. They increase police visibility and let potential criminals 
know that the area is being carefully watched. 10 

The field interrogation technique is quite simple. 
It involves an officer stopping, questioning, and sometimes 
searching a citizen because he has a reas0nable suspicion that 
the subject has committed or is about to commit a crime. 
Although field interrogations seldom lead to arrests, they can 
have a substantial impact upon persons whe might be considering 
committing a crime. Persons questioned, especially potential 
offenders, are put on notice that the police are aware of their 
presence, identity, and activity in a community. 

When a field interrogation is carried out, officers 
usually handle it in one of three ways. If circumstances warrant, 
an arrest can be made. However, it is more usual for officers 
to release the person questioned without taking any action. 
In other cases, although evidence may not warrant an arr.est, 
but the officer remains suspicious, a field interrogation report 
describing the subject's identity and the circumstances surrounding 
the incident may be filed. This report can be used by either 
patrol officers or investigators when investigating criminal 
activity in the area. 

10 For a thorough discussion of the field interrogation pro
cess, its effectiveness and impact on community relations, see: 
John E. Boydstun, San Diego Field Interrogation: Final Report 
(Washington, D.C.: Police Foundation, 1975). 
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EXHIBIT·27 

NEW HAVEN DIRECTED PATROL ACTIVITY FEEDBACK FORM 

D-RUN FINDINGS/COMMENTS 

D-RUN NUMBER: 'J~IME OF DAY -------
FINDINGS (M.O., Suspects, Vehicles, Victims, Tools, Etc.): 

CJ No Significant Findings 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS/RECOMMENDATIONS (Tactics, Times, Loc?tions): 

NAME ______________________ ~ ________ _ DATE _.......,/ _______ / __ _ 

(Use Back if Required) 
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The implementation of field interrogation programs 
has usually been accompanied by some controversy. Advocates 
have extolled the virtues of this aggressive patrol tactic as . 
an effective anti-crime tactic, while opponents have cautioned 
that its anti-critile benefits might be far outweighed by its 
negative impact upon police/community relations. A recent 
study of field interrogation in San Diego endorses th~ program 
as a soUnd patrol tactic: although int,errogations were seldom 
found to lead to arrests, the fact that they were being carried 
out did seem to have, a deterrent effect upon suppressible crimes. 
Just as important, the interrogation did not lead to a hostile 
public reaction or result in complaints to the department. ll 

A variation upon the field interrogation tactic has 
been the implementation of suspeat-oX'ip.nted patX'oZ tao,tios by 
some departments. Rather than focusing upon random and'~uspicious 
persons in crime target areas, some agencies have alerted patrol 
personnel to be on the watch for specific individuals or classes 
of suspects. When patrol officers are supplied with pictures 
and background information about known suspects, they can be 
more watchful of tqeir activity. Field interrogations have 
been a useful technique for exercising some control over these 
known suspects. For example, trt..{anoy· pat'l'oZs" a type of StlS

pect-oriented patrol, have been successfully used to suppress 
day-time burglaries. In cooperation with school authorities, 
departments have regularly watched for and taken action agai.nst 
truants, som~ of whom have been involved in day-time burglaries. 
Chula Vista, Glendale, and San Bernadino, California, were able 
to achieve substantial reductions in day-time residential bur
gla;1'ies by rounding up truants and returning them to school. 
!~ evaluation of anti-crime tactics in eight Virginia cities 
concluded that the "Truant Hassle" program led to a reduction 
in crime. 12 

.2.:- Criminal ApP,rehension 

Criminal apprehension usually involves two basic types 
of strategies. The first concerns covert decoy and stake-out 
activities designed to apprehend criminals while they are commiting 
a crime, or shortly after a crime has occurred. Decoy and stake
out operations require detailed crime analysis to identify a set 

11 Ibid." pp. 27, 40, 54-55.:, 

12 White, op. oit." pp. 31-32, 73-77; and Arthur Young and 
Company, HIT Program Evaluation, Volume II, Evaluation Findings 
(Richmon.d, Virginia: Commonwealth of Virginia, Division of 
Justice and Crime Prevention, 1975), pp. v-22. 
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of targets that have a high probability for !-lome type of crimin.al 
action. Whether a decoy or stake-out is used, the tactics are 
similar and requ:i:,r'e that patrol personnel work in plain clothe, 
and be relieved of all call for service responsibility. 

1he second type of apprehension activity that patrol 
personnel can engage in occurs after a crime has been committed 
and involves a more active role fo:!:' patrol officers in the 
investigative process. For some time the tendency has been 
for dzpartments to pursue a high degree of functional special
ization that hus effectivexy stripped patrol personnel of any 
apprehension-investigative responsibility. Patrol officers 
frequently take only a preliminary report and turn this over 
to detectives for further action. 

The limite~ role of the patrol officer in investigative 
activity has several sources. First and foremost, as long as 
departments operate~n the principle that all service calls, 
regardless of their urgency) have to be ati.swered as l:apidly 
as possible, dispatchers and patrol managers tried to keep as 
many cars in service by minimizing the time officers spent at 
hear:i.ng case inforIl!8-tion. Patrol personnel have further beer. , 
discouraged from developing good investigative techniques because 
detectives "stole" or took "credit1l for a1.1 arrests and, as 
a result, officer initiative in this important area frequently 
went unrewarded. 

Inferenaes drawn f%lom ma'~'1 experiences with di:l'ected 
pat:l'oZ and the :l'eport on the c:l'im~ ,zZ investigative p:l'ocess by 
the Rand Corpo:l'ation13 suggests thu,t :l'eguZaYl pat:l'oZ officer's 
can pZay a mO:l'e impo:l'tant YloZe in the app:l'ehension-investiga
tive pl'ocesB. In a.ddition, the findings of a response time 
study .. - that citizens frequently report crimes well after the 
crime has occurred ~- make a strong case for stacking 1ate
reported lncidents,14 If calls are stacked, patrol officers can 
remain out of service longer and conduct more thorough crime 
scene investigations. 

While the response time study suggests that uniform 
patrol officers have the time to do more thorough investigati,ons, 
the Rand study indicates tb.!;! direction these investigations 
might take. The Rand study fouucl that the single most helpful 
____ • ___________ >J ....... ,."'-'I, • .-

. .~ ( 

13 Peter Greenwood and Joan Petersi1ia, The Criminal Investj.
gation.Process, Volume It Summary and Policy Implications (Santa 
Monica, California: The Rand Corporation, 1975). 

14 Tony Pate, et aZ' 3 Police Response Time: Its Determi
nants and Effects (Washington, D.C.: Police Foundation, 1976). 
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. ., piece of information· in making an apprehension was ,information 
about the suspect's identify (name, address, license number, 
etc.). The report goes on to recommend that depa.rtments initiate 
programs to enhance police-victim/witness cooperation, especially 
in :1.dentifying likely suspects. . Uniform patrol officers can 
lead the way in this initiative. IS 

a. Decoys and Stake-Outs 

Decoys involve the use of both police officers who 
pose as potential "victims" and the "set up" of physical property 
(cars, eB units, and bi:cycles) in areas experiencing a high. 
incidence of street c.rime. Hhen the decoy has been set up, 
officers covertly monitor it and wait for a criminal attack. 

Stake-·out operations differ only slightly f:,mm decoy. 
The tactics are largely the same except that officers ohserve 
actual and legitimate targets of crime rathert:han sur;rq.gat:\;1s 
set up by the police .department. In addition, stake--outsnave 
been used against commercial robbery and IH,l·t'glaries rather than 
street crimes. The feasibility of' stake-outs has been enhanced 
by the use of electronic surveillance devices. Departments •. 
have successfully used tactical ala:rm..s·and· pre-set came.:~asthat 
can be tripped by either employees or electronic sensOrS.' 'The 
catneras have pro"vided high quality photos of robberies that 
virtually guarantee successful prosecutwn, while the alectronic 
tactical alanns have enabled the polIce to rapidly respond to 
robberies and burglaries as they are occurring rather than after 
they have occurred and. the suspects have fled. • 

In deploying decoy and stake-out operations, patrol 
administrators will have to decide whether to use regular patrol 
officers or establish a specialized patrol unit. Whichever 
approach is used, officers will have to be relieved of ser",ir;e 
call responsibilities for a period of time. Departments have 
ad<ixessed this problem in a variety of ways. Some hav~ .. ,E~e£ei:red 
not to set up a specialized unit but instead havf./.~g~1gned 
officers to c.overt patrol on an as-neecle!'L and day-to-day basis. 
However, as departments use c;P:Ver:-t'operations on a routine 
and on-going basis? .~.he"ntfe(f 'for a stable specialized unit will 
increase. 

'> .~ • 
.. ' 

::~, '::,,., 

",' If departments adopt the deploymen~, proG'~dures described 
in Chapters 2 and 3 of this volume., they lriS:y f:i,.r!d it possible 
establish a speci.ilized covert pa.trcl unit dl1.t;:i.ng high crime 
periods without hiring add:Lti.onal personnel .. ' Patrol administrators 

IS Greenwood and Peters ilia , op. cit." pp~ vii, xii. 
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in W'ilmington, Delaware, for example, found that by matching 
deployment to hourly fluctuations in the daily workload and 
by prioritizing service calls, they 'Were able to assign approx
imately one-third of their ll.t1iform patrol forc:::eto co.~vert oper
ations. The second volume of this report, SpeciaZA.ziJd PatroZ~ 
discusses in detail the operational requirements, characteris
tics, and effectiveness of.various convert patrol tactics. We 
suggest that all program planners consult the volume of Speciali
zed Patrol before deciding how 'best to organize decoy and stake-
out operations. . 

b.- Suspect Identiiication 

Several departments have attempted to enhance the, 
apprehension-oriented activities of their p<:it1'6l. force by assigning 
officers additional responsibilities. for, gathering suspect infor
ma·cion. This can be accomplished irt;.'5.evera1 ways. Kansas City 
is curr(~ntly distributing suspect; identity and height ohar'f;s 
to commercial establisJ:unents. Exhibit 28 contains a copy of 
the suspect identity chart. The height chart is simply a str~p 
of colored paper that can be glued to a door j am so ~,h;e~'M.Yfi:c·tims 
or witnesses can observe the height of allege9-,}~f:feri:deis as 
they pass tnrough a doorway. Both device~"li£tve been used to 
gather more detailed and accurate stlG·pect'information. 

As part of a crime prevention program, officers can 
review the charts with bus;iness proprietors, their employees 
and Cl.lstomers and ask J;hem to carefully record as many identifying 
characteristics,sg.'pbs~ible when a crime occurs. The charts 
can also be hsed by officers investigating street or residential 

. crimes' to gather information. Showing victims and witnesses 
the chart frequently jogs their memory and permits them to give 
a more thorough suspect description. 

The area canvass is another device that officers have 
used to locate additional witnesses and gathe~ useful information 
about a crime. In some cases, witnesses found during the canvass 
have supplied valuable information about suspects and vehicles 
that has facilitated an apprehension. Patrol managers will 

,:;. 

have to set guidelines for the implementation of area witness 
canvasses. In some cases, officers may contact only the ~mmediate 
neighbors of the victim. Depending upon the seriousness of 
the crime and the level of, criminal activity in the c:onnnunity, 
patrol managers may, however, prescribe a more e~tensive area 

"--. canvass. --,~(,.."., 

In addition to locating witrH~Rses, the area. canvass 
can also be used as a vehicle to heighten citizen a\'lareneSS 

" .:;r~'~; 

of local crime conditions, disseminate crime prevention infor
mation~ and arrange for security inspections. Although witness 
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EXHIBIT 28 
SUSPECT IDENTITY CHART 
Physical Description 

Hair (Color-Cut) ________________ __ 

Reight ________________________ ___ 

Eyes-Eyeglasses __________________ _ 

Complexion ________________________ __ 

Beard, Moustache~ 
Sideburns -------------------------

Speech Characteristics 
(Accent, Lisp, etc.)~ __________ _ 

Shirt ---------------------------
Visible Scars, 

Marks, Tattoos ________________ __ 

Coat or Jacket __________________ __ 

Nationality if 
known ____ ~ __________________ __ 

Age Weight Shoes ______ _ 

Weapon Left or Trousers __ __ 
Right HandeJ __ ~ __________ _ 

~ ~~~ ______________________________ .. __ .. __ .............................. ~M 

METHOD OF ESCAPE 
Direction ________ . ________ _ 

VEHICLE DESCRIPTION 
Auto License ___________ _ 
Make/Year __________________ ___ 
Color ______________________ __ 

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: 



I , 
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canvasses are usually conducted by officers in person, it is 
also possible to initiate this process via the telephone. Using 
phone directories arranged by street add~esses, departments 
can quickly screen a large number of potential witness?s. '~en 
a witness is located, an officer or investi~ator can be dispatched 
to collect additional information about the crime. 

c. Suspect Search 

In most cases when officers respond to a crime call, 
all their attention is focused upon the immediate vicinity 
of the crime scene rather than the surrounding area. It is 
not uncommon to have the primary unit arrive at the crime scene 
along with several other units. Some departments have attempted 
to limit the amount of roll-in by unassigned units and to direct 
the attention of these free units toward areas surrounding the 
crime scene. The result has been that the primary unit handles 
the crime scene while roll-in or support units can begin a 
saturation search for suspects within a one- to three-block 
radius of the incident. Departments have referred to this 
tactic as an area or quadrant search. 

Atlanta; Cleveland Heights, New Haven, and St. Louis 
departments have used this area search procedure as an apprehension 
technique, although it also appears to have deterrent value. 
In Cleveland Heights, Ohio, for example, when a hot or recently 
completed crime is reported, one unit is dispatched to the 
crime while three to four other units are directed to surround 
the area, watch for suspicious persons, and generally engage in 
saturation patrol. The Chief has commented that although the 
tactic has resulted in only a small number of apprehensions, 
it has hqd a very strong deterrent effect by letting the criminal 
knowche police are on patrol. 

New Ha"rcn has used a slight variation of the quadrant 
search. Crime analysis revealed that immediately following 
school dismissal, the surrounding areas usually suffered a 
considerable larceny and vandalism problem. To combat this 
problem, patrol units are assigned to patt'ol in ever larger 
concentric circles surrounding the schools. The approach has 
been found to be effective in reducing the vandalism problem. 

D. Forming Specialized Patrol Units 

A. principle problem that must be addressed by every 
department considering a directed patrol program centers around 
the question of what directed assignments should be made to 
routine rather than specialized patrol units. Although most of 
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the tactics described in this chapter can be implemented by regular 
patrol officers, it is also possible that each of these activities 
could be performed by sped.alized units. 

In deciding whether to assign directed patrol activities 
to regular or specialized units, departments will need to consider 
several factors. First, patrol managers need to evaluate the 
amount of time needed to carry out directed patrol tactics. In 
generaZ~ if a tactic requires that officers be relieved from res
ponding to service calls for only a short p~riod of time~ the tactic 
can be adequately handled by regular patrol units. Likely tac-
tics are field interrogations, vehicle checks, security surveys, 
and saturation patrols which require only a short time (less than 
one hour) to initiate and complete. These tactics can usually 
be assigned to regular patrol officers ~Yithout seriously disrupting 
the officer's ability to answer calls for service. However, it 

.will be necessary, even for these relatively short assignments, 
to relieve officers from responding to calls for service for 
periods of time ranging from 30 minutes to as much as two hours. 
To accomodate this "out-of-service time," departments will have 
to adopt call prioritization and stacking procedures, as dis~ 
cussed earlier. 

As the amount of time needed to complete an assigned 
tactic increases~ depaptments will need to consider the develop
ment of a specialized patroZ capability. This would certainly 
be the case for directed assignments that require an officer's 
full time commitment, particularly when the aSSignment involves 
covert activities. Examples of this would be decoy, stake··out, 
and surveillance operations which require an officer to work in 
plain clothes and to be relieved of all responsibility for ans
wering calls for service. Some departments have handled these 
tactics by relieving patrol officers of their service call 
responsibility for a tour of duty while other departments have 
established specialized units. The critical factor in deter
mining whether a specialized unit is wapranted would be the 
magnitude and duration of the crime problem. If~ for exampZe~ 
a community has identified a persistant pattern of criminal 
activity~ it may be best to organize~ train~ and deploy a spe
cialized patrol unit that can focus upon that cPime for an 
extended period of time. 

Exhibit 29 presents a guide by which departments can 
judge whether or not the regular patrQl force or a specialized 
unit is more appropriate for attacking an identified pattern 
of criminal activity. In general, as the amount of time needed 
to implement the tactic increases, patrol managers will find 
it more compelling to initiate a specialized unit. By lIamount 
of time" we mean the time during which an officelt' must be re
lieved of all service call responsibilities in order to carry 
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EXl1IBIT 29 

CRITERIA FOR FORMING A SPECIALIZED UNIT 

. HOURS/SHIFr NUMBER OF NUMBER OF 
DAYS 1 12/31415/6 I 7 I 8 OFFICERS 

2 I"'REGULAR 2 

4 PATROL 
4 OFFICER 

6 6 

8 8 

10 10 

12 SPECIALIZED 12 
14 

PATROL UNI.z.. 
14 

out a directed tactic. If a patrol manager must relieve officers 
of their service call responsibilities for an entire shift, if 
this must be done for more than a week, if more than six or 
seven officers are involved, and if such is a recurrent need, 
then it may be advantageous to establish a specialized patrol 
unit. 

In the event that a department chooses to form a spe
cialized patrol unit, special attention will have to be paid to 
insuring cooperation and coordination between that unit and uni
formed patrol officers. Although the ability of specialized 
patrol units to engage in varied and extended covert op tations 
can be a valuable asset, specialized units have sometimes £ostered 
divisiveness within the patrol for.ce. This frequently occurs 
because specialized units are relieved of service call work, 
engage in more "crime fighting" assignments, and are sometimes 
regarded as an elite group. 

Wilmington, Delaware, has attempted to lessen the 
rivalry and hostility between regular and specialized units by 
periodically and routinely rotating all patrol officers through 
both their basic and structured patrol units. This approach has 
several advantages. It familiarizes all officers with a variety 
of specialized tactics, keeps structured or specialized officers 
in touch with service call and community problems, enhances 
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information communication between the two groups, and erases the 
image of elitism that frequently surrounds specialized patrol 
operations. 

Although the Wilmington approach can foster better 
cooperation between routine and specialized operationa, additional 
techniques should be adopted to coordinate opera,tions between 
the two groups. Departmental commandexs need to emphasize the 
support thlt routine and specialized units must provide to one 
another. Specialized officers ca~ foster cooperation by 
attending regular squad roll calls with beat officers, :1,nvolving 
beat officers in their activities, and giving them a sha1:'e of 
the credit for successful operations. Uniformed patrol officers 
should be encouraged to share general information about beat 
conditions and suspects with specialized officers. The less 
traditional daily squad conference that has replaced roll calls 
in some departments is a good forum for exchanging intelligence 
and developing plans to coordinate tactical operations. 

E. Summary Recommendatio~ 

The goal 9f this chapter has been to indicate how depart
ments can use crime analysis to develop and deploy patrol tactics 
that address a community's crime problems. The suggestions con
cerning the linkage between problem or crime analysis and spec
cific patrol activities are designed to enable patrol managers to 
more carefully identify problems and then develop tactics for 
officers to use while patrolling. Every patrol manager should 
strive to identify several critical problems for officers to focus 
their patrol activities upon. This can be accomplished by adopting 
the following recommendations outlined in this chapter: 

1. Every department should strive to have patrol 
officers spend approximately 25% of their time 
conducting crime specific directed patrol 
activ:f.ties. 

2. Patrol managers should develop a range of 
prevention, deterrence, and apprehension 
activities that can be used against each 
suppressible crime. By using crime analysis 
and street knowledge, they should then select 
the combination of theses activities as directed 
patrol as~ignments. 

3. Every department should develop a problem analysis 
capability that permits patrol. managers to clearly 
identify crime and traffic problems. Crime ana
lysis units should supply patrol managers with 
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timely and operationally useful informatiQn about 
time and day of occurrence, mechod of operation, 
likely suspects, and crime maps. 

4. Every department should encourage crime analysts 
to provide patrol managers with help in develop
ing specific prevention, deterrence, and appre
hension tactics for each identified problem. 

S. Every department should consider the development 
of a specialized patrol unit when a persistent 
problem has been identified which requires the full 
time attention of several officers for an extended 
period of time. In this light, Volume II of this 
report, SpeaiaZized PatroZ~ should be reviewed as an 
aid in determining the most appropriate mix of spec
ialized and planned patrol activities for any given 
department. 

I 
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CHAPTER 5 

VARIATIONS IN DIRECTED PATROL PROG~~ 

Previous chapters of this report have described the more 
critical steps a department will need to take in order to imple
ment a directed patrol program. In general, directed patrol will 
require patrol managers eo match deployment to workload, priori
tize the patrol workload and service calls, routinely use crime 
analysis to direct patrol ~perations, develop crime specific 
directed patrol activities to replace random preventive patrol. 
The purpose of the case studies presented in this chapter ia 
to illustrate the wide ranging approaches departments have used 
in developing directed patrol programs. Although the programs 
differ in both content and style, they all have sought to replace 
random and sometime& haphazard preventive patrol with specific, 
planned activities which address a community's major crime and 
order maintenance problems. These program descriptions suggests 
how a department's organizational structure and management style 
can affect th~ way directed patrol programs develop. They'should 
enable patrol administrators and planners to develop a better 
feel for how a directed patrol might impact their police depart
ment. 

The intent of this chapter is to present a summary 
of the more important contributions each progt'am has made to 
the directed patrol conce.pt. As a conseq~ence, only the more 
significant program elements of earh directed patrol experiment 
are described. In addition, a second objective has been to 
describe some of the major problems each department has had 
in implementing its programs. Our intention is not to critique 
these programs but to offer insights into the implementation 
process that may enable other departmen~s to avoid the pitfalls 
frequently encountered when a program goes from the planning 
to the operational stage. 

The directed patrol !Jrograms described here represent 
considerable variation. Some are using only a limited number of 
~~i~ prescriptions outlined in this manual while others have im
plemented a wide range of organizational and operational changes. 
San Diego, for e~ample, has emphasized the responsibility each 
beat officer has for planning and impleme:nting beat-specific 
patrol activities. Wilmington, Delaware jl where a sergeant di~ects 
a very flexible unl.t of fourteen patrol clfficers, has emphasized 
daily problems and crime analysis. In spite of the differences 
among the programs, all illustrate the most critical element 
of directed patrol -- "{;1ze aa't'efu't idsntifiaation of aommW1.ity 
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probtem coup ted with an attempt to devetop tactics to soZve 
these p~obtems. In addition, all of the programs use crime 
analysis as one of the more important tools in directing 
patrol operations. 

A second feature of these directed patrol programs 
that deserves emphasis is the size of the departments 
involved. It is not a program that only large departments 
can implement. It is an app~oach to pat~ot that both medium 
and smatt agencies have used to upg~ade the quaZity of thei~ 

. enfo~cement effo~t8~ Although large cities like Kansas City 
and San Diego with over 1,000 sworn officers have adopted directed 
patrol procedures, medium-sized cities like New Haven and Wil
mington, as well as much smaller communities like Branford, 
Connecticut (with less than 40 officers) and l!'ort Madison, 
Iowa (with only 25 officers) have successfully adopted far-reaching 
directed patrol programs. Exhibit 30 lists the·cities, their 
populations, and the number of police personnel in each of 
the directed patrol programs that was reviewed in preparing 
this document. 

A. Community-Oriented Policing: San Diego 

The community-oriented policing program (COP) in 
San Diego was a direct out-growth of deteriorating police/ 
community relations in the late 1960's and early 1970's. 
Department administrators, in attempting to solve this problem, 
developed an approach to patrQl that was applicable not only 
to police-community relations problems but also to the crime 
control, order maintenance, and social service issues faced 
by patrol personnel. 'the fundamental goal of the proj ect 
was "to develop ways by which patrol officers become closely 
attuned and accountable to the people and proble~q of their 
beats, thereby improving the quality of police serVices in 
the community."l 

In working toward its goals, the department has 
implemented a number of organizational and procedural changes 

1 San Diego Police Department, Community-Oriented Policing: 
An Integrated Approach to Police Patrol (San Diego, Cal.: San 
Diego Police Department, 1976), provides an overview of the 
COP program. For an extensive evaluation of the program, s~e: 
John E. Boydstun and Michael E. Sherry, San Diego Community 
Profiles, Final Report (Washington, D.C.: Police Foundation, 1975). 
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City 

San Diego, California 

Kansas City, Missouri 

New Haven, Connecticut 

Wilmington, Delaware 

Cleveland Heights, Ohio 

Milford, Connecticut 

West Haven, Connecticut 

Hamden, Connecticut 

East Haven, CC'IlIlecticut 

North Haven, Connecticut 

Branford, Connecticut 

Fort Madison, Iowa 

EXHIBIT 30 

CHARACTERISTICS OF CITIES WITH 
DIRECTED PATROL PROGRAMS 

Population Total Personnel 

757,000 1,389 

488,000 1,707 

137,000 447 

80,386 329 

60,000 116 

55,000 110 

53,000 115 

• 45,000 108 

25,000 54 

23,000 47 

25,000 35 

14,000 29 

Sworn Officers 

1,016 

1,231 

416 

251 

99 

98 

101 

95 

45 

42 

32 
...... 

25 
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designed to increase the officers' familiarity with specific beat 
conditions. TIlese procedures include long-term assignments 
to a beat~ responsibility for clearing most service cal!ls and 
performing directed patrol assignments on that beat. These 
procedures coupled with a formalized system that enables officers 
to analyze beat conditions and plan patrol activities have 
been the principle mechanism used to replace random patrol 
with reasoned and specific patrol activities. Although COP 
has not formally been referred to as a directed patro). program; 
its reliance upon problem and crime analysis in s~ructuring 
patrol operations distinguishes it as one. 

1. Program Features 

Community Oriented Polici~g (COp) is based upon an 
extensive effort to decentralize many patrol decisions from 
command levels to individual police officers. The program is 
based upon the assumption that eaah pat~oZ beat or aommunity 
within a aity has unique soaiaZ and Zaw en!oraement probZems 
that aan onty be adequateZy adaPessed when patroZ o!!iaers have 
a aZear understanding o! these probZems. The program places 
considerable responsibility upon beat officers to analyze and 
develop patrol tactics that address specific beat conditions 
and problems. 

TIle heart of the COP program has been the ~eat Pro!iZe~ 
which each officer must develop for his/her beat. The beat 
profile is based upon a thorough analysis of the community's 
structure (socio-economic conditions, cultural diversity, in
stitutions, organizations; and leaders) as well as understanding 
of police problems created by the community. The latter. analysis 
is focused upon crime and traffic patterns as well as the order 
maintenance and non-criminal demands placed upon the police 
by the community. In reviewing these materials and preparing 
a written report about the beat, which is updated quarterly, 
officers generate the information needed to develop problem~ 
focused patrol tacticso 

The effect of the San Diego program has enabled 
officers to replace random "seat of the pants,1 patrol with 
a set of reasoned and directed patrol activities that focus 
upon the specific problems faced by a community. Whatever 
the problems are -- residential or commercial burglary, 
auto theft, robbery, traffic accidents, juvenile disturbances, 
polj.ce/conmunity conflict -- officers are encouraged to- analyze. 
these problems and develop appropriate tactics. In addition, 
officers are supported in their tasks by patrol supervisors 
and a general. policy in the. patrol division that actively 
encourages officer discretion and the development of 
problem-solving patrol tactics. 
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Although the department has not attempted to prioritize 
the service call workload and free officers from service call 
responsibility to perform directed activities, other procedures 
have been adopted to support officer-initiated a~t1vities. 
Officers have been provided with handi-talkies which enable 
them to leave their cars to attend community meetings and to 
interact with citizens more freely on the street. This equipment 
has also permitted mobile patrol officers to walk portions 
of their beats. 

The department has established a ReBourae Center 
where officers can review current crime and traffic information, 
census data, city planning reports, and community newsletters. 
In addition, the crime analysis unit is able to rapidly provide 
crime reports for each of the city's patrol beats. Officers 
are also provided with a Corrmunity ReBourae ManuaZ listing 
community social service agencies and organizations that the 
officer can rely upon for support in solving community problems 
and referring citizens. 

Since the implementation of the program, officers 
have engaged in a number of crime prevention, deterrence; and 
apprehension activities designed to improve~patrol effectiveness. 
Because of the information generated by beat profiling, officers 
h~ve made squad roll-calls a focus for d~scussing area problems. 
The discussions have led to better coordination of area-wide 
patrol activities. In addition$ officers have taken a greater 
initiative in police/community relations, referred citizens 
to social service agencies for assistance, followed up on indi
vidual cases, identified traffic hazards, submitted improvement 
requests to the city's traffic departments, and encouraged 
community groups to become involved in law enforcement problems. 

2. P!ogram Implementation 

At the outset of the COP program, planners clearly 
recognized the far-reaching implications of the changes they 
were proposing. Although on the surface the prograDl appeared 
to require only that patrol officers plan their activities 
more carefully, COP required officers to engage in patrol planning 
efforts that had formerly been a preogative of patrol supervisors 
and commanders. At the very least, the program was perceived 
by some patrol command personnel as a challenge to the traditional 
rank structure. At the same time that officer responsibilities 
were changing, patrol supervisors were also expected to alter 
their style of leadership from one concerned primarily with 
internal departmental policy and discipline to one that required 
collaboration with officers in analyzing problems and planning 
specific patrol activities. 
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To facilitate implementation of COP and emphasize 
the significance of the program, the department developed a 
comprehensive training program. Like the program being imple
mented, the content, style, and participants were quite different 
from the traditional courses offeJ:ed at the police academy. 
The training progra:ill was taught in commun.ity classroom facilitj,es 
away from the department, and werle designed and conducted by 
both departmental personnel and c:i.vilian police experts. 2 

The training program gave officers the basic analytical 
and planning skills needed to develop a directed patrol program 
on thei.r beats. The program also :i.ncluded workshops on goal 
setting, discretionary decision-making, squad conferences, 
and officer performance evaluation. In addition, it cleared 
up rumors about the program, generated enthusiasm and support 
among officers and supervisors, and conveyed the substantial 
commitment patrol administrators were making to the program. 
Program planners deemed the training important enough to pull 
patrol squads (supervisors and officers) off the street for 
a one-week period. To control training and implementation 
costs, neighboring patrol units handled service calls and per
formed patrol for the squads being trained. The entire patrol 
force was trained over the seven-month implementation period. 

The San Diego training program was perhaps the most 
important element in assuring a successful implementation of 
the program. Evaluation of the training indicated that offi
cers not only understood the profiling concept but were able 
to use it in day-to-day operational planning. Program evaluators 
did, however, note that additional training for sergeants in 
the areas of planning and group problem solving would have 
further supported program implementation. 

Two additional aspects of the San Diego implementation 
process also appear to have been critical to operationalizing 
the COP plan.. First, a high ZeveZ patl'oZ off-iciaZ was assigned 
fuZZ-time as a program monitor and troubZe shooter. As imple
mentation problems developed, the inspector who had the complete 
support of the Chief had the authority to make critical imple
mentation decisions as well as insure the total cooperation 
of mid-level managers. 

Finally, program implementation at the officer level 
was supported by the develo.pment of a performance evaZuation 
system that was keyed to the new operational procedures of 
COP. Program planners recognized that COP demanded substantial 

2 This COP training is being incorporated into the tradi
tional academy training program. 
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changes not only ~~ what officers did while on patrol but 
also how they d:Ldit. '. To support these changes, the depart
ment scrapped the old offi"c.ei~ ~v,?luation system that focused 
upon standard measures of officerpi:'Qd!.ietivity (traffic cita
tions, field interrogations, arrests) wi.thoui·:o:egi:l~ to actual 
beat conditions. The ne~y evaluation system has encoi1'r~ged 
officers to develop analytical and planning skills and to . 
ada.pt their patrol activitiy to beat conditions. It also 
requires patrol supervisors to carefully review the problems 
of each beat and to evaluate officer performance in relation 
to these beat conditions. 

B. Directed Patrol: Kansas City, Missouri 

The Kansas City directed patrQ1 program is in large 
part a direct response to the question of how patrol time 
can be most effectively used. Based upon an anaZysis of the 
patroZ workZoad~ patroZ pZanners estimated that as much as 
one-third of aZZ patroZ man-hours couZd be used for directed 
purposes. It was hypothesized that the implementation of 
prep"\.anned directed activities would have a greater impa.ct 
upon crime than the traditional random patrol operations of 
the department. 

The Kansas City directed patrol program also represents 
an experiment in decentraZized decision-making. However, 
rather than focusing upon individual officer initiative and 
responsiblity, as in San Diego, the department has chosen 
to make patrol sergeants the focus for planning and implementing 
directed patrol activities. The program has emphasized the 
responsibility of sergeants to implement specific and we11-
defined tactics that were developed by a task force of planners, 
patrol supervisors, and officers. ' 

Finally, it should be noted that, whereas COP in 
San Diego has emphasized the importance of the patrol beat, 
directed patrol in Kansas City has de-emphasized the beat 
and has made the sector or the area patrolled by a sergeant 
and several officers the focus for planning activities. Under 
the directed patrol program, beat bounda1.>ies are regm1ded 
onZy as administrative'districts and sergeants are free to 
redepZoy officers' within seotors according to short-te~n service 
demandS and crime trendS. The key to the system is flexibility 
to ensure that emergency calls are answered quickly yet time 
is provided for a directed patrol program. For eJtamp1e, a 
sector sergeant might assign three uni.ts responsiblity for 
calls for se:!:'Vice while two units would be assigned to directed 
patrol dULies. These assignments can be changed on a day-to
day basis to match servi~e call demands and address specifically 
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identified sector problems. 3 

1. Program Elements 

The heart of the Kansas City program has been t.he 
dev,elopment of a management information system that enables 
sergeants to predict the call for service workload and identify 
patt:ems of crimnal activity. By using these management 
tools, sergeants can estimate the amount of time available 
for directed patrol and can initiate directed patrol acti
vities that specifically address the problems identified by 
crime analysis. . Exhibit 31 lists the various directed patrol 
activities ~urrently being used in Kansas City. The activities 
focus upon the crimes of burglary and robbery and ~all for 

EXHIBIT 31 

KANSAS CITY DIRECTED PATROL TACT~CS 

r- I Tactical , ' Community Education! 
lJeployment Case Processing Organization 

Crime Information/ Sector Flexibility* Case Solvability 
Prevention Displays Factors 

Decoys 
Attend Community Concealed Cameras 

Meetings Tactical Alarms 
Identi-Kit 

Security Surveys Monitor Garage 
Sales Suspect Descrip-

Block Watchers tion Pads 

Operation Identi-
fication 

*Sector fZexibiZity: Sergeants have authority to reassign 
officers outside their normaZ beats to patroZ in areas ex
geriencing crime and order maintenance probZems. 

3 Kansas City Police Department, Directed Patrol: 
in Community-Specific, Crime-Specific, Service-Specific 
(Kansas City, Missouri: Kansas City Police Department, 
1975). 
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the implementation of crime prevention, deterrence, and appre
hension tactics. When these tactics are matched to the problems 
identified through crime analysis, they yield a very powerful 
tool for addressing a community's crime and order maintenance 
problems • 

Initial results of this program indicated that patrol 
sergeants have been able to assign approximately 20% of each 
officer's time to directed activities. This has been accom
plished in two ways. While assigned to both short term (part of 
a shift) and long term (entire shift) directed ectivities, 
officers are relieved of all call for service responsibilities. 

To support the initiation and completion of directed 
patrol assignments, the department has developed an imaginative 
approach to prioritizing directed tactics and service calls. 
Communications personnel have the option of classifying each 
service call as either immediate response, delayed response, 
or phone-in/walk-in calls. Calls such as armed robberies, 
aggravated assaults, disturbances, and alarms always receive 
an immediate response. In general, if an incident is in pro
gress, the perpetrators are still in the area, or if there 
is a danger to human life or the destruction of property or 
evidence, a unit is dispatched immediately. By answering 
all other calls on a delayed basis and using phone-in or walk
in reports for " small number of other calls, the department 
has created the blocks of time needed to initiate and complete 
directed patrol activities. 

2. Program Imp1emention 

}n important element in the program implementation 
process has been attempts to keep personnel informed of any 
planned changes in the patrol program. Kansas City has adopted 
an approach to planning change that seeks the active support 
and input of patrol officers. In many of its patrol experiments, 
including directed patrol, the department has used a task 
force of patrol administrators, planners, supervisors, and 
officers to analyze patrol problems, develop potential solu
tions, deBcribe program elements, and prepare an implementation 
plan. By combining planning experts with operations personnel, 
the department has been able to analyze patrol problems and 
develop comprehensive patrol programs that are tempered by 
th~ realities of day-to-day police work. 

The Kansas City task force produced a very compre
hensive document detailing the way the patrol workload could 
be modified to create blocks of patrol time. In addition, 
the program plan describes the purpose of each dj,r~cted patrol 
tactic, the crime problem for which each is appropriate, 
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and the various responsibilities of watch connnanders, sector 
sergeants and patrol officers for implementing each tactic. 4 

An important feature of the Kansas City directed 
patrol program has been a connnitm.ent to deaeni;!'at.ized and 
par>tiaipatory management. This has been achieved in t~.,o ways. 
First, as we have mentioned, all levels of the patrol force 
participated in the design of the program. More importantly, 
however, has been the effort to decentralize the day-to-day 
implementation of the program to patrol sergeants. Directed 
patrol has enabled sergeants to play a much more responsible 
role in planning and directing patrol activities. Rather 
than merely acting as an arbiter of internal departmental 
policies and street supervisor, directed patrol sergeants 
make daily decisions about where officers will be deployed 
and what specific activities they will engage in. 

Sergeants have been provided with two management 
information tools to facilitate their decision-making capa
bilities. The Manpowe!' Uti~ization Fo!'eaast projects both 
the number of service calls and time needed to service these 
calls. By using thiS, sergeants are able to project the amount 
of time that can be .:allocated to directed patrol tactics. 
A second information tool provides sergeants with information 
about the geog!'aphia aonaent!'ation of incidents. This compu
terized map permits sergeants to concen "ite their officers 
in problem areas for both service calls und directed patrol 
activities. In addltion, detailed crime analysis is also 
available so that sergeants can fine-tune bas:i.c deployment 
strategies /0 

An important feature of the Kansas City program 
has been the careful monitoX'ing of the extent to whiah the 
di!'eated pat!'ol activities a!'e aotually being implemented 
on the street. During early phases of the project, program 
monitors, by reviewing the amount of time devoted to directed 
patrol, and the way sergeants use directed tactics, discovered 
that the program was not being implemented as completly as 
had been planned. They discovered, for example, that sergeants 
sometimes had difficulty using the workload forecasting tools, 
were hesitant to alter beat boundaries, and occaSionally 
chose inappropriate directed patrol tactics. 

4 Kansas City Police Department, Directed Patrol: Imple~ 
mentation Plan ~- Community-Specific, Crime-Specific. Service
Specific ~.Q..licing (Kansas C:I.ty, Missouri: Kansas City Police 
Department, September 1975). 
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Careful monitoring of the implementation process 
has enabled program managers to pinpoint im.pediments to 
change and to develop remedies for these problemso As a result, 
program managers have discussed these implementation programs 
with patrol sergeants, reviewed the tactical planning process, 
and are developing training materials to better a'cquaint ser
geants with the analysis and planning demands of directed 
patro. It should, be noted that Kansas City is not the only 
department to have experienced difficulty in decentralizing 
decision-making and requiring sergeants to act as program 
managers and problem analysts. However, by carefully moni
toring program implementation, Kansas City has short-circuited 
several potential problems and has begun to make changes that 
will insure the full implementation and success of directed 
patrol. 

C. Directed Deterrent Patrol: South Central Connecticut 

The directed patrol programs supported by the South 
Central Connecticut Criminal Justice Supervisory Board have 
sought to replace pandom ppeventive patPOt with tactics bas~d 
upon oxime anaZysis. The program was initially developed 
by the Supervisory Board and the New Haven Police Department. 
Since its inception and successful trial in New Haven, regional 
planrters have adapted the program to meet the law enforcement 
needs of several suburban communities in the New Haven area. 5 

The. directed patrol program in New Haven was a result 
of police administrators' feelings that random preventive 
patrol was largely ineffective in detering criminal activities. 
Department and pegionaZ pZanneps wepe seeking a system that 
woutd increase the effeativeness of patpot yet opepate within 
the existing patroZ budget and manpowep aons1;paitLts of the 
clepa1'tment. The final solution to the problem was the decision 
to use detailed crime analysis as the principle means to direct 
patrol activities. In effect, New H~ven dropped most of its 
random preventive patrol activities and replaced them with 
crime-specific directed patrol tactics. 

In many respects, the working concepts of the Kansas 
City and South Central Connecticut programs are similar. 
Both resulted from dissatisfactl.on with the ineffectiveness of 
preventive patrol, and both use crime analysis to deploy officers 

5 Banford, East Haven, Hamden, Milford, North Haven, and 
West Haven. 
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and direct activities. Three important distinctions, however, can 
be made. First, Kansas City has developed a catalogue of 
crime prevention, deterrence, and apprehension oriented patrol 
tactics as part of its directed patrol program, whereas South 
Central Connecticut has focused primarily upon deterrence 
and saturation patrol tactics. 

Second, although both programs have attempted to 
create blocks of uninterrupted patrol time; their approaches 
have been different. Kansas City has developed a rather ela
borate system for prioritiz:f.ng service calls which includes 
stacking as well as telephone, station huuse, and mail-in 
reports. South Central Connecticut haa achieved similar results 
by giving directed patrol assignments the highest priority. 
Directed patrol can be interrupted only for a limited number 
of emergency calls and for ~erious on-scene incidents. 

Finally, Kansas City has emphasized decentralized 
planning and has made the sergeant the focus for managing 
the directed patrol program. Although program planners in 
Ne.t.; Haven intend to decentralize some of the directed patrol 
decisions to sergeants, the program was implemented and has 
operated with a very limited amount of participation by officers, 
sergeants and watch commanders. However, the directed patrol 
programs in Branford, East Haven, Hamden, Milford, North Haven, 
and West Haven, unlike New Haven, were planned and have operated 
with 3 considerable amount of participation by sergeants and 
officers.6 

l~ Program Elements 

Although New Haven and each of the suburban commun
ities have adopted the same principles in developing their 
programs, each department has adapted the system to meet the 
needs of their co~nunity. At the heart of the directed deterrent 
program is the 'l'Ggiona't'ty-suPPoi'!'l;ed compute!' and c!'ime in!o'l'
mation aystam. All of the departments in the region regularly 
enter and retrieve workload, crime, and suspect information 
from New Haven's police computer system. The computer system 
is capable of providing neighborhood-specific crime maps, 
detailed crime analysis reports by location, time of day, 
and day of vleek, and patrol unit activity reports. The latter 

i ' 

6 For a description of the New Haven program, see: 
pirected Deterrent Patrol, available from the Police Depart
men.t. Innovative Patrol Op.,erations describes the program in 
the smaller suburban cornmun:l.ties and is available from the 
South Central Connocticut Supervisory Board in New Haven. 
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has been particularly useful in determining the amount of 
committed and non-committed patrol time and in planning the 
amount of time that can be used for directed deterrent patrol. 

Exhibit 32 illustrates the process used by the New 
Haven department to plan directed deterrent patrols. Highlights 
of the syst'em are the selection of target crimes and appropriate 
tactics, preparation of written, step-by-step instructions 
for uniform patrol to follow, and collection of officer feedback 
about the directed patrol run. The planning and implementation 
cycle usually takes 28 days; however, once a deterrent run 
has been prepared and added to the department's tactical library, 
it can be reactivated in a much shorter time period. 

EXHIBIT 32 

DIREarED DETERRENT PATROL PLANNING CYCLE 

1 

COLLE(!T 
EN'1'ER ~ 
DATA 

WLI:IW 1 ~t, 
I'l\lOH I'LlUOII 

11 

MONITOR AND 
EVALUATE 

D-RUNS 

t~I:IJ:ll 1=', 
NEiU I'E!U I1Il 

10 

DISPATCH 
D-RUNS 

WEF.KS 1-4 
NEx'r PERIOD 

rt-

2 :3 

PREPARE ANALYZE 
REPORTS DATA 

I........ 

WEEK 1 WEEK 2 

. 

9 8 

PREPAttE AND DISTRIBU'rE 
DISTRIBUTE D-ltUNS '1'0 
CRnm DATA PA'rROL 
'1'0 l'ATnOL 
(WIIICERS 

Ol~nCEns 

WgEK 3 OR 4 WEEK 4 
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WEEK 2 
5 

WRITE UP 
D-RUNS 

WEEK 3 
6 

TEST D-RUNS 

WEEK 3 
7 

APPROVE 
D-RUNS 

WEEK 3 1 



Although each of the departments has adopted a planning 
cycle similar to that illustrated in Exhibit 32 and each has 
instituted a planning team of patrol administrators, manager$3 
and officers, the departments have adopted a wide range of 
operational responses. In New Haven, the directed deterrent 
runs (D-runs) have focused upon suppressible street and property 
crimes. The principal method for attacking these crimes hds 
been highly visible saturation patrol by uniformed patrol 
officers. To do this, officers are relieved cf their service 
call responsibility while on a D-run and are dispatched on 
a D-run by communications personnel. Patrol sergeants and 
watch commanders have played only a small role in planning 
and implementing the D-run activity. 

The directed patrol program in each of the suburban 
communities illustrat.es variations on the theme of analyzing 
problems and developing appropriate tactics. Although street 
crime and burglary have been the principal probiem targeted, 
these communities have also targeted and successfully addressed 
vandalism and traffic problems. In addition, the departments 
have used the workload analysis to develop more flexible ap
proaches to deploying officers. Hamden and East Haven, for example, 
have abandoned equal shift staffing in favor of a deployment 
pattern that matches the number of officers on each shift 
to the patrol workload. Other departments in the area are 
using temporal workload analysis to support their attempts 
to drop inefficient equal shift staffing clauses from their 
union contracts. 

Some of the departments have radically altered 
beat boundaries to conform to workload patterns. East Haven 
has abandoned its beats completely and uses daily crime and 
workload analysis to direct all patrol activities. In addition, 
East Haven has adopted a split patrol force by using some 
units. to handle service calls while the remainder are assigned 
exclusively to directed patrol activities. This has enabled 
patrol officers to engage in covert apprehension oriented 
activities that sometimes require large blocks of uninterrupted 
time. In sum, the programs supported by the South Central 
Connecticut Criminal Justice Supervisory Bdard have demonstrated 
the diverse options departments have when developing a program 
based upon careful problem analysis. 

2. Program Imple~entation 

One of the more interesting features of the directed 
deterrent program in the New Haven area has been the invol.vement 
of the Regional. superviaopY Board. The Board supported dev
elopment df the directed deterrent program in New Haven and 
has played a very active role in assisting the smaller suburban 
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communities to adopt and adapt the program to their individual 
needs. Some of this assistance has been in the form of LEAA 
grants. But perhaps more important has been -the day-to-day 
planning support provided to the smaller departments by the 
regional planners. This planning support ranges from assistance 
in using the regional criminal justice computer system and 
interpreting workload and crime data provided by the system 
to helping departments set up planning teams to develop directed 
patrol activities. The supervisory board has enabled seven 
communities in the region to implement directed patrol programs 
and plans to initiate similar projects in other communities 
in the region. 

The o~ganization of pZanning teams by the suburban 
departments has been a key ingredient in developing directed 
patrols. Because the planning team includes command personnel 
as well as the patrol officers, most affected by the directed 
patrol, it has enhanced program commitment anel acceptance. 
Continued use of the planning teams and the p,eriodic rotation 
of personnel onto the team is building eaeli department's ability 
to engage in continuous operational plannin.~~". In addition, 
the planning team has enabled the smaller departments, which 
do not have fulltime planning groups, to systematically and 
regularly analyze and plan patrol operations. 

The planning team approach and the directed patrol 
program in the South Central Connecticut area has rAached 
the point where the program is stable and can be easily imple
mented by other departments. Regional planners will support 
implemention of the program in the remaining communities 
in the region during the next year. In addition, the easy 
transferability of the directed patrol program can be attested 
to by the experience of Fort Madison, Iowa. 

Several personnel from the Fort Madison Police Depart
ment and planners from the South Central Iowa Crime Commission 
in Fairfield, Iowa, visited the South Central Connecticut 
region and have successfully implemented a directed patrol 
program in Fort Madison. This experience represents one of 
the few successful examples of technology transfer that we 
observed while visiting numero.us departments in preparing 

. this document on patrol. tt ·S'Uggeststhat the. South Central 
Connecticut directed patrol model can be effectively implemented 
in a new setting without major program development efforts. 

D. Patrol Emphasis Program: Cleveland Heights, Ohio 

The Cleveland Heights PEP program is one of the most com
prehensive directed patrol efforts undertaken. It has involved the 
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reorganization of both the patrol and detective divisions, the ex
tensive redeployment of officers, the establishment of a new career 
structure, and an underlying concern for the activities of all mo
bile units. An essential element of the program is an ongoing and 
detailed analysis of service call and crime workload patterns. This 
analysis has been used to v'cch officers' schedules to temporal 
and geographic fluctuations in the patrol workload. In addition, 
the Patrol Emphasis Program (PEP) has sought to upgrade the 
importance of high visibility saturation patrol as a police 
tactic. 

1. Program Elements 

The principal element for the reorganization of the 
Cleveland Heights department has been the Z68-hou~ wo~kZoad 
g~ap1z. By recording the month, day, and time of all service 
calls, the department has been able to carefully describe 
fluctuations in the patrol workload. The graph has enabled 
the department to abandon an inefficient equal shift staffing 
system in favor of a deployment scheme that matches available 
personnel to realities of the patrol workload. Although the 
department has not adopted a formalized call prioritization 
system, it has used the l68-hour graph to deploy police personnel 
during peak periods. Patrol officers as well as investigators 
and communications specialists are also scheduled according 
to the graph. 

The redeployment in Cleveland Heights has been accom
panied by a much more agg~e88ive pat~ot p~og~am. Crime analysis 
has been used to identify the times and places that would 
benefit most f~om increased police visiblity and deterrence. 
Highly visible saturation patrol, field interrogations, and 
traffic stops have been used extensively to emphasize police 
omnipresence and to discourage the potential criminal. By 
matching deployment to workload and selectively assigning 
one and two-officer units; the department has tripled the number 
of units assigned to patrol during peak service and crime periods. 
The result has been optimum utilization of police personnel and 
a very effective crime fighting progr\Qm. 

To increase the level of deterrent patrol and to empha
size the value of high visibility, the department has reassigned 
a number of detectives to uniform patrol. The now small centraliZed 
detective division is primarily responsible for long-term investi
gations, case processing, and court preparations. The remainder 
of the detectives are deployed in uniform as a taatiaaZ unit 
that handles the most serious service calls and provides immediate 
investigative service to all crime calls. The uniformed investi
gations in the tactical unit are assigned during peak c.rime hours 
(usually 2 p.m. to 12 a.m.). In addition, they are deployed Olt 

the basis of crime analysis to provide saturation level patrol~ 
in high crime are:as. 
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Clevel:~nd Heights, in addition to restructuring the role 
of their detectives, has also redefined the mission of its 1;l.'affic 
bU1.'eau. The ~epartment has used an aggressive traffic enforce
ment program as a means to increase police visibility and onmipre
sence. In many departments, the traffic bureau works primarily 
between 7 a. m. and 6 p • Ill. tu facilitate traffic flow. In Cleve~land 
Heights, however, traffic cars, especially radar units, are deployed 
primarily betwen 4 p.m. and 2 a.m. -- the period of peak criminal 
activity. The mission of the traffic bureau has been expanded 
to include a crime deterrence and apprehension mission. The 
department has found, for example, that deploying a radar unit to 
a high crime area can be effective in reducing criminal activity. 
In addition, the bureau's high number of traffic stops for moving 
violations has resulted in the apprehension of suspects wanted 
for traffic violations and other criminal activity. 

2. Program Implementation 

The Cleveland Heights experience demonstrates the 
utility of carefully matching deployment to workload. Departments 
may find, however, that what appears to be a realistic and straight
forward approach to deployment may not be so easy to implement 
and sell to patrol officers. Scheduling tends to be one of the 
most sensitive issues faced by patrol commanders. Most officers 
would prefer to work the day shift and deployment systems that 
require more officers to work odd hours -- particularly the evening 
watches -- are not likely to be popular. 

To overcome the resistance to a new schedule and the 
increased deployment between 12 p.m. and 2 a.m., Cleveland Heights 
has provided incentives for officers who would staff this overlay 
shUt. The overlay shift is staffed by senior patrol officers 
and detectives who have been. grouped into a tactical unit. Offi
cers in the tactical unit, unlike other patrol officers, do not 
rotate through the three shifts but are permanently assigned 
to the overlay watch. To encourage officers to work the overlay 
shift, the department has created the appointed position of patrol 
investigator, which carries a $50 per month increment to their base 
pay. In addition, since the cars used by the tactical unit are 
not needed during other periods of the day, the department has 
permitt~d tactical officers who reside in the city to take these 
patrol. cars home. The take-home patrol cal' has been regarded by 
both the department and officers as a fringe benefit. 

In developing efficient deployment systems, departments 
should consider the adoption of similar incentives to attract 
officers to permanently staff the extra pDsitions needed between 
12 a.m. and 2 a.m. Analysis may indicate that it is cheap'er for' 
a department to pay officers extra for working 'the busy evening 
period than it is to maintain an equal shift staffing plan that 
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artificially inflates the number of personnel needed on the night 
2.nd day watches. 

E. Split Patrol: Wilmington, Delaware 

The b~sic goal of the Wilmington split patrol program 
has been to inorease poZice productivity by providing concentrated 
pat~Z covorage in ~ea8 of the community expepiencing high crime 
pates. Like the South Central Connecticut program, Wilmington 
admin:i.strators also wanted to improve patrol eff~ctiveness without 
increasing the number of patrol personnel or patrol costs. 7 
To achieve its goal, Wilmington launched a two-part program 
that involved (1) major changes in the way officers are deployed, 
and (2) the implementation of new patrol tactics. The result 
has been an inc.rease in patrol productivity and a decline in 
criminal activity in the city. 

1. Pt'ogram E~,ements 

Like several directed patrol programs, the Wilmington 
experience was affected by the Kansas City preventive patrol 
experiment and the feeling among patrol administrators that random 
patrol was" not a very effective patrol technique. In addition, 
departmental planners also felt that patrol operations should 
be organized to reflect the dual nature of patrol work. As a 
result, h'i1mington split the patrol force into two groups: 

• a basic patroZ force of 2.L,units that responds 
to calls fo~ service, does random patrol, and 
performs limited amounts of directed activity. 
Thls force is deployed temporally and geographically 
according to the total patrol workload; 

• a structured patroZ force of 16 units which engages 
almost exclusively in directed-crime prevention, 
deterrence, and apprehension activity. Structured 
unHs are deployed and assigned specific acti
vities according to the results of detailed 
crime analysis. In addition, these officers 
respond to serious in-progress criminal complaints 
and perform both uniformed and covert patrols. 

7 Nicholas M. Valiente and James T. Nolan, Wilmington Spli~ 
~l Experiment, Planning Report, (Wilmington, Delaware: 
Wilmington Police Department, 1975). 
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One of the most important factors in establishing 
the split patrol program in Wilmington was the detaiZed wopkZoad 
anaZysis that preceded the program's implementation. Wilmington 
had been deploying an equal number of officers to each shift. 
Using the Patrol Car Allocation Model (PCAM),8 departmental 
administrators were able to develop a deployment scheme that 
effectively matched officers' schedules to workload demands. 
Basically, by eliminating the extreme overstaffing on the night 
watch (12 p.m.-8 a.m.), and the number of officers deployed 
between 8 and 12 a.m., the department has created,a structured 
patrol force that works during peak hours and "concentrates 
upon crime problems. To support the split pa~rol and better 
enable basic uni'ts to handle service calls 'effectively , a call 
prioritization system was also established. Analysis of the 
patrol workload revealed that only 7% of all calls received 
were emergency calls that required an immediate response. 9 
As a result, patrol administrators decid.ed that a large number 
of service calls dj.d not have to be answered immediately and 
could be stacked for up to 45 minutes until a basic patrol 
unit became available. 

An additional refinement to dispatch procedures has 
further increased the efficiency with which service calls are 
handled. Prior to the directed patrol program, dispatchers 
attempted to hold calls until the beat car was available. 
This multi-queue approach to dispatch increased the number 
of units the department needed in order to insure that emergency 
calls were answered quickly. By adopting a single queue or' 
single stacking line for all calls and dispatching officers 
across beat boundaries, it has been possible to decrease the 
amount of out-of'-service time that must be scheduled in order 
to insure an adequate response time. As a result, basic units 
spend more time in-service and less time waiting for the next 
citizen call for service. 

Upgrading the capability of the department's opime 
anaZysis bupeau has also played a major role in supporting 
the Wilmington Program. This unit designs tactics on a daily 
basis for sixteen structured pat.rol units. The crime analysis 
or special operations bureau has become the clearinghouse for 
all crime prevention activities. In addition, it has been 
given the principle responsibility for coordinating efforts 
by the patrol and detective divisions to develop and implement 
deterrence and apprehension oriented tactics. 

Commanders of the special operations bureau, patrol 
division, and detective division meet daily to map out and coor-

8 A description of the PCAM model is found in Chapter 2, p. 56. 

9 Valiente and Nolan, Ope oit' J Chapter 2, p. 27 
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dinate attacks upon specific crime problems. Each morning 
these comrnanders review the previous day's tactical assignments, 
decide whether to condnue, modify, or drop specific tactics. 
The special operations bureau is responsible for updating l4-day 
pin maps for burglaries and robberies~ preparing special crime 
profiles as well as reports on suspicious persons and potential 
suspects. The importance of the crime analysis unit to the 
Wilnrl.ngton program cannot be overestimated. RatheX' than operating 
mel~e7,y as a suppo!'t funation, a!'ime anal,ysis is at the hea!lt 
of patroZ operations in WiZmington. For example, officers 
responsible for crime analysis are also actively involved in 
mt,tking deployment decisions and selecting appropriate strategies 
and tactics. In aum, crime analysis runs the street operations 
of the structured patrol units. 

The tactics used by the Wilmington program focus 
primarily upon deterrence and apprehension. Basia patrol, unitsJ 

when not answering complaints or requests for service, are 
assigned fixed post duties that require only short blocks of 
time and can be interrupted to take service calls. These fixed 
post duties are determined by crime analysis and include: 
(1) monitoring schools at opening and closing times; (2) observing 
disol:derly and nuisance locations; (3) operating radar; (4) 
checking parking violations in problem areas; and (5) doing 
propE~rty checks. When basic patrol units are assigned to fixed 
posts, they are given a description of the problem and suggestions 
on h~w to carry out the assignment. 10 

The tactics implemented by struatured patroZ units 
are based upon detailed crime analysis. Unlike the basic fixed 
post patrol tactics, these tactics require longer periods of 
time to complete and involve some plain clothes, covert acti
vities. High visibility saturation patrols are the primary 
deterrence tactics used by the structured units. Covert patrols 
have been used against commercial and residential burglary 
as well as robbery. Officers use civilian clothes, unmarked 
vehicles, and occasionally taxi cabs, delh'ery trucks, and 
other servicl!~ vehicles. In addition, the department has used 
decoys in areas experiencing high incidents of street crime. 
A particularly successful decoy operation has been the placement 
of "civilian type/! cars with CB units in areas experiencing 
high auto and CB theft. These decoy stake-outs have resulted 
in a number of ar.rests. A similar tactic has been used with 
bicycles. Finally, the structured units have also been assigned 
suspect and location-oriented surveillance missions. 

10 Valiente and Nolan, op. cit., Chapter 2, p. 34. 
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2. Program Implementation 

The implementation of the Wilmington program has 
not been without its problems. Several critical decisions 
by program administrators have played a very important role 
in assuring the success of this major reorganization of patrol 
operations. When the program was first implemented, structured 
patrol officers worked under the command of regular watch com
manders and shift sergeants. In effect, sergeants were res
ponsible for managing both basic and structured patrol units. 
The result was that most sergeants managed structured units 
the same way as basic units and, as a consequence, many of 
the structured patrol tactics were not being implemented. ll 

Two factors may have accounted for the failure of 
regular patrol sergeants and watch commanders to implement 
the structured patrol activities. First, although the Wilmington 
program required patrol supervisors to substantially change 
their management style and become heavily involved in analyzing 
crime data, pinpointing problems, developing tactics, and as
signing officers specific directed patrol duties, they were 
not extensively retrained to be able to handle their new res
ponsibilities. Secondly, it may be very difficult for supervisors 
to manage two different patrol approaches, one that is focused 
upon service call clearance and uniformed patrQI, and another 
which uses a wide range of covert activities. 12 . 

Administrators and evaluators of the Wilmington program 
recognized very early in the project that many of the directed 
patrol tactics were not being utilized. They found that although 
the time was available to initiate a substantial directed patrol 
program, much of the time was being used l ... or random prevent:!:.re 
patrol. To remedy this stagnating situation, the sixteen structured 
patroZ units were pZaced under the command of a singZe patroZ 
sergeant who was famiZiar with the spZit patroZ concept and 
demonstrated an abiZity to use crime anaZysis imaginativeZy 
in depZoying structured patroZ tactics. The result was an 
almost immediate increase in the amount of structured patrol. 
This increase has been accompanied by marked improvements in 
patrol effectiveness. 

Some would argue that Wilmington, in splitting its 
patrol force, has created a specialized patrol unit. This 
view; however, needs to be tempered by at least one consideration. 

11 Kansas City seems to be exp(?riencing similar problems. 

12 Ibid. 
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From the inception of the program, the patrolmanagE!rs were sensitive 
to the problem of elitism th~tt has. sOlIl:etimes accompanied the' 
creation of specialized tact:lcal forces in other department. 
To overeome this probZem~ the department regularly and routinely 
rotates all patrol personnel through the struetured patrol 
unit. Aside from eliminating the elitism problem, rota.tion 
has the advantage of faw~liarizing patrol officers with crime 
analysis and a wide range of tactics and operational procedures 
that regular patrol officers seldom encounter. In addition, 

'by giving every patrol officer an opportunity to work in the 
stru.ctured unit and engage in more "crime-fighting" activity, 
patrol administrators believe they have raised the morale of 
the patrol division and decreased the des1.re of many officers 
to get out of patrol and into investigatioin. 
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CHAPTER 6 

IMPLEMENTING A DIRECTED PATROL PROGRAM 

• In some departments, watch commanders and first 
line supervisors have been reluctant and sometimes 
unable to carry out the crime analysis and planning 
responsibilities thrust upon them by directed 
patrol. The result has been that programs have 
floundered until administrators and planners were 
able to devise other strategies to fill the leader
ship void. 

• In several departments, the investigative and 
traffic bureaus have opposed directed patrol 
programs because patrol offic!ers were encouraged 
to take a more active role in investigations 
and in developing problem solving approaches 
to traffic problems. 

• The use of covert operational tactics, especially 
stake-outs and dec:oys, by patrol officers has 
antagonized investigative commanders. The conflict 
has been intensified by the success these patrols 
have had in supp:tessing crime and apprehending 
offenders. 

• Efforts by patr'Jl administrators to gain more 
control over dispatch policy and the incor
poration of dispatch into the patrol division 
or field operations bureau, in spite of its 
merits, is likely to be resisted by commanders 
in charge of communications. 

• In one department, efforts to decentralize 
decision-making and encourage patrol officers 
to take more initiative has tended to alienate 
other divisional commanders who rely upon the 
traditional para-military model of organization 
and supervision. ' 

The approach of this report has been to analyze some 
organizational and procedural aspects of police work and to in
dicate how adjustments in operational procedures can affect both 
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the efficiency and effective of patrol. The approach has been 
largely an empirical one: data has b~en collected, analyzed, gnd 
used to illustrate the benefits of various deployment 1 problem 
analysis, and operational techniques. As a consequence of this 
analysis, a number of specific recommendations to improve patrol 
have been offered. In addition, several case studies were included 
in Chapter 5 to il1us trate how departments have used the vl~,rious 
organizational and operational recommendations to implement di
rected patrol programs. Although this report is about "how to 
conduct patrol operations", equally important is the concern of 
how to implement change, How a department implements change pro
foundly affects the degree of success it will have in getting a 
program from the planning stage to the street. 

Before undextaking the organizational and operational 
recommendations suggested in this document on patrol. ad~in
istrators will need to carefully assess the probable impact 
of any changes upon their department. Although this volume 
is focused upon what departments can do to improve patrol pro
ductivity, our review of a number of directed patrol programs 
strongly suggests that pro~ram changes, even small and seemingly 
common sense changes, are much easier to plan than to implement 
succes:.::fully. 

The goal of this chapter is to describe briefly the 
complexity of the patrol system and to h.tgh1ight some of the 
many organizational and human problems th~t patrol administrators 
have faced in implementing directed patrol programs. In addition, 
a number of specific suggestions are made that can greatly faci
litate the implementation of an innovative patrol program. 

This chapter has been divided into two sections. 
The first section provides an overview of the patrol system 
and illustrates the kinds of decisions patrol administrators 
must make in designing a direct-ed patrol program. This dis(!ussion 
will enable administrators and planners to begin to ask basic 
questions about how a directed patrol program might affect their 
department. The second section addresses critical problems 
of organizational change and recommends a number of thingr~ patrol 
administrators can do to facilitate the implementation of. a 
successful directed patrol program. 

A. The Patrol Sys~em and Organizational Change 
.. 

Exhibit 33 displays the various elements of the patrol 
system that planners and administrators must deal with when con
templating the implementation of a new patrol program. The exhibit 
identifies the various goals and tactical objectives of patrol. 
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E.XHIBIT 33 
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These are the guiding principles that administrators have used to 
organize patrol operations. Although the overall goals apply to 
all divisions of a department, the tactical objectives refer pri
marily to patrol operations. It is through the manipulation of 
patrol resources, organizational supports, and operational acti
vities that a department seeks to realize its tactical objectives, 
e.g., desired level of patrol visiblitYt patrol movement, response 
time, and service. By realizing its tactical objectives, the 
patrol division thereby contributes to the attainment of the overall 
goals of the department,l 

Because pollee patrol is such a complex amalgam of 
resources and activities, implementing a new program is not 
an easy task. Whether a department decides merely to alter 
its deployment patterns or to adopt all of the recommendations 
contained in yolume I of this document, administrators will 
encounter a number of organizational and human impediments to 
change. Every change that a department undertakes will undoubtedly 
alter the way in which officers, supervisors and patrol admin
istrators work and relate to one another. 

In order to illustrate both the complexity of the patrol 
system and tlle importance of carefully assessing the implications 
of a change in patrol practices, we have chosen to examine what might 
happen if a patrol manager altered a tactical objective, like 
patrol movement. If a patrol administrator were to attempt to 
gain greater control over the way officers patrolled by substituting 
some pre-plannpd patrol activities for random preventive patrol, 
this would require a number of changes in operational activities 
and organizational supports. It might involve upgrading crime 
analysis, proposing new dispatch procedures, and providing addi
tional training for supervisors and officers to enable them to 
engage in crime analysis and patrol planning. In terms of oper
ational activities, a planned or directed patrol program will 
require departments to design specific tasks and decide when and 
under what conditions these prevention, deterrence, aRd apprehension 
activities will be substituted for random patrol. 

Describing the changes recommended in this volume merely 
as operational does not suggest the fundamental, far-reaching 
nature of these changes. Although they are operational, it is 
important to emphasize that they will dramatically affect what 
officers do, the way they do their work, and how they relate to 

). A more complete description of the patrol system and a 
thorough discussion of the interrelationships between patrol 
resources, activities, support systems; tactics, objectives, 
and, goals, is contained in: Theodore H. Schell, Traaitionat 
P:t'eventive Patrol.: An Anal.ytiaaZ F:t'amework and JudgementaZ 
AsaeaswentJ (Washington, D.C.: University City Science Center, 
1976); available in microfiche or on loan in hard copy from 
the National 'Criminal Justice Reference Service, P.O. Box 
24306, Washington, D.C. 20024. 
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one another. As a consequence, when making adjustments in the 
various elements of the patrol system, adrninisttdtors will also 
need to consider the context within which the patrol system operates. 

Our review of directed patrol programs has indicated 
that two features of the patrol context are critically important 
to the success of the program. The first concerns the relationship 
between the patrol division and other divisions of the department. 

The rather aggressive role that we have proposed for 
patrol in this report may require officers to engage in activi
ties that were formerly the exclusive responsibility of communi
cations/dispatch, traffic, investigative, or crime prevention 
units. If this is the case, changes in patrol will generate keen 
concern and, perhaps, open hostility from other divisions of the 
department. At the very least, program planners must be aware of 
these problems during the planning stages of the program. If con
flict develops, administrators mUElt be prepart:'!d to justify changes 
in patrol responsibilities to other divisional commanders as well 
as to the Chief. 

The second and no less sj.gnlficant problem is the effect 
program changes will have upon patrol personnel, especially 
first-line supervisors and officers. Directed patrol will require 
officers to make substantial modifications in the way they do 
their job. Although most of th~ directed patrol activities we 
have suggested are familiar to officers, the way they are assigned 
and carried out adds a new routine to the patrol process. Finally, 
if program planning and task assignments are decentralized, ser
geants, and then officers, will find more of their time consumed 
in crime analysis, squad planning, tactical development, and 
evaluation of the effect of various patrol activities. 

Patrol administrators and planners will deed to consider 
the new demands being placed upon their patrol personnel and 
develop tralning and advisory supports to insure complete program 
implementation. Members of the department wil.l need to adapt 
themselves to the various elements of a directed patrol pro-
gram. This adaption will require: 

• Aaaeptance by fi:l'Bt- 'tine Bupe!'viso;rs of new 
analysis and management responsibilities. 
Supervisors will need to analyze area 
crime and tr.affic problems, and then 
develop geographic and time-specific 
directed patrol activities. An increaRed 
responsibility must also be borne by super
visors for assessing the impact of directed 
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activitie~ and evaluating officers on 
how W'el1 they adapt to directed patrol 
assignments. 

• Acceptance by patPOZ officep8 of directed 
patrol activities and new schedules and 
shift assignments that match actual workload 
demands. The loss of free or random 
patrol time and the acceptance vf new 
performance evaluation standards that comple
ment the directed patrol program are pri
mary considerations. 

• Aaceptance by aonm.unication8/d1,,~l!atch 
pepsonnet of increased control by the 
patrol division over dispatch policy, 
workload prioritization schemes, and the 
development of alternative call response 
patterns. 

• Acceptanoe by investigative personnet 
of aggressive efforts by patrol officers 
to complete more detailed preliminary 
investigations, engage in area witness 
canvasses, and perform some non-uniformed 
covert patrol activities. 

• Acceptance by traffic, crime prevention, 
and community retations personnet of the 
more aggressive role patrol officers will 
play in performing these activities as 
part of their directed patrol assignments. 

Program administrators need to be aware of how increased 
respons1bilities will affect the patrol division as well as other 
departmental units. Howet'e!', these impacts shoutd not be used as an 
"excuse" fop pejeating a di!'eated patrot program. Program develop
ment and program implementation are difficult tasks, but ~he benefits 
a department can expect from a directed patrol program outweigh the 
problems encountered during a program' s im~llementation. In some 
departments, although directed patrol has t'adically altered patrol 
officers' schedules, assignments, and responsibilities, it has con
tributed substantially to an increased sense of mission, and morale 
among patrol personnel. This has been especially true in Cleveland 
Heights and Wilmington, where police effectiveness has been improved 
and officers have come to enthusiastically support the program. 
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B. Facilitating Program Implementation 

We have sununarized some of the more important steps adlIdn
istrators can take to insure a smooth and orderly development of 
a directed patrol program. 

1. Participatory Planning 

It is helpful to let patrol personnel who will be affected 
be the change participate in the process of planning and development. 
This provides them with a sense of involvement and commitment 
to the project's success. It gives the officers an opportunity 
to voice their concerns and reservations froin the outset, and it 
allows the planning process to benefit from the ideas and advice 
of experienced patrol officers and supervisors. Kansas City and 
the communities of South Central Connecticut have made extensive 
use of planning teams comprised of patrol administrators, planners, 
managers, and officers to plan their programs and develop day-to
day directed patrol assignments. 

2. Officer Training 

It is important that all officers be re-trained to carry 
out the directed patrol program. Training should be designed to 
relieve uncertainties about the project and to provide all personnel 
with reasons for particular changes and how the changes will affect 
their jobs. In addition, the training must provide officers with 
the basic skills needed to implement directed patrol assignments. 
San Diego, for example, undertook an extensive training program 
prior to implementing Community Oriented Policing. 

3. Supervisor Training 

Special technical and motivational training should be given 
to first-line supervisors. Their cooperatiOtl can be a critical 
factor in successful project implementation. Several departments 
have encountered serious implementation problems because insufficient 
attention was paid to defining sergeants' responsibilities and in-

I 
structing them in their new duties. &lY program that attempts to 
decentralize decision-making and expects first-line supervisors to 
adopt new analysis, management, and planning styl~s will require 
sergeants to undergo extensive re-training. This training must 
emphasize the new management and planning responsibilities to be 
borne by the first-line supervisors. 

4. Program Responsibility 

Individual responsibility for the entire project and 'its 
various components should be clearly established from the beginning. 
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This will erulance individual accountability for the performance 
of particular tasks. Connnand and supervisory personnel should be 
strict in their demands for cooperation in the project and compliance 
with its operational guidelines. Positive incentives can be offered 
by giving special recognition to officers who perform with particular 
distinction. 

5. Performance Monitoring 

A system for monitoring proj ect performance should be es,:", c. 

tab1ished and be fully operational prior to implementation. Care-
ful project monitoring provides a means of quickly identifying existent 
and emerging problems. A department should be willing and able 
to make necessary adjustments as problems develop. It is unwise 
to become locked into all the particulars of a project. Difficulties 
inevitably arise during implementation, and the overall effectiveness 
of a project should not be jeopardized by an unbending connnitment 
to particular project components. The monitoring systems in Kansas 
City and New Haven have enabled program managers to identify problems 
early and take timely remedial action. 

6. Outside Assistance 

Contacting departments which have developed similar projects 
can be helpful in anticipating and overcoming implementation problems. 
Their experiences can be an invaluable source of guidance and direc
tion. In addition, departments can avoid the heavy developmental 
costs of new programs by reviewing, adapting, and borrowing patrol 
techniques that other departments are using successfully. Fort 
Madison, Iowa, in a short time and with only minimal start-up costs, 
was able to institute a directed patrol program after reviewing 
the programs in South Central Connect:i.cut. 

7. "Political" Considerations 

It should be recognized that the process of developing 
and implementing changes and innovations in patrol can be and often 
is highly political. In an ideal world, all the member's of a de
partment would willingly cooperate in efforts to improve patrol 
productivity, with conf1icc arising only when there are honest 
differences of opinion. In reality, however, projects are often 
viewed as benefiting some groups or individuals more than others, 
and the relative sense of gain or loss can have significant conse-' 
quences for implementation. In implementing a new project, it 
is important to consider how it will be affected by the internal 
political realities of a department as well as opinions of individual 
officers. Patrol administrators may consider the use of monetary 
and achievement incentives to stimulate the acceptance of new pro-
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grams. Hilmington, for example, has gained acceptance for its re
deployment and directed patrol program and increased officer morale 
by permitting officers to participate in specialized patrol operations. 
The selective use of pay incentives and take-home cars by Cleveland 
Heights has created enthusiasm for the redeployment of a select 
number of officers to staff the tactical patrol units during the 
evening and early morning hours. Most of the officers now deployed 
as uniformed patrol investigators were formerly a part of the 
detective division. 

8. Public Education 

Some changes in patrol practices, such as prioritization 
of calls for serv:Lce and deferred response practices, may require 
re-education of the public prior to implementation. Call prioriti
zation, phone reports, and walk-in reports have been used successfully 
by a number of departments. However, it would be useful to explain 
the policies and changes to the community and inform citizens of 
the ways in which call prioritization will enhance the effective-
ness of their police department. Kansas City preceded its call 
prioritization program with a public education program. In addition, 
dispatchers have been careful to acquire the citizen's acceptanc.e 
of stacking procedures before delaying a response. 

9. Performance Evaluation 

Departments should develop an officer performance 
evaluation system that takes into account the major elements of 
the directed patrol program. Since directed patrol requires officers 
to match their activities to community problems and frequently 
to implement new tactics, the rewards system of the department 
should be changed to reinforce the new pro~ram. This is particularly 
true for sergeants and watch commanders who will be required to 
design deployment strategies and tactics based upon workload and 
crime information. Instead of rating officers onZy on how well 
they handle street incidents, patrol administrators will need to 
carefully monitor their analysis, planning, and management con
tributions. Developers of the San Diego program recognized that 
community oriented policing made new demands upon both supervisors 
and officers, and, as a result, developed a performance evaluation 
system to complement these changes. 
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CHAPTER 7 

PROGRAM EVALUATION 

Evaluation should be an integral part of any effort to 
improve patrol productivity. It provides the only valid and relia
ble means of identifying the results of changes in patrol operations 
and assessing the effects of different project components. Evaluation 
should be viewed not only as a research tool designed to maximize 
the extent to which a project is achieving its stated goals and 
objectives, but also as a vitaZZy impoptant management tooZ whiah 
~ZZows patpoZ administpatops to detePmine the extent to whiah a 
pPOjeat is aatuaZZy being impZemented on the stpeet. By using 
evaluation in the latter way, it facilitates the early identification 
of implementation problems and suggests ways of coping with these 
problems • 

Experimental or quasi-experimental evaluations which 
are designed to analyze cause and effect relationships can be tremen
dously complex and expensive. However, this is not the place for 
a detailed discussion of highly sophist~cated research techniques. 1 
Here we present only some relatively simple, straightforward, and 
inexpensive evaluation procedures. In most cases, these procedures 
rely on data which are either routinely collected or which could 
be easily collected. In addition, these techniques can be used 
by departmental personnel who have had little special training 
or experience in evaluation research. In fact, the evaluation 
designs suggested in this chapter can be routinely used by watch 
conunanders. 

1 A good overview of evaluation :Ls contained in: Carol H. Weiss, 
Evaluation Research: Methods for Assessing Program Effectiveness 
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1972). Evaluation 
designs specific to law enforcement include: E. Albright, et aZ., 
Evaluation in Criminal Justice Programs: Guidelines and Examples 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973); and 
M.D. Maltz, Evaluation of Crime Control Programs (Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972). In addition, evaluative 
assessments of various police programs are contained in the National 
Evaluation Program reports: Theodore H. Schell, et aZ., Traditional 
Preventive Patrol - Phclse I Sununary Report (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
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The development of evaluation procedures should take 
place during the planning stage of a patrol project. This ,~ill 
facilitate the smooth collection of data, the timely preparation 
of evaluation reports, and the generation of background data against 
which to judge a project's impact. It will also enable administrators 
to closely monitor a project's progress from the very outset. 
The most important part of the evaluation of patrol operations 
is the development of an effective data collection, storage, and 
retrieval system. An evaluation can only be as good as the information 
on which it is based. Records should be kept on all measurable 
aspects of a patrol project. It is especially important that separate 
records be maintained for different types of directed patrol acti
vities. This will allow evaluators to compare their relative effec
tiveness and efficiency. 

Two basic types of measures are generally employed in 
an evaluation: process and outcome measures. Proaess measures 
are used to gauge' the extent to which a planned program is actually 
being implemented. In most cases, process measures are merely tallies 
of activities carried out and the time spent conducting these acti
vities. Although they tell program managers what is being done, 
they do not indicate ho't-1 effective the operations are. Examples 
of some process measures would be a simple count of the number 
of hours devoted to directed patrol activities, the number of security 
checks, the number of hours of saturation patrol, the number of 
area investigative canvasses, and the amount of time devoted to 
crime prevention activities. 

Too frequently, program administrators have ignored process 
measures when designing program evaluations. This is a serious 
omission that can radically affect the implementation of new programs. 
Process measures, by providing feedback on the extent to which 
a program is being implemented, p.:ovide valuable guidance to pr.ogram 
managers. These measures have enabled patrol administrators to 
identify directed patrol program elements that were not being fully 
implemented. Events in New Haven and Wilmington illustrate the 
vCl1tte of collecting information about program implementation • 

• Shortly after New Haven implemented its directed 
deterrent patrol program, administrators ascer
tained, by a simple activity count, that dispatchers 

Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administation, 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justic.e, 1976); 
and William G. Gay, et a~ . .t Neighborhood Team Policing - Pha~ 
Summary Report (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Justice, 
La,., Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Institute of 
Law Enforcement' and Criminal Justice, 1977). 
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were cancelling a large number of dj,rected 
assignments. As a result, program planners 
developed new dispatch rules that insured in
itiation and completion of nearly all directed 
patrol assignments. 

• By carefully monitoring the extent to which 
first-line supervisors were using crime analysis 
to develop and deploy structured patrol units, 
Wilmington administrators discovered that few 
directed patrol assignments were being made. 
Structured patrol officers were answering service 
calls and doing random patrol as if the split 
patrol program had not been implemented. As 
a result, to insure implementation of the split 
patrol program, all structured officers were 
placed under the supervision of one sergeant. 
The result has been a marked increase in directed 
patrol. 

Outoome measures are used to determine the impact of 
a program and to indicate hoW well a program is achieving its 
goals and objectives. These are the measures that have generally 
been used by police to gauge their department's effectiveness. 
Although departments have tended to focus upon outcome measures, 
like apprehensions, clearances, traffic violations, and 'reported 
crimes, these are only a few of the outcome measures that can 
be used. In judging a directed patrol program, administrators 
might also consider cost or productivity indicators as well as 
the impact of the program upon community satisfaction and officer 
morale. 

The principal concern in this chapter is to describe 
some basic outcome measures that can be used to assess the crime 
fighting potential of directed patrol programs. Examples of 
some of these measures would be changes in the level of suppres
sible crimes, the number of apprehensions, the number of traffic 
accidents in areas where traffic problems have been a directed 
patrol target, and the cost effectiveness of various directed 
tactics. Although we will not suggest that departments undertake 
extensive officer or community attitude surveys to gauge the 
reaction of these populations to the program, administrators 
should be at'1are of officer and community attitudes toward the 
program and be prepared to take corrective action. Finally, 
although the following sections of this report discuss process 
and outcome measures separately, they are frequently used in 
conjunction with one another. In faot~ it is ne~ty impossibZe 
to determine the effeotive,>t~ss of a p1'og1'am 01' its speoifio eZements 
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unZess information about program i~pZementation as defined by 
proaess measures is aZso anaZyzed. 

A. Evaluating Workload Management Procedures 

The deployment and workload management mechanisms 
described in this document a~~ primarily administrative 
procedures designed to report the implementation of directed 
patrol tactics and are evaluated p~imarily by process measures. 
The objectives of these procedures have been to insure peak 
office!:' availability during busy periods, create "blocks of patrol 
time" long enough to permit directed patrol activities, and equalize 
the workload among watches ~nd officers. 

The information needed to evaluate the efficiency of 
a department's deployment system is contained in Chapter 2. 
Basically, patrol managers should strive to schedule patrol offi
cers so that as the service call workload increases, the amount 
of time available for preventive patrol increases proportionally. 
This will insure that sufficient time is available during busy 
periods to handle service calls and to perform directed patrol 
activities. If, for example, the number of service calls handled 
during a shift is 44% of the daily total, than approximately 
44% of the directed patrol time should also be available during 
that shift. 

Although some departments have used response time 
to adjust deployment patterns, we think the time available for 
directed patrol activities is more adequate for two reasons. 
First, response time as a mesure of patrol effectiveness is 
appropriate to only a small percentage of the service call workload 
(10-20%) which requires an innnediate, emergency response. Most 
calls can be answered on a delayed basis, and for these calls 
response time is an inappropriate measure. Second, concentrating 
upon minimizing response time has led many patrol connnanders 
to neglect the development and initiation of directed patrol 
tactics. 

Assuming that a department has deployed officers effi
ciently, further manipulation of the patrol workload can be 
achieved by prioritizing service calls and directing patrol assign
ments. Simple counts of the number of emergency responses and 

2 For a discussion of the important role process measures 
play in program evaluation, see: William G. Gay, et aZ.~ Ope ait.~ 
pp. 38-40. 
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delayed service calls provide an indication of how completely 
call prior.itization policy is being followed. If problems develop, 
analysts can review call priority assignments to identify dis
crepanc:I.es between a call's classification and the way dispatchers 
actually assigned the call. The general goal of prioritization 
is to gain cont~ol over when calls will be responded to so that 
"blocks of patrol time" can be created. These blocks of time 
are absolutely essential for the implementation of directed 
patrol activities. In prioritizing workload m~nagement, patrol 
managers will need to know the number and duration of the blocks 
of time available for directed patrol tactics. In general, 
a department should strive to create several 30 to 45 minute 
"blocks of time" during each shift when an officer can engage 
in directed patrol activities. 

In addition to analyzing the availability of blocks 
of patrol time, departments w'ould be wise t,o evaluate the impact 
of call prioritization and phone and walk-in report systems upon 
citizens attitudes toward the police. Unlike the process measure 
above, these attitudinal measures are outcome measures. The 
effects of changes in deployment and response policies on a 
connnunity's satisfaction with its patrol services can be at 
least partially gauged by counting the number of citizen complaints 
and comparing them with the number of complaints received during 
a similar time period prior to the change in policy. If a large 

.number of complaints are received, a survey of citizens whose 
calls were not responded to immediately or were handled entirely 
over the telephone could be made. This would allow patrol com
manders to gauge the magnitude of the complaints, identify specific 
dispatch problems, and develop additional dispatch procedures 
to ensure citizen confidence. 

? 
B. Evaluating Directed Patrol Activities J 

The process measures that apply to directed patrol 
activities are designed mainly to measut'e the extent to which 
specific activities are actually being implemented. In general, 
they will tell patrol administrators the time a tactic was imple
mented, the number of activities implemented, and the amount 
of time used by the officers to carry out each activity. Exhibit 34 
presents a format. by which process information about directed 
patrol activities can be collected, as well as the time spent 
in call-for-service, administrative, and personal assignments. 

3Evaluation of the effects of directed patrol activities 
will rely primarily upon measures of deterrents, apprehension, 
service delivery, community satisfaction and recovery ,of stolen 
goods. For a more detailed discussion of the reliability and 
validity of available measures '.see: Theodore H. Schell, op. 
cit.. ~ Chapter 1. 
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EXHIBIT 34 

DIRECTED PATROL ACTIVITY LOG, 

Officer ___________________ Location __________________ Date ____ __ 

Directed Activity Number Number ~~ime Time 
Calls for Service Assigned Completed Initiated Used 

Crime Prevention: 
Community education 
Security survey 
Property marking 
Neighborhood 

watch 

Subtotal I 

Crime Deterrence: 
Directed patrol 
Saturation patrol 
Field interroga-

tion 

Subtotal 

Criminal Apprehension: 
Decoys & stake-outs 
Suspect identifica-

tion 
Suspect search 

Subtotal 
-

Residual Activities~ 
Random patrol 
Administrative 
Personal 

Subtotal 

TOTAL: I 
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This form is designed for use by individual patrol officers. 
However, :I.t could also be used by sergeants and watch conunanders 
to monitor directed activity for an entire watch. 

Although the process data yields no informat:i.on about 
the effectiveness of the process elements, when this information 
is compared to crime rate and other outcome data, it can become 
a tool for analyzing the impact of particular p~tro1 tactics. 
In addition, requiring patrol officers to record their directed 
activities requires them to be more aware of what they. are doing 
and indicates the high level of concern that patrol managers 
have for the program. 

The goals of directed patrol are to prevent and deter 
crime and to apprehend offenders. In order to judge a program's 
effectiveness, administrators will need to collect outaome measures 
that analyze how crime patterns have changed because of directed 
patrol activities. It should be cautioned that none of the measures 
listed below are infallable. Crime rates, for example, are affected 
by law enforcement activities as well as changing social and 
economic conditions, and the willingness of citizens to report 
crime. In spite of these limitations, attempts to compare crime 
trends both before and after a program is established and between 
program and similar non-program comparison areas can provide 
administrators with valuable feedback about prog~am effectiveness. 

The effectiveness of prevention and deterrence activities 
is difficult to measure, since there is no way to judge the number 
of crimes that did not take place as a result of police activities. 
In spite of this insurmountable p~oblem, departments have tradi
tionally used changes in the reported crime rate as a surrogate 
measure to ev~luate program effectiveness. As a result, evaluators 
have counted the number of suppressible crimes that have occurred 
to measure prevention and deterrence rather the number of crimes 
th/;lt have been deterred. The one exception to this procedure 
he.s been the attempt to evaluate the impact of target hardening 
crime plevention measures. By counting the number of attempted 
burglaries that have been foiled by improved door and lock systems, 
it is possible to estimate the prevention value of security-focused 
crime prevention programs. 

Two aommonZy-used /Jays to measure arime trends have 
been to aompare arime data before and after program impZementation 
and between a directed patroZ area and a aomparison area potiaed 
in the traditionaZ way. When these methods are used, anc'llysts 
expect that crime rates in directed patrol areas will change 
more favorably than rates in the comparison areas. 

Exhj.bit ;35 illustrates the temporal and spatJ.al evalua
tion design described above. Examination of this hypothetical 
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data indicates that commercial burglary in the directed patrol 
atea declined after the program began) and that there were fewer 
burglari<:s in the directed area th~n the comparison area. This 
data would 8e2m to indicate the program was effective in suppres
sing commerical burglaries. If the reported crime rate in the 
directed and comparison areas remained stable over the two-year 
period, administrators could probably conclude the program had 
little effect. Similar kinds of comparative analysis can be 
performed to assess the effect of directed patrol upon other 
suppressible crime and traffic conditions. Small agencies 
that implemented directed patrol programs throughout their entire 
community can compare the r~ported crime rates in similar sur
rounding communities which use traditional patrol methods to 
judge the comparative impact of. their directed patrol programs. 

At the very least, departments should adopt compa~ative 
evaluation procedures similar to those in Exhibit 35 (page 162) to 
chart crime trends. Once established, the procedure can be done 
in a short time, is easily interpreted, and is a valuable guide 
for deploying directed patrol activities. Finally, trend analysis 
can graphically demonstrate to patrol officers the merit of planned 
and directed aSSignments based upon crime pattern analysis. 

The m:ime trend analysis prescribed in Exhibit 35 is 
the starting place for more detailed and specific evaluation 
techniques. To pinpoint more carefully the impact of a program, 
evaluators may want to assess program elements in more detail. 
For example, in most cases directed tactics are used only in 
selected areas or during specific times. If this is the case, 
evaluators should confine their analysis to the target times 
and target areas, rather than the entire community. In other 
cases, evaluators might want to assess the impact of a particular 
tactic. If this occurs, it would be necessary to use that tactic 
by itself :.n one area and then compare changes in reported crime 
with other areas of the community where the tactic is not being 
used. 

Finally, evaluators may want to consider the impact of 
directed patrol tactics upon displacement. It has frequently been 
argued that prevention and deterrence oriented tactics merely 
displace crime rather than reduce it. Displacement can take 
place in three ways: criminals may change the geographic area 
in which they operate; the times of day when they work; or the 
type of criminal activity they engage ~U. To analyze crime 
displacement, evaluators should monitor crime rates in areas 
adjacent to areas where directed patrols are operating. Crime 
rates should also be monitored for the hours when directed patrol 
tactics are not being used and for changes in the incidence of 
non-target crimes. 
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Basically, evaluation requires administrators to keep 
accurate information about the number of suppressible crimes, 
the time of occurrence, and the plac~ of occurrence, as well 
as process data about the use of various tactics. When this 
outcome and process data is recorded, it is possible to prepare 
a large number of crime analysis and evalution reports that examine 
the impacts of specific directed patrol activities upon the 
prevention and deterrence of suppressible crime. 

In summary, the following evaluation strategies can 
be used to assess the deterrent effects of directed patrol tactics: 

• Comparison of the level of reported suppressible 
crimes immediately before, during and after 
the use of directed patrol in a particular 
areCl; 

• Comparison of reported crime rates in one 
area where deterrence-oriented directed patrol 
tactics are being used with rates in a similar 
comparison area which is patrolled randomly; 

• Comparison of officer hours devoted to deter
rence-oriented directed patrol activities 
with changes in the level of reported crime. 
This can be used to estimate the number of 
officer hours per potentially deterred crime. 
This can be compared with similar data from 
an area patrolled randomly. 

2. Criminal Apprehensio~ 

The impact of specific directed patrol activities 
upon apprehensions are much easier to evaluate than are 
attempts to measure prevention and deterrence aspects of patrol. 
Apprehensions are real events that can be counted and evaluated 
both by their number and their quality. Basically, evaluators 
need only to collect information about the number of arrests, 
the number of arrests that pa.ss the first judicial screening, 
and the number of crimes cleared. When this arrest data is 
compa.red to data about directed patrol tactics and information 
about the circumstances of arrest, it can become a very powerful 
tool to evaluate the effectiveness of various patrol activities. 
The effectiveness of various tactics can be evaluated by using 
the following outcome measures: 

a. The number of arrests. A format similar to that 
used in Exhibit 3S to evaluate the level of reported 
crime can be used to evaluate arrest data. 
Program managers should compare the number 
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of arrests made in an area before, during, 
and after a directed patrol program is esta
blished. In addition, it would be helpful 
to chart similar data for a comparison ar.ea 
where directed patrol tactics have not been 
implemented. Increases in the number of arrests 
in the directed patrol area would be an indicator 
of program success. However, it should be 
noted that a directed program can suppress 
and displace crime from the target areas and 
yield fewer opportunities for arrest. 

b. Tactical productivity. Evaluators and program ad
ministrators should also be concerned with the aom
parative productivity of different tactias. By col
lecting specific information about the circumstances 
leading-to an arrest, it is possible to evaluate 
individual tactics. The most basic breakdown 
might be a comparison of the number of arrests 
made during random patrol vs. those made as 
a result of directed activjties. 

Evaluators should also consider evaluatio~ 
of specific directed patrol tactics. For 
example, which patrol activities contributed 
to an arrest: area witness canvass, field 
interrogation, suspect area search, decoy, 
stake-out, tactical alarm, hidden camera, etc.? 
By analyzing this information, patrol managers 
will be able to judge the comparative effec
tiveness of different tactics. Exhibit 36 
presents a format to collect and comparatively 
evaluate the impact of various apprehension 
tactics. By combining process information 
about the level or number of hours spent doing 
different patrol tactics with the circumstances 
surrounding an arrest, it is possible to develop 
comprehensive information about the relative 
merits of different tactics. 

c. The quality of arrests for target crim~. 
The most widely accepted measure of arrea't 
quality is the percentage of arrests which 
pass first screening by the prosecutor. Arrest 
quality nan be assessed by looking at the percentage 
of arrests which lead to convictions i howe,'er, 
there are many factors over which the police 
do not have control which can intervene between 
an arrest and its final disposition by the 
courts. In examining arrest quality, records 
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EXHIBIT 36 

EVALUATION OF APPREHENSION-ORIENTED PATROL TACTICS 

----- PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS 
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should be kept on the proportion of cases in 
which the offender(s) were released without 
charge, the proportion in 'V1hich the charge 
was reduced, and the proportion in which the 
initial police charge was accepted. The 
reasons for the p!~secutor'8 decision shouZd 
aZso be recorded and ana~yzed~ since this oan 
be of considerabte hetp in improving arrest 
quaZity. 

d. The number of crimes cleared. Clearance rates 
are the percentage of crimes reported to the 
police that are conside1:ed solved. Crimes 
can be cleared by arrest, by suspect confessions, 
or by M.O. comparisons and witness identifi
cations. One arrest may clear a number of 
crimes. Use of clearance rates as a measure 
of effectiveness has justly been criticized 
because of the inconsistent standards which 
are applied in making clearances. However, 
the number of crimes cleared 'by an arrest does 
provide an indicator of the value of that arrest, 
since the apprehension of multiple offenders 
is generally felt to be of more importance 
than the apprehension of novice criminals. 

C. Summary Recommendations 

Rather than view the evaluation process as an esoteric 
problem that should be left to social scientists, there ·is a real 
need for patrol administrators to integrate evaluation into the 
patrol management and planning process. The approach to evaluation 
presented here has sought to describe simple evaluation techniques 
that can be used by patrol managers, including first-line super
visors, to better develop and plan a directed patrol program. 
The process measures wi7,.7,. enabZe managers to judge the extent to 
which dl,rected aotivities at'e being perfomzed~ white the impact 
measures enabZe an assessment of the effectiveness of various 
preventionJ deterrence~ and apprehension oriented taotics. 

1. Patrol administrators should integrate the crime 
analysis and evaluation processes as a means 
to develop, modify, and 1.mprove directed patrol 
operations. 

2. Every department should monitor the extent to 
which the patrol force is deployed according 
to workload demands. Periodic deployment 
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adjustments should be made when the workload and 
deployment patterns are out of phase. 

3. Patrol administrators should periodically review 
the way in which calls are serviced and adjust 
service response patterns to provide "blocks 
of patrol tinle ll for directed activities. 

4. Patrol officers should be reqired to keep a 
log of all directed patrol assignments. This 
data should be reviewed and compiled by sergeants 
and watch commanders and used as a patrol planning 
tool. 

5. Every department should analyze reported crime 
data to measure the prevention and deterrence 
effectiveness of various patrol tactics. Where 
possible, data from directed patrol areas should 
be compared with periods before the program began 
and with areao patrolled randomly. 

6. Every department should analyze data concerning 
the circumstances that led to an arrest. Where
ever possible, the number of arrests that can be 
attributed to a directed patrol tactic or other 
patrol actions should be evaluated. This can be 
used to rate the effectiveness of specific patrol 
tactics and can serve as an invaluable guide 
in planning directed patrol assignments. 
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APPENDIX A 

AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

ON ROUTINE PREVENTIVE PATROL 

The purpose of this annotated bibliography is to provide 
guidance to police administrators as they search available litera
ture for insights to improve the effectiveness and productivity of 
routine preventive patrol operations. 

In this bibliography, we have been extremely selective, 
choosing only those books and articles which we believe to be suf
ficiently important to merit first order attention by the reader. 
The selection was based upon application of the following criteria: 
(1) the work has had a significant influence upon the conduct of 
patrol throughout the country; (2) it presents an analytical dis
cussion which we believe provocative and interesting; (3) it high
lights a matter of significant controversy and extreme importance 
to the conduct of patrol; or (4) it presents valid, empirically
based findings which provide answers to impdrtant patrol-related 
questions. As a result, this bibliography suggests only a start
ing place; the reader is encouraged to pursue subjects of interest 
by following up on bibliographic and department-specific references 
found within the readings and to contact the project staff for more 
specific guidance. 

Before turning to the presentation of the bibliography 
itself, several additional points might be raised. In general, 
the literature on all aspects of the patrol functions has, until 
recently, been largely descriptive w'ith reconunendations for change 
based primarily upon the personal experiences and observations of 
the authors. This, however, began to change dramatically i.n the 
late 1960's with the publication of the Task Force Report: The 
Polic~ by the President's Conunission on Law Enforcement and Admin
istration of Justice. Since that time, an increasing emphasis has 
been placed upon the conduct of empirically based analyses aimed 
at clarifying and testing the assumptions and hypotheses which for 
may years constituted the "convent.ional wisdom" espoused by the 
police conunuity. Descriptive works began to incorporate a more 
analytical element as concepts and constructs drawn from the manage
ment, administrative and social sciences were adapted in efforts to 
organize and integrate eXisting knowledg~ and information about 
patroL. This work has, in turn, been buttressed by an increased 
emphasis upon empirical research, .work in which systematically 
collected data was carefully analyzed in order to illuminate the 
relationships between various aspects of patrol and the effective-
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ness of the patrol function. Most significant is the very recent 
emphasis w'hich has been placed upon program evaluation and care
fully controlled experiments, both of which has sought to determine 
cause and effect relationships, i.e., the specific impacts of patrol 
activity upon the effectiveness of patrol in jeterring crime, appre
hending offenders, providing non-crime related services, and provid
ing a sense of citizen satisfaction with the police and security 
within the community. 

The program reports and evaluations and the reports of ex
perimental findings, while providing the richest potential source 
of information, are still fraught with problems as the experience 
of departments and researchers in conducting such inquiries is still 
limited. To a degree, the discipline is handj.capped bec'ause research 
and the preparation of careful reports are expensive and time
consuming endeavors: they require the collection of baseline (or pre
program) data, the careful documentation of all program activities, 
the collectiolL of on-going data, and a careful statistical and con
textual analysis to determine the impact of the program. Unfortunate
ly, such reporting is rarely found, as the conduct of a formal eval
uation is often beyond the means of local departments, and the col
lection of baseline data prior to project implementation may require 
delaying a program which the department believes to be essential to 
the improvement of the patrol function. 

Given the characteristics and the limitations of available 
literature, the materials presented in this bibliography provide only 
partial solutions to significant problems and only general guidance 
rather than specific, step-by-step procedures. In addition, they 
reflect the experiences of only a limited numr-""r of jurisdictions, 
each of which had to confront its own operatf"J realities and con
straints in carrying out the patrol function. As a result, in re
viewing each of the materials listed and described below, the par
ticular circumstances of the practitioner's department must be kept 
in mind, and careful consideration must be given to the following 
questions: How can the results of research in one jurisdiction be 
made applicable to another? How can the general concepts be adapted 
and applied to the needs of individual departments? We believe that 
the materials presented in this bibliography will provide assistance 
:i.n thinking systematically about patrol and in considering available 
options for imt)roving the quality of patrol within jurisdictions 
throughout the country. In that way, it will assist departments 
in addressing the significant, general, and jurisdiction-specific 
problems for which solutions must be rapidly found. 
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Albright, Ellen, et.a%. Evaluation in Criminal 
Justice Programs: Guidance and Examples. 
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Justice~ 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice, 1973. (Available from GPO-
2700-00210) 

Initially intended as a manual for local evaluations of 
projects funded under L.E.A.A.'s High Impact Program, this volume 
provides an excellent introduction to the evaluation of crime con
trol programs. It focuses on the measurement of program effective
ness and the organization of evaluation activities. Page 1 to 65 
present material which is particularly relevant to the evaluation 
of patrol operations. 

Boydstun, John E. S9.n Diego Fie,ld Interrogation 
Final Report. Washington, D. C.: Police Foundation, 
1975. 

This volume reports the results of a year-long experiment 
on effects of field interrogations. The experiment examined their 
impact on arrest rates, level of suppressible crime, and police
community relations. It found the use of field interrogations con
tributed to the deterrence of suppressible crimes, provided some as
sistance in making arrests and did not have a negative impact on 
police~community relations. While the authors properly stress that 
generalizations from their findings should be made "1ith extreme care, 
this is, nevertheless, the best available study of field interroga-' 
tions and it should be of interest to departments throughout the 
country. 

Boydston, John~ et a%. Patrol Staffing in San 
Diego ~ One,",or~Two .... Of fic'er Units. Washington, D. C. ; 
Police Foundation, 1977. 

This comparative study of 22 one-officer and 22 two-officer 
units in San Diego sought to evaluate whether or not the substantial 
extra cost of two-officer units was justified. The study examined 
the difference in one and two-officer units in terms of perfonnance, 
efficiency, safety, and officer attitudes. Although the ttl1o-officer 
units cost $112,045 on 83% more to field than one-officer units, the 
study reports that one-officer units performed as well as two-officer 
units; and that one-officer units were substantially more effec.tive. 
In addition, the study reports that one-officer units had a safety 
advantage, and that officers expressed a shift preference for two
o1=ficer units. 
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Buck, George, et at. Police Crime Analysis Unit 
Handbook. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of 
Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 
National Institute of I,aw Enforcement of Law Enforce~ 
ment and Criminal Justice, 1973. (Available from 
GPO-2700-00-232) 

This handbook provides a model that can be used as a starting 
point in creating a new or improving an existing crime analysis program. 
Although the report is not an operational manual, it does address the 
major aspects of crime analysis and focuses especially the organization 
of a crime analysis capability. 

Chaiken, Jan M. Patrol A).location Methodology for 
Police Departments. Santa Monica. California; Rand 
Corporation, 1975. 

This report reviews several mathematical modeling methods 
that police can use to allocate patrol resources. It provides an 
introduction to some of the major questions planners need to address 
in deploying patrol officers. The book' recommends that departments 
use performance measures, primarily response time~ to allocate and 
schedule officers. Several computerized allocation formulas are 
described. 

Gay, William, et at. National Evaluation Program .. 
Phase I Summary Report: Neighborh~o~ Team Policing. 
Washington, D,C.: National Institute of Law Enforce
ment and Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration, U.S. Department of Justice, 1977. 

This National Evaluation Program Report summarizes a 
nationwide assessment of team policing programs. In addition to 
assessing the effectiveness of various t~am policing activities, 
the report also discusses evaluation procedures that can be a~plied 
to other pa.trol programs. The report cautions program administrators 
to carefully monitor the extent to which planned innovations are actually 
being implemented by patrol personnel. In many team policing programs 
there was a failure to implemeht the most basic components of the system. 

Kansas City, Missouri Police Department, Kansas 
City, Missouri, Marvin Van Kirk, Chief of Police. 
Response Time Analysis Study. To be published 
by National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice of the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration. 
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This study of police response time shauld be read by all law 
enforcement planners, administrators, and managers. The study, limited 
to Part I crimes, examines response time in terms of (1) the time citizens 
take to call the police, and (2) the time it takes. the police to respond 
to service calls. The findings of the report have major implications 
for patrol operations and service call clearanc!e. The study indicates 
that the amount of time it takes citizens to call the police frequently 
exceeds the amount of time it takes the police to respond. In many 
:I.nstances, the citizen delay in calling the police minimizes the value 
of a rapid emergency response. 

Kelling, George L., et aZ. ,The Kansas Cit:}! Preve~~~ 
Patrol Experiment: A Summary Report. Washington, D·,C.: 
Police Foundation, 1974. 

The report calls into qulistion two widely acceptad hypothesis 
about patrol: first, that vj.sible police presence prevents crime by 
deterring potential offenders; second, that the public's fear of crime 
is diminished by such police presence. The report has been heavily 
criticized on methodological grounds and readers are urged to be careful 
in interpreting the results. In spite of the report's limitations, 
the patrol workload analysis apd discussion of how officers use their 
patrol time can be extremely.helpful in improving natrol efficiency 
and effectiveness.' , 

Kuykendall, Jack L. and Peter C, Unsigner, 
Community Police Administration, Chicago, Ulinois: 
Nelson-Hall, 1975 

This book on police patrol focuses pril'Ilarily upon how departments 
can better plan and manage their operations. The book: discusses various 
organizational and leadership styles and recommends a considerable amount 
of participant ,planning and decision making. A good discussion of 
management by objectives is followed by a discussion of how police 
administrators can manage operations by adopting modern management 
techniques. The sections or~ program budgeting and evaluation provide 
valuable management information. 

Larson, Richard C. Urban Police Patrol Analysis. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1972. 
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This book provides an excellent introduction to how operations 
research and quantitative analysis can be applied to police patrol 
operations. The author examines a number of critical patrol procedures 
including emergency response demands~ hazard and workload formulas, 
dispatch policies, and call prioritization schemes. The book discusses 
computer simulations of several operational innovations that can improve 
patrol productivity. 

Maltz, Michael D. ~valtUl.tion of Crime CC?}ltrol 
Programs. Washington, D.C.: U,S, Department of 
Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice, 1975. (Available from GPO-2700-00l63) 

This publication represents an excellent starting point for 
law ~nforcement persennel interested in explorj~lg the process of program 
evaluation. It 'recommends procedures for planning programs, selecting 
areas for program implementation, choosing measures of effectiveness, 
and conducting an evaluation. The material iFJ, presented in a straight ... 
forward, readable fashion and the report incltldes a useful set of 
references fo1." those interested in pursuing the. subject at greater length. , 

Oberlander~ Leonard 1 ed. g,uantitative Tools for 
Criminal Justice Planning. Washington, D.C.: Law 
Enforcement Assistance Ad~inistratiofi, U.S. Department 
of Justice, 1975. 

The basic premise of this selection of essays is that data 
about the criminal justice system can be a valuable aid in planning 
and directing effective programs. The report describes a variety of 
techniques that can be used to organize and analyze criminal justice 
data. The various articles discuss the use of victimizatio7.1. surveys, 
uniform crime reports, criminal justice models and populat:tve data. 

National Commission on Productivity. 
OpP9,rtunities for Improving Productivity in 
Police Services. Washington, D.C.: U.S, 
Government Printing Office, 1973. 

This publication presents an introduction to the measurement 
of police performance. In presenting the various measures, the report 
presents data from police and sheriff departments to illustrate how 
the measures can be used. 
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Reiner, G. Hobart, et aZ. National Evaluation 
Program Phase I Summary Report: Crime Ana1ysils 
in Support of Patrol. Washington, D.C.: National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S. 
Department of Justice, forthcoming. 

This National Evaluation Program Report presents th'e findings 
of a national evaluation of current knowledge about crime analysis. It 
contains a useful review and assessment of the "state-of-the-art" in 
crime analysis and some observations ~~hich should assist patrol 
administrators in using crime analysis to greater advantages. 

Schell, Theodore, et aZ. ~ationa1 Evaluation Program 
Phase I Summary Report: Traditional Preventive Patrol: 
Washington, D.C.: National Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Admini
stration, U.S. Department of Justice, 1976. 

This National Evaluation Program Report assesses a wide variety 
of both traditional and innovative patrol programs. Included are dis
cussions of deployments, supervision, patrol tasks, and modes of patrol. 
This volume is a convenient starting place for police administrators 
considering innovations in the area of patrol operations. In addition 
to a discussion of various patrol procedures, the volume 'also discusses 
ways to monitor and evaluate patrol operations. 

White, Thomas W.~ et aZ. Police Burglary 
Prevention Programs. Washington, D.C,: National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S. 
Department of Justice, 1975. (Available from National 
Criminal Justice Reference Service), 

The report presents practical guidelines on the opera
t~.on of burglary prevention programs which are based on the exper
it~nces of numerous departments. It includes helpful discussions of: 
the analysis of burglary problems; the evaluation of burglary 
reduction efforts; and patrol activities which can be used to combat 
burglaries. 

v~ul:fe, Joan L. and John F. Heaphy (eds.). 
;teadings on Productivity in Polici~$.' 
I/ashington, D.C,: Police Foundation, 1975. 

Th:.S collection of articles provides a general introducUon 
to the ~~ocess and problems of measuring and improving police productivity. 
~he &ssays suggest a number of programs designed to improve productivity, 
indicate 'ways to measure productivity, and describes how to develop a 
productivity measurement program, 

'U.S. aoV::IlIiIfENT PllIH~Na OFFlCE I 1980 O-)1l-.3?9/14~ 
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PRESCRIPTIVE PACKAGE: 1I1mproving Patrol Productivity 
Volume I Routine Patrol ll 

To help LEAA better evaluate the usefulness of Prescriptive Packages, the 
reader is requested to answer and return the following questions. 

L What is your genera'/' reaction to this Prescriptive Pa'ckage? 
[ ] Excellent [] Above Average [] Average [J Poor [] Useless 

2. Does this package represent best available knowledge and experience? 

~ 
] No better single document available 
] Excellent, but some changes required (please comment) 
] Satisfactory, but' changes required (please cOlTlllent) 

. ] Does not represent best knowledge or experience (please comment) 

3. To what extent do you see the package as being useful in terms of: 
(check one box on each line) 

Modifying existing projects 
Training personnel 
Adminstering on-going projects 
Providing new or 1mportant information 
Developing or implementing new projects 

Highly Of Some Not 
Useful Use UsefUl 
[] [] [] 
~] [] f] 
[j ~j [j 
[J [J [] 

4. To what specific use, if any, have you put or do you plan to put this 
particular package? 
[ ] Modifying existing projects 
[ ] Administering on-going projects 
[ ] Others: 

[ ] Training personne1 
[ ] Developing or implementing 

new proj ects 

5. In what ways, if any, could the package be improved: (plp.ase specify), 
e.g. structure/organization; content/coverage; objectivi'ty; writing 
style; other) 

6. Do you feel that further training or technical assistance is needed 
and desired on this topic? If so, please specify needs. 

7. In what other specific areas of the criminal justice system do you 
think a Prescriptive Package is most needed? 

8. How did this package come to four attention? (check one or more) 
[ ] LEAA mailing of package ~ Your organization's library 
[ J Contact with LEAA staff J National Criminal Justice Reference 
[ ] LEAA Newsletter Service 
[ ] Other (please specify) 
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S. Check ONE item below which best describes your affiliation with law 
enforcement or criminal just'lce. If the item checked has an asterisk 
(*), please also check the related level~ i.e. . 
[ ] Federal [ J State [ J County [ ] Loca' 
[ ] Headquarters t LEAA [ ] Police * 
[ ] LEAA Regional Office [ l Court * r ] State Planning Agency [ • Correctional Agency * 
f ] Regional SPA Office [ Legislative Body * 

] College/University [ Other Government Agency * 
[ ] Commercial/Industrial Firm [ ] Professional Association * r ] Citizen Group [ ] Crime Prevention Group * 

10. Your Name.~ ________ --------__ ------____ -----------
Your position 
Organizati on ~or-..A-ge-n-c-y-------------------
Address ___________ . __________ . ______________________ _ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Telephone Number Area code: Number: : 
(fold here first) .J ---------------------------------------------

U.S. DEPARTMENT 01'" JU"'''''Ctt 
LAW £NP'OI'lCEMENl' ASSISTANCE ADMINiSTRATION 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20811 

OFFICIAL BUSINESS 
PEHALTV FOR PRIVATE use:, $300 

Director 

POSTAGE ANO FEES PAID 
U.S. OEf'ARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

JUS·436 

THIRD CLASS 

Office of Techno1og~ Transfer 
National Institute of Law Enforcement 

and Criminal Justice 
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11. If you are not currently registered with NCJRS and would like to be 
placed on their mailing list, check here. ( ] 
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